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V O L U M E  21. Kelowna, British Columbia- Thursday, August 6th, 192^ N U M B E R  51
LUNCHEON TO IIRRIGATION 
IRRIGATION CONVENTION 
DELEGATES CONCLUDES
Two Hundred And Fifty People At- Important Rcflolution Declares In Fav- 
tend Pfpasant Function A t our O f Government Aid To
Aquatic Pavilion | Irrigation Worl«j
PR IN C E  OF W A LE S  j SONS OF E N G LAN D
LE A V E S  ST. H E L E N A ! E N T E R T A IN  O F F IC IA LS
ST. H E L IiN A , Aug. 6.—A large Supreme Officers O f Order Visit Or- 
mtml»cr of the InliabitantB of this is- ' L^dge And Arc
land went aboard the lintish cruiser j Wtiqucted
itepulse during its two days stop-off 
here on the voyage of the Prince of 
Wale.s from Soutli Africa to South] On the evening of Wednesday, July
Tile luncheon given on Tliursday, at I Upoii gathering at the Scout Hall on 
the Aquatic Pavilion, to the delegates Thursday afternoon, following the lun- 
at the nineteenth convention of the cheon at the Aquatic Pavilion, the de- 
Western Canada Irrigation Association legates felt some regret that Mr, R. H. 
was attended by some two hundred and Hchner, of Nicola, former Sup.erinten- 
fifty people and was one of the pleas- dent of the Summerland Experimental 
antest affairs of that nature ever held | Station, did not deliver his proposed 
here. Miayor b. W. Sutherland presid- address upon "The Irrigation of Ve- 
cd, having on his right Lieut,-GOycr- getables.” From lack of time for adc- 
nor W. C. Nichol, Mayor Huclcvale of quate preparation, this he was unable 
Medicine Hat and Mr, A. O. Cochrane, to do but he gave a very interesting 
M.L.A., and on his left Major A. talk instead on the various most suit- 
Humphries. A.D.C., and Mr. J. W . able rotations of crops, pointing oUt, 
Jones, M.L.A. The procceding.s were as other speakers had done, that the 
enlivened by excellent music provided soil in this valley in nearly all cases 
by the Len Davis Orchestra, who play- lacked both humus and nitrogen and 
cd a number of fine selections. that, unless the.se were supplied, it
After the admirable luncheon provid- would "play out” and become unpro- 
cd by the members of the Hospital ductive m the near future. He instan- 
Ladics Aid had been done ample jus- ced in this connection the number of 
tice to. Mayor Sutherland proposed orchards to be seen where even weeds 
"The King,” which toast was drunk would not grow naturally, and gave it 
with great enthusiasm, all present join- as, his personal experience that Hairy 
hig in singing the National Anthem. Vetch was the best cover crop to grow 
Splendid Gifts By Hon. W . C. Nichol in this portion of the Interior, espec- 
His Worship.then stated that he was ially if there were any shortage of wa- 
pleased to be abie to announce that the ter. A  short discussion follovved his 
Lieut-Governor had presented the Kcl- speech, some speakers voicing the vievv 
owna General Hospital with a cheque fkat cover crops, also alfalfa, robbed 
for $1,000, which was' to be used to orchards of \yhat richness was in the 
provide additional X-ray equipment, soil until such time as the alfalfa or 
and had also given two. fine cups for hoover crop had been ploughed under, 
competition at the coming Regatta. ■ The concluduvg^addre^ of the day 
This announcement was received by was given by Professor P. A- Boving, 
loud, cheers, the whole assemblage ris- of the University of B. C„ who spoke 
ing and singing “ For He’s' A  Jolly on “Acre Values, â highly technical 
Good Fellow,” and giving three cheers subject, after which/various resolutions 
and a tiger for His Honour, followed were discussed, the,high rate of irriga­
tion taxes and tolls being the questionby the tiger’s' pup. i . . . . . . . , - ,
Lieut.-Governor Nichol. which interested the delegates the,most ....................... . ......____________  . -------------------------  -------
Lieut.-Governor Nichol, in respond- 3” d which receded the^most attention, helped the cities and other dis- Bro. Roselle proceeded from Kamloops
ing to the ovation giveri him, remarked j Hi gene^l the Prairi^^dele^ tricts as welb as the sections of coun-|to the Coast, where they will inspect
CVCMIIIIk, lUC lieu lU lue i , - , • '  . .ll — .,
a garden party at, the Governor’s rcsi- visitors ;it a dinii
dcnce. He walked to the landing-place Tor
followed by a cheering crowd and be- ‘‘cu'c Secretary D. /. I roctor, ® '
fore , he entered the iminacc he nuide onto and Past Pre  ̂ L i ' .
a short speech at the quayside, remark- of
ing that he had enjoyed his visit and Hrn IT 'Putt
was especially pleased with the beauti-1 Dcjnity^ H Pusq Presided
fill scenery of the island. and driven here by car. Past President Roselle is making the western tour of
It has been decided by the Provin- ‘u®!̂ *'*'**®*' n^v'^nnnrl^ 
cial GavcT..ma„. that the Trana-Prov- ,C- y X S ' /di vjo rniiiiiiH viuii iiu- j. lu j . f • j i i..*.! ,
UiirlitAr'iv now luMiicr r n i m t r n r t -  whosc professional duties as a chartei-
“ Z c  ted 1^0u^rNorrh'DelldT tte eompa,tying Seeret.ary PTSta ,,,/ ' 
twlcUHV,..:.! ,.o«f of sn doinv would be :iD- Proctor accompanied her husband.additional cost of so doing would be
proximately $250,000, I hundred guests attended
the banquet, at which several fine
would pay indirectly. So it could be speeches were made, including addres- 
scen that the principle he was advoca- ses by Bro. J. W . Jones, M.L.A., local 
ting was recognized as being ^Itogcth- President Bro. F. Tutt, local Vice- 
cr correct, and was not only recognized President^ Bro. J. Haworth and the 
as such but acted on by the Dominion two visiting officials, and at which 
Government, the Provincial Govern- great praise was given to Bro. A. E. 
ment and municipalities and railway Cox and the committee who worked 
IQS, . I under him for the excellence of ull ur-
Thus, the speaker continued, dcvcl- rangements made, 
opment areas, whether irrigation dis- Bros. Roselle and Proctor left on 
tricts or dyking or drainage areas, ap- Friday morning for Kamloops, where 
peared to be the only exception when they paid an official visit to the local 
the general rule or principle of giving lodge that same day. On their depar- 
public support, to development enter- ture, Bro. A. E. Cox, on behalf of the 
prises Was applied, and he went on to wives of the brethren here, presented 
remark that such areas contributed to Mrs. Proctor with a very fine bouquet, 
the general welfare of the whole of the The members of the Orchard City 
people of the province. Assuming that Lodge were much impressed by the 
the whole income derived from all the clear-sightedness of the inspecting of- 
reclamation and irrigation areas in B. ficers, who imparted much valuable in- 
C. were''$10,000,000 per annum, includ- formation during their visit here. Bro. 
ing the return from canned goods, Proctor, who is an Oxford graduate. 
Farm produce and everything'produced was particularly well posted on all mat- 
on those areas, it would be evident that ters connected with the organization of 
such production stimulated business of the Sons of England, answering all 




Tournament O f Kelowna Lawn Tennis 
Club Comes To Brilliant Close 
On Saturday
that it would be a mistake to take his shy of voicing their opinion on rnatters 
gift to the Hospital too seriously. Kel- connected with irrigation rates in this 
owna was a charming place and he was province, and̂  the discussion on su^ 
pleased to have been able to be present vvas. left chiefly to the B. C
at the convention and luncheon. The p'sP^^®?* t̂atives. •
Western Canada Irrigjition Association j xhe Claim Of Irrigation Projects For 
was doing good work, especially in in- Government Aid
structing the public on matters con- During this debate a very convincing 
nected with irrigation and m explain- „ ^^^^e by Mayor D. VV. Su-
mg to those mterested^how_ to apply the principle
water to the bestadvantage. Such con- L hat works for the common benefit of
ventmns, attended as they wei^ by peo- ^he people, such as irrigation systeiris,
pie from several provinces did much should be paid for in part out Of the 
good, particularly m cementing friend- hlic funds. Illustrating this jirinci-
ships between people who otherwise^l^ different ways,' he showed how 
would not meet each other, and many 1̂  ̂ was applied municipally, provincially 
of these friendships lasted a lifetime, j federally. First, he showed that
'19, I it  li  i i ll , r i i ll  
arid federally. First, he sho ed that 
This_gathering together of people from khe principle was firmly established in 
distant portions ot the'country bomid l n .̂unicipal operations.'giving as an 
the peopli^of Canada together. (Ap-j local improvements in cities
plause.) ^ H e  hoped that the delegates Lych as sidewalks. Sidewalks were na- 
would all continue^ to enjoy their vl.'i.t kurally of greater benefit to the individ- 
to the Okanagan Valley, and he hoped property owners alongside whose 
also that they vvould emov their stav ^hey were located, but they
equally well at the point that was sel-Kvere also of benefit to and absolutely 
ected for next year s convention. It L^gj.egg f^j. ^^e general public as 
was .questionable, however, if they Lyejj . therefore all municipal councils 
would ever meet together in any place ^̂ .̂ j^ed the fact, that they were es- 
where they would receive a more ô the common welfare of the
whole-hearted welcome,^ or m more L^jti^ens and either paid in full for side- 
pleasant surroundings. _ There could be L^aiks, or allotted the cost of their con-
no doubt in anyone s mind that the Aq- g^ruction so as to fall partly, at least,
uatic Pavdipn vvas an asset and an im- the whole of the municipal rate- 
mense godsend to this part of the coun- payers
short, but wished to thank everybodv exemphfynig P^nc ple
for the kind reception that had bee'n '''^shed to make clear tp ^  
given hiim-> (Applause.) was recognized that anyth ng which
Professor P  A  Bovine contributed to the general welfare
ProfeX^r R  A. Bmdng, of the Uni-U^o«>^ assisted at least to some ex- 
versity of B.C., proposed the toast ^
“ Irrigation.” He began his remark? by Hinds. Take education, ior mstan̂ ^̂ ^̂  
stating that the four ages of man, des- 
cribed by Q.vid, could be applied to the 
various stages of development of thi,s
part of the Interior, and that, as could 
be found in a ' wonderful book “The 
Beloved V^agabond,”- by VV. J. Locke, 
“ we must cultivate our garden.” It 
vvas not merely necessary to irrigate in 
this country but also to go in for thor­
ough cultivation and to apply the best 
methods of enriching the soil. It was 
a safe bet that Mr. Don H. Bark vvould
government, and always had been, that 
the education of the children in each' 
district of B. C. was essential to the 
common welfare of the vvFole of the 
residents of the province and not'mere­
ly to the people of that district alone. 
Therefore the government of the pro­
vince assisted in some way in having 
each child in B. G. educated. Again, it 
was recognized that it was better to 
have healthv men. women and children
try in which such reclamation works most of the lodges before making their 
were constructed. Lumber camps, fac- way to Calgary to attend the meeting of 
tories of all kinds and many other lines the Supreme Council of the Sons of En- 
of industry derived immense benefit gland, which will be held in that city 
from the reclamation areas, and the | from August 10th to iSth. 
natural result was more prosperity
and more people throughout the prov-j Seepage And Waste Water
ince who could contribute to the public Speaking on this subject, Mr. G. N, 
treasury. . Houston, of Lethbridge, stated that
mention alfalfa as'the best soil cnrichcr. 1"  ^he province who could be producers
(Laughter.) In this western portion of 
Canada we had had the iron age of 
sage brush and cattle, the copper age 
when soine cultivation had commenced, 
the silver age when dry farming had 
appeared to be the right thing to do 
and now we were, approaching the gol­
den age when large crops per acre 
vvould be produced by irrigation and 
the right methods of cultivation. This 
golden age could not have been brought 
near but for the advent of irrigation.
Mr. Don. H. Bark
After Mr. J-I. S. Atkinson and most 
of those present had sung “ It Ain’t 
Gonna Rain no More,” Mr. Bark re­
sponded to Professor Boving’s toast, 
beginning by stating that be bad had 
no warning that it vvould fall to his lot 
to make reply for the irrigatipnists pre­
sent. otherwise he vvould have prepared 
a speech in which the word “alfalfa” 
vvxmld have been omitted. In any case 
he Could get round the difficulty by us­
ing the word “plant.” (Laughter.)
What vvas needed vvas more effective 
methods of cultivation and also of irri­
gation. The people of B.C. and of the 
Prairie Provinces vver overlooking a 
goO(,l bet in not keeping up the fertil­
ity of their farms, ^lost plants, includ­
ing the one he must not mention by 
name, lived on “ soup.” By “ soup” he 
meant vvhat the plant extracted from 
the soil by the aid of water. If tht 
soil vvas fertile less water was needed, 
and if not fertile m ore water vvas es­
sential. By keeping soil fertile, by 
means of a certain plant, a bigger crop 
could be harvested with the aid of less 
water. People who used irrigation 
water sliould also study out the right' 
time to apply it to the crop under cul­
tivation. Just as he himself, and prob­
ably all others at the luncheon, could 
(Continued on Page 4)
; of v'arious kinds than a sickly popula­
tion. Therefore the Provincial Govern­
ment lent financial aid to focal hospi­
tals. Also the same principle applied 
regarding main roads traversing rnuni- 
cipalities. the government recognizing 
that, as they were necessary for the 
use of all residents of B. C., the prov­
ince should pay for a portion, at least, 
of the cost of their construction and 
upkeep.
His Worship then referred to the fa­
bulous sums spent by the Doniinion 
Government on - terminal facilities at 
Vancouver and other shipping ports. 
It vvas self-evident that the fees collec­
ted at such wharves, dry docks, etc. 
would not begin to pay for their con­
struction and maintenance, and vvould 
not even provide a sinking fund for re­
payment of sums borrowed for original 
expenditures, yet, as these dry docks, 
wharves and other terminal facilities 
were essential for the commerce of the 
whole Doniinion. and not only for the 
various producers who used them, a 
very large portion, and in some instan­
ces the whole, of the cost of their con­
struction and maintenance vvas provid­
ed by the Government of Canada out 
of the treasury of the nation, the sums 
thus taken being derived from the gen­
eral revenue of the country at large.
Using a further illustration, the ma­
yor spoke of the Kamloops-Kelowna 
branch of the C.N.R. as being a work 
for the common welfare of Canada and 
built as such by the Canadian National 
Railways, though the ton per mile re­
ceipts probably vvould not for many 
years pay for the cost of construction. 
It vvas recognized by the railway man­
agement that it vvas as a feeder to the 
main line that the branch line vvould 
have its v.'due. Thus a section of rail­
way which might not pay directly
Mayor Sutherland then went on to waste water should be handled by 
show what he termed a paradox; that boards similar to water boards or se- 
vvhile the governrhent recognized the werage boards, also that, the cost of 
principle he had expounded and also handling such waste water or seepage 
recognized that they should carry out to the best, advantage for everyone in 
the fishes of the people q'nd, by keep- the district should be borne by all par­
ing tneir ears close to the ground often ties concerned, all land in any way af- 
anticipated these wishes, in the particu- fected being assessed in the same way 
lar c^e of necessary help to irrigation that it would be assessed for any other 
proje/ts they failed to apply the Same needed improvement. I f  this were the 
primfiple. . He thought there must be policy pursued, proper channels could 
sorrfe reason why this should be the be made for waste water, which could 
case and that probably the fault could be prevented from waterlogging the 
be laid at the door of the irrigation property of people who did not need it, 
farmers themselves. Hitherto those and it could be taken to its jiatural out- 
chiefly interested in the various irriga- let, such as ravines, lakes, rivers, etc, 
tion works and systems had both on Legally, he explained., a watercourse 
the public platform and through the must hav̂ e definite banks and bed, and 
press allowed the impression to go a- it was evident that seepage, which could 
broad that it was not “good business” not always be foreseen, could hot al- 
fo.' the Government to have gone in ways be diverted into a strictly legal 
f ir  the v.i»-ious reclamation works tbc.v channel without great expense being in- 
bad undoviaken, and that such enter volved. The question confronting irri- 
priscs-sho’ 'M not be undertaken by an/ gation companies and boards in Con­
go', ernment unless the money derived nection with damage done by seepage 
by sale of the land thus reclaimed or and waste water generally was “who 
placed under irrigation and from the was to pay for it?” In this connection 
tolls and various charges imposed he might state that in the State of 
would recoup the provincial treasury Washington, where the subject had 
for the entire expenditure thus made, been the cause of considerable litiga- 
Thus the theory had been abandoned tion, the law vvas that the responsibility 
that the public at large should pay for I nested with those who created the da- 
uch enterprises carried out for the gen-j mage. One of the great difficulties con- 
eral public welfare, and for all intents nected with the whole subject was that 
and purposes the exact opposite had it vvas impossible vvtihout making a 
been advocated. The remedy for the thorough geological survey to ascer- 
present condition of _ affairs lay in re- tain before construction of ditches 
verting to the principle that such en-Lyhej-e seepage was likely to occur and 
terprises carried out for the common where damage vvould be caused. He il- 
good should be assisted out of proyin- lustrated this by stating that the sur- 
cial funds at the very least and having slope of the ground traversed by
this principle disseminated widely not  ̂ ditch was no clue whatever lo the 
only in agricultural districts but also in rock formation at depth, instancing a 
the cities. Once this theory or princi- L-ase near Lethbridge where seepage 
pie vvas thoroughly understood and ap- water had found its way beneath the 
proved by the people as a whole, the surface in exactly the opposite direction 
Government vvould recognize that fact L q ^be one it vvas expected to take. He, 
and be willing, as in other cases, to personally, vvas of the opinion that a 
carry out the wish of the electorate at ijjpj owner vvho had his property vva- 
large. Then there vvould be no further L^j-logged through seepage should re- 
need of sending delegations to Victor-R(.jy(. compensation, but there w;is no 
ia, but, on the other hand, the Govern- hygjji decision on the question in Cana- 
nient vvould come to the irrigationists Lia. though one vvould probably be giv- 
and ascertain what their requirements en very shortly.
were and make a’ proper adjustment of Explaining the legal point of view as 
l;ie total expenses in connection with damage from seepage or other waste 
necessary irrigation and rcclam.Ttion water, Mr. Houston said that in most 
works, as had been done in other cases p{ the States it was absolutely ncccss- 
of similar nature, where certain enter-Kyy to prove negligence on the part of 
prises, recognized as being for the com- those responsible for ditch conslruc- 
mon welfare, had been partly paid for Lion before compensation could be
out of public funds. (Loud applause.) L.]jjmiccl by injured parties, giving as 
After Mayor Sutherland’s speech illustration a case which happened
some of the delegates spoke favourably gQuth of the international line where 
of the idea of a commission being up- seepage from an irrigation ditch had 
pointed by the Government to look in- caused two small lakes on which two 
to the whole question of irrigation and factories were located to rise twenty 
matters connected with it, and others, f^ct, completely ruining those plants, 
including Mr, M. Hercron, suggested lu this instance compensation had been 
sending a delegation to Victoria to in- allowed by the lower courts, but their 
tervievv Premier Oliver on that matter, decision had been reversed on aiipeal. 
Mr. Felix Casorso took the view that considered that seepage could be 
where sums borrowed from the public best handled in this country by moth- 
treasury could be paid back without ods of co-operation, such as had worked 
much difficulty there should be no hesi- gatisLctorily in the Prairie Provinces, 
tation on the part of the water districts A short ilebate follotvcd Mr. Hous- 
to compl.v with the terms on which ton's address, the majority of the spea- 
sums of money had been borrowed bers voicing the vievv that, as most da- 
from the Government. The matter was niagc from seepage occurred when vva- 
not settled till the following morning, ter vvas wasted, the law should be so 
when the debate on questions arising framed as to discourage bad and im- 
out of resolutions brought forward vvas proper methods of irrigation and to
resumed.
Friday
After Mr. T. O. F. Hcrzcr, Manager 
of the Canada Colonization Associa­
tion. of Winnipeg, had delivered an in­
teresting address on "Irrigation and 
Colonization." the last session of the 
convention vvas taken .up in renevyed 
discussion of many matters, one being 
that of the damage done by seepage 
and waste water.
make those vvho in any way wasted 
water responsible for their actions. Dur­
ing the discussion Mr. Helnier stated 
that tlie practice of iilacing all water 
users on the same schedule, no matter 
whether their soil vvas light or heavy, 
vvas responsible for much of the waste 
occurring at the present time. He con­
sidered that land in all irrigation dis-
(Continued on page 5)
The tournament staged by the Ke­
lowna Lawn Tennis Chib, which inclu 
ded tliampionship events for the In­
terior of B. C,, vvas concluded on .Sat­
urday evening and can be 'safely des 
cribed as having been an enormous sue 
cess from every point of view. So close 
was the play in many of the final mat­
ches that it did not end till nearly b 
p.m., although tlic sets had been re­
sumed punctually at 2 o’clock. In most 
of the games the play was of high or­
der and proved highly interesting to 
a crowd of at least four hundred spec­
tators.
Mr. J. McGill, this year’s Pacific 
North-West champion, for the second 
time won the title of “ Champion of 
the Interior of B. C.” The new lady 
champion, Mrs. Bourque, who is al­
ready lady champion of Alberta, prov­
ed a most interesting player to watch 
and the final of the Ladies’ Singlcs.was 
splendidly fought out between her and 
Miss Freeman, of Salmon Arm, and 
ran to three evenly-contested dets.
"rhe brilliant play of the Ryall bro­
thers in the Men’s Doubles was much 
admired and only after the fourth set 
did the greater experience of McGill 
and McLean triump.
Both the Ladies’ Doubles and the 
Mixed Doubles ran to three sets and 
in both events really good tennis was 
seen.
It was nearly dark when the tourna­
ment-was ended and all who watched 
it wondered how it had been possible 
to keep to a high standard of play, as 
the light was very poor.
On Saturday fashionably attired 
ladies thronged the spectators’ seats 
and on Friday no less a personage than 
the Lieut.-Governor paid the courts a 
visit.
On the close of play, before the prize- 
giving, the' President Of the Kelowna 
Lawn Tennis Club, Mr. H. G, M. 
Gardner, expressed to those present 
what a pleasure it had been to him 
and the members of the' Club to have 
beeh able to welcome so many players 
from outside points. It was, he re­
marked, k great honour for the people 
of Kelowna to have in their midst so 
many people vvho were distinguished 
in the tennis world, such as their old 
friend Mr. J, McGill, champion of the 
Pacific North-West, and Mrs. Bourque, 
the charming lady champion of Alberta. 
They had welcomed, besides Other, tvvo 
presidents of provincial lawn tennis 
associations, Mr. F. D. Nicholson, of 
the B. C. organization, and Mr. F. C. 
Casselman, of Alberta. It had been a 
matter of great regret, however, to the 
committee of the Club that Mr. Car­
dinal! had found it impossible, at the 
last moment, tO accept the post of of­
ficial referee. They were therefore ex­
tremely grateful to Mr. R. G. Hunt, of 
San Francisco, who had kindly stepped 
into the breach, sacrificing his own ho­
liday. The committee recognized that 
the smooth way in which the tourna­
ment had been run vvas chiefly due to 
his skill and that of their capable touL 
nament manager, Mr. Eric Dart. (A p ­
plause.)
Mrs. B. F. Boyce, who had kindly 
consented to present the prizes, was 
handed a beautiful bouquet by Miss 
Joan Foster, and after the trophies had 
been received by the successful contes­
tants, and after the winners had been, 
in turn, duly cheered, Mr. Nicholson re­
turned thanks on behalf of the visitors, 
warmly complimenting the referee and 
the committee, making special mention 
of the Grounds Committee and referr­
ing to the excellent condition of the 
courts throughout the tournament, 
which he described as being truly won­
derful.
Cheers for the visiting players ter­
minated the most successful tourna­
ment ever held here, one that was a re­
cord event in many ways, such as the 
size of the entry and of the gate and 
the remarkably fine play witnessed 
throughout.
Subjoined is the complete score of 
the games, except those of the Ladies’ 
Consolation Singles and the Men’s 
Consolation Singles, which ended as 
follows: 'I
Ladies Consolation Singles. Final: 
Mrs. Graham beat Mrs. Chambers, 6-0, 
6- 1 .
Men’s Consolation Singles. Final: O. 
Ryall beat A. E. Hill, 6-1, 6-1.
Men’s Singles, Open 
First round: R. A. Phillips beat L e­
wis, 6-4, 6-1; McNichol beat Graham,
5- 7, 6-0, 6-1; Morrison w.o., opponent 
scratched; Mallam w.o., Followes scra­
tched; Laxon beat Scott-Eatpn, 6-0, 6- 
2; Rcvclcy w.o., Wilkes scrafehed; An­
derson beat Archibald, 6-1, 6-0; O, Ry­
all w.o.. McCosh scratched; Metcalfe 
beat Jervis, 6-3, 4-6, 6-0; Ibbotson beat 
Whitham, 6-3, 6-4; Stubbs beat Matas- 
usarc, 6-2, 6-2; Weddell beat Kerr, 6-2,
6- 2; Nicholson beat Craig, 6-1, 6-3; 
Hunt w.o., opponent scratched; S. Ry­
all W.O., Dart scratched; Seed beat 
MacKcnzic, 6-4, 6-4; Hilton beat Mc­
Leod. 6-3, 6-3; R. H. Hill beat DeHart, 
6-4, 6-4; Fauldcr beat Ivvashita, 6-0, 
8-6; Irvine beat J. P. Phillips, 5-7, 7-5, 
6- 1.
Second round: McGill beat Cham- 
liers, 6-1, 6-1; H. Ryall beat A. E. Hill,- 
6-4, 6-3; Casselman beat Aitkens, 6-1,
6- 1; McNichol beat R. A. Phillips, 6-3,
7- 5; Mallam beat Morrison, 1-6, 6-4, 
6-1; Laxoii beat Rcvclcy, 6-2, 6-2; An­
derson beat O. Ryall, 1-6, 6-2, 6-3; Met­
calfe beat Ibliotsoii, 6-3, 6-2; Weddell 
boat Stubbs, 6-4, 6-4; Hunt beat Nicb- 
olson, 6-3, 6-2; S. Ryall beat Seed, 6-4, 
6-0; R. H. Hill beat Hilton. 10-8, 6-1; 
Fauldcr beat Irvine, 6-2, 1-6, 6-3; Mc-
GUEST, T O D A Y  OF T H E  C IT Y  
OF K E L O W N A
‘ SIB HENRY W . THORNTON, K.B.E. 
President and Chairman of the Board of 
Directors, Canadian National Railways
Sir Hetify Thornton, President of 
the Canadian National Railways, and 
party were entertained this afternoon 
jy the City of Kelowna and the Board 
of Trade at a luncheon held at the 
Aquatic Pavilion, which was attended 
jy  one hundred and sixty people. Mr. 
A. G. McCosh, President of the Board, 
presided and speeches were made by 
lim. Sir Henry Thornton, Mayor D. 
W . Sutherland, Mr. Grofe St'rling. 
M.P., and Major Graham Bell, Deputy 
Minister of Railways. Ottawa.
In his address Sir Henry prophesied 
a great future for Kelowna and the en­
tire Okanagan district and gave an in­
teresting account of the progress, being 
made under his administration o f the 
C. N. R. He stated that he would sure- 
y return to Kelowna next year and 
that, when ft became possible for the 
C. N. R. to begin building hotels at 
points calculated to attract tourist traf­
fic, the claims of the city would mqst 
certainly not be forgotten. ■
After the luncheon, a full account of 
which will- appear in our next issue, a 
small regatta was staged for the am­
usement of the visitors, which they 
greatly enjoyed.
CABS MUST 
NOT BE PARKED 
IN LANES
Amended Strccta Regulation By-Law 
Restricts Parking Privilogca In 
Certain Areas
Lean beat Moodie, 6-0, 6-1; Pelly w.o., 
Gardner scratched; Dodwell beat 
Soames, 6-0, 6-0.
Third Round: McGill beat H. Ryall, 
6-1, 6-1; Casselman beat McNjchol, 
6-1, 6-2; Laxon beat Mallam, 6-1, 6-1; 
Anderson beat Metcalfe, 7-5, 6-3; Hunt 
beat Weddell, 6-2, 6-0; R. H. Hill beat 
S. Ryall, 1-6, 7-5, 7-5; McLean beat 
Faulder, 6-0, 6-2; Dodwell beat Pelly. 
6-0, 6-0.
Fourth round: McGill beat Cassel 
man, '6-1, 7-5; Laxon beat Anderson, 
6-3, 2-6, 6-2; Hunt beat Hill, 6-2, 3-6. 
6-0; Dodwell beat McLean, 6-1, 6-3.
Semi-final: McGill beat Laxon, 6-2, 
8-6; Dodwell w.o. Hunt scratched.
Final: McGill beat Dodwell, 6-1, 6-0,
6 - 1 .
Ladies’ Singles, Open
First round: Miss Hayman beat Mrs 
Graham, 6-1, 2-6, 7-5; Mrs. Stubbs 
beat Mrs. Hilton, 8-6, 6-1.
Second round: Mrs. Lyell beat Miss 
Fitzmauricc, 6-1, 6-1; Miss Freeman 
beat Miss Keith, Jr., 6-1, 6-2; Mrs 
Simeon beat Mrs. Mangjn, 6-2, 6-4; 
Miss Hayman beat Mrs. Chambers, 6- 
1, 6-2; Mrs. Stubbs w.o., Mrs. Tailyour 
scratched; Mrs. Proctor beat Miss 
Husband, 6-0, 6-4; Mrs, Muir beat- Miss 
Keith, 6-1, 6-0; Mrs. Bourque beat 
Mrs. Bryce, 6-1, 6-1.
Third round: Miss Freeman beat 
Mrs. Lyell, 6-2, 6-2; Miss Hayman 
beat Mrs. Simeon, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4; Mrs. 
Proctor beat Mrs. Stubbs, 6-1, 6-1; 
Mrs. Bourque beat Mrs. Muir, 6-1, 6-1.
Semi-final: Miss Freeman beat Miss 
Hayman, 6-3, 6-2; Mrs. Bourque beat 
Mrs. Proctor, 6-2, 6-3.
Final: Mrs. Bourque beat Miss Free­
man, 6-3, 2-6, 6-3.
Ladies’ Doubles
First round: Mrs. Lyell and Miss 
Freeman beat Mrs. Simeon and Miss 
Hayman, 6-4, 7-5; Miss Keith and Miss 
Keith Jr. beat Mrs. Chambers and Mrs. 
Mangin, 10-'8, 6-2; Miss Hockin and 
Miss Marpolc beat Miss Stirling and 
Miss B. Stirling, 8-6, 6-2; Mrs. Taylor 
and Mrs. Stubbs beat Mrs. Tailyour 
ami Mrs. Proctor, 6-2, 8-6; Mrs. Gard­
ner and .Miss Neamc beat Mrs Mallam 
and Mrs. Collett, 6-2, 6-0; Miss Hus­
band and Miss Richardson beat Mrs. 
Bryce and Mrs. Willis, 8-6, 6-4; Mrs, 
Bourque and Mrs. Morris beat Mrs. 
Hilton and partner, 6-2, 6-3; Mrs. 
Muir and Mrs. Graham w.o., opponents 
scratched.
Second round: Mrs. Lyell and Miss 
Freeman beat Miss Keith and Miss 
Keith Jr., 6-1, 6-3; Mrs. Taylor and 
Mrs. Stubbs beat Miss Hockin and 
Miss Marpolc, 6-1, 6-2; Mrs. Gardner 
and Miss Neamc beat Miss Husband 
and Miss Richardson, 6-1, 6-2; Mrs. 
Muir and Mrs. Graham beat Mrs, Bour­
que and Mrs. Morris, 6-2, 6-2.
Semi-final; Mrs. Lyell and Miss 
Frccipan heat Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. 
Stubbs, 6-1, 6-2; Mrs. Muir and Mrs. 
Graham heat Mrs. Gardner and Miss 
Neamc, 4-6, 6-1, 6-3.
Final: Mrs. Muir and Mrs. Graham 
licat Mrs. Lyell and Miss Freeman, 
6-4, 1-6, 8-6. •
■Veterans’ Doubles
First round: Nicholson and Ryall vv. 
o., opponents scratched; Foster and 
Taylor beat Gardner and Fisher, 7-5, 
10-8; Whitehead and Fauldcr beat 
Soames and MacKcnzic, 6-4, 6-4; Mor­
rison ami Hunt w.o., opponents scrat­
ched. * '
Semi-final: Nicholson and Ryall beat 
Foster and Taylor, 6-0, 6-2; Morrison
The City Council met in extra sesBion 
on Monday night with Mayor Suther­
land, Aldermen Adams, Kiiowlcs, 
AJeikle and Morrison in utteiidaiice.
Tile jvlayor reported that he had 
been approached for permission to 
allow Rev. Clia.s. E. Batzold and Mr. 
J. W. Pai'ktir, of the British Israel 
Canadian Federation, to deliver lec­
tures in the C.ty Park on Mofiday and 
Tuesday evenings, August lOtli and 
11th, and he had given consent, sub­
ject to approval by the Council. This 
was accorded.
.‘\ld. Morrison drew aittention. to 
the amount of speeding on the princi­
pal streets that was being indulged in 
by motor cars. He regretted that it 
might be necessary, through the rein­
statement of the “silent policemen,” to 
mar the beautiful surface established 
on Bernard Avenue by means of as­
phalting, but some action would have 
to be taken to curb the thirty-miles-pcr- 
hour stuff that was to be seen on the 
main street every day, also to end the 
turning about anywhere between inter­
sections which was becoming a com­
mon practice. Unless some effective 
means of control was instituted, he 
foresaw many accidents.
It was decided to instruct the police 
to enforce the traffic regulations rigid­
ly, with particular reference to the 
matters complained of by Aid. Mor­
rison.
Enquiries having revealed that Van­
couver and Vernon both pay annual 
licence fees to the Provincial Govern­
ment for their domestic water supply, 
it was agreed to pass for p^ment the 
claim of the Water Rights Branch for 
arrears since 1914, which the City has 
resisted up till now.
By-Law No. 411, which was. en­
dorsed by a vote of the ratepayers on 
July 28th, was reconsidered and fi­
nally passed. It authorizes the borrow­
ing of $4,000 for the purchase of cer­
tain lands as a source of rokd materiaL
By-Law No. 412, a revised edition 
of the Streets and Sidewalks' Regula­
tion By-Law, was given three read­
ings. The principal clauses of public 
interest, as finally amended-,-include the 
following;
Sec. 19, Sub-Sec. 2.—“ No horses or 
Other animals, or vehicles drawn by 
horses or other animals, shall be park­
ed on Bernard Avenue between Abb­
ott Street and Ellis Street, on Water 
Street between Bernard Avenue and 
Eli Avenue, or on Pendozi Street be­
tween Bernard Avenue and Eli Aven­
ue, said parking spaces being reserved 
for automobiles and motor trucks. No 
vehicle shall be parked or left in this 
area for a period exceeding four hours 
at any oiic time.”
Sec. 19, Sub-Sec. 3.—“ No automobJc, 
or other vehicles not drawn by horses 
or other animals, shall be parked on 
the west side of Water Street from 
IJerrpard Avenue to Mill Avenue, on 
the west side of Pendozi Street from 
Bernard Avenue to Mill Avenue, or 
on the south forty feet of Lots 9, 10, 
11 and 12, in Block 17, Plan 462, said 
area being reserved for the parking of 
horses and vehicles drawn by horses 
or other animals. No horse or other 
an mal or vehicle shall be parked, tied 
or left standing in this area for a pe­
riod exceeding four hours at any one 
time.”
Sec. 19, Sub-Sec. 4.—“ No automobile 
or other vehicle or horse or other ani­
mal shall be parked, tied or left stand­
ing on any lane or alley within the 
City of Kelowna.”
In explanation of the last-quoted 
clause, City Superintendent Blakcbor- 
ough stated that he was responsible for 
it in order to meet the requirernents- 
of the Fire Brigade, who had pointed 
out that it was absolutely impossible 
to take fire apparatus up some of the 
lanes in the business quarter, owing tO' 
the practice that was prevalent o f 
using the lanes as car parking grounds,
Mr. B. McDonald waited on the 
Council in reference to some matters 
collected with his new'garage building 
on Bernard Avenue. He took it for 
granted that the Council was not in a\̂  
position to build cement sidewalks, 
hence he requested permission to build 
a cement walk, four feet wide, along, 
the west of Pendozi Street side o f the 
garage, leaving a four-foot strip bet­
ween the walk and the building, which 
would be sodded. Should at any time 
the Council decide to have an eight- 
foot sidewalk at that point, the City 
could fill in the four-foot strip of sod 
with cement. He also asked for per­
mission to instal a gasoline pump and 
three air and water stands.
The Council expressed gratificatioa 
at Mr. McDonald s proposal to build 
a cement sidewalk at bis own expense, 
and all his requests were willingly 
granted, all the work to be done to the 
satisfaction of the City Engineer and 
the City to have the right to remove 
the gasoline tank at any future time. 
The Mayor reported that he had tak­
en it upon himself to pledge the City 
to stand the cost of entertaining Sir 
Henry Thornton and his i> 'rty to lun­
cheon on their forthcoming visit to the 
city. The outlay would be small, as- 
local people would purchase tlidir own. 
tickets.
The Council adjourned until Mon- 
day  ̂ August 17tb.
and Miint beat Whitebcad and Fauldcr,
6-0. 6-1,
Final: Morrison and Hunt beat Ni­
cholson and Ryall, 6-1, 5-7, 6-3.
v4"ontinucd on Page 4)
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GIFTS THAT LAST
BiiiniTT-iT;
A  N ew  Shipment
of
Fine English China
JUST A R R IV E D .
S P L E N D ID  SH O W E R  and W E D D IN G  GIFTS.
PETTIGREW
JEWELLER AND DIAMOND MERCHANT 
Kelowna's Gift Shop ISSUER OF MARRIAGE LICENCES
S p e c i a l  S a l e !
From August 7tb to August 22nd
of
C H IL D -C O M F O R T  GOODS
REED  CARRIAGES reduced to
each ..............................................
COTS, with deep sides, reduced to
each ....... ...................................
STROLLERS, reduced to, each .......... . $5.50
$20.00
$10.00
Get one of our Cot Mattresses with rubber lined ticking. 
This Sale will feature genuine imported English Carriages.
KELOWNA FORNIIOKE COMPANY
PENDOZI STREET Phone 33
# 6 9 9
A  S C IE N T IF IC A L L Y  PR E PA R E D
Lime Whitewash
T H A T  W IL L  N O T  R U B  OFF.
SA N IT A R Y
D U R A B L E
E C O N O M IC A L
HAVG SON
Kelowna, B. C.
A L L  SIZES
..-.Low jiresaure 
b a l lo o n  and 





Thousands of motorists 
have accepted the Ames 
Holden challenge to Com­
pare the Wear.
The result has startled car- 
owning public.
Let us put one of these sup­
er tough, Rhino Rubber 
Tires on your rear right 
wheel. Compare the Wear. 
See how easily you can re­
duce the cost of running 
your car.
KERR L IM IT E D
KELOWNA. B. C. JOl
Conwttre 
th e  Wear*




The uttcmlunco at last Friday’s meet­
ing wan not large. Kangarooi and 
Seals were,well represented but Foxes 
and Beavers only had one Scout each 
on parade. Some good practice in sem­
aphore signalling was gained by t)iosc
lot Kelowna Troop
attending, liowevcr, followed by a game
kee
Troop First 1 Self Last 1
Edited by “ Pioneer."
of “ Scout Law Baseball" (to p the 
“ Law" and the “ Flag" fresh in their 
minds). A team captained by the 
Scoutmaster lost to one led by P.L. 
Claxton by 11 “ runs” to 10.
August 4th, 1925, 
All intending recruits from the Gubs 
or otherwise will please apply to the 
Scoutmaster for application forms anc 
have these filled in, signed and return­
ed as soon as possible. In the case of 
more recruits applying to join than we 
feel wc can handle the applications first 
handed in will receive first considera­
tion.
The Penticton Troop challenged us 
to a War Canoe race for the Regatta,
which wc accepted, but it is now doubt­
ful if they will be able to come, as most 
of their members arc now out fighting 
forest fires in the vicinity of Pcpticton, 
The results of the summer exams arc 
now known and many of our members
will be deciding whether they arc going
th(back to school or whether ey are go­
ing to work, and in this connection wc 
would like to repeat a splendid editor­
ial which appeared in the "Canadian 
Boy” of June, 1922, which was as fol 
laws:
“Finish This Story Yourself"
“ In the midst of a pressing, cheer 
ing throng of high school boys anc 
girls there stretched across the roac 
a line of boys in running togs. A1 
looked trim and neat in their shorts 
and light jerseys, edged with the col­
ours of their several schools. Blue anc 
gold, red and white, maroon and grey, 
and light blue. For it was a cross 
country road race. Every boy lobked 
to be in top condition— clean-limbed, 
fresh, full of vim, ready to run the ‘race 
of his life.' A ll were sure that their team 
would win. There was one difference 
Two of the teams were crouched low 
on the mark, poised, -tense, on their 
spread fingers. The third team stood 
in half crouch, hands clenched, equally 
tense. The four boys of the fourth 
team, however, the Light Blue, stood 
almost erect, easily leaning forward 
just slightly. Behind them an elderly 
man passed a word that caufeed each 
young runner to smile and nod. He 
was their trainer; an elderly man who 
had won many races in his day; who 
knew running ‘from A  to Z,’ The other 
three teams were from schools new to 
the cross country game and each team 
had developed its ideas of starting and 
running the race. They could have had 
advice,' but could not see the necessity 
of it. It seemed perfectly clear to them
We have a fellow feeling for the 
writer of the Kelowna Scout Column 
when he refers to the matter of dues. 
In order that wc may meet all our 
camp expenses promptly it will he ne­
cessary for all Scouts to pay up their 
arrears of dues at once. The dues arc 
small (10c per month) and in view of 
the fact that we make no extra charge 
for camp, but meet all cxpcYiscs from 
troop funds, it would sccin that some 
Scouts, in allowing arrears of dues to 
uccumulate, arc hardly, “playing the 
f>aine," A t this season of the year each 
Scout has opportunities of earning 
■money for himself. Every good Scout 
will have before him three objectives: 
first, to pay his dues; second, to com- 
■pletc his Scout uniform, and third, to 
qualify for the 1st Class Test No. 2 by 
starting a hank account of his own.
This docs not represent such a great 
outlay when considered carefully. A  
year’s dues amount to $1.20, a complete 
uniform costs about $0.50, $1.00 is the 
minimum amount to open an account 
at any bank. Total, $8.70. Translated 
into wages, this means less than three 
clays’ wages for the average Scout. 
How about it, Scopts?
* «  «
camp (ires to hear his wonderful army 
stories, and all about those “man-eating 
trees I" He will never be forgotten by
tlic Cubs of 1925 camp.
Well, to continue. After a rattling 
good dinner, wc set to work to pitcliV . - ^   ̂ xu-  ̂ f ____X .. I ...... : ___live extra tents, tlic Scouts having left 
theirs ready for our use aiul for which 
wc arc most grateful to S.M. 1C. C. 
Weddell, and tlic 1st Kelowna Troop. 
Major Reed gave us much valuable as­
sistance. The Sixers ami Seconds re­
ceived instruction in camp discipline, 
and >vcrc therefore ejuite ready to re­
ceive their tent crews when Wednesday 
morning arrived.
The reinaiiuler of the camp party, 50
in number, arrived on Wednesday inor-
----- ■' ■ do
OKANAGAN COW-TESTING 
ASSOCIATION
Butter-Fat Results For The Month Of 
July
f  MAKE MONEY O O  y  S  • AT HOME
The cows in the -following list of the 
Okanagan Cow-Testing Association’s 
test results during the month of July 
arc 3 years old or over and gave a min­
imum yield of 50 lbs. of butter-fat 
during the month. The name of the 
cow is given first, then breed, lbs. of 
milk, lbs. of butter-fat and name of 
owner.
1. Avril, Jersey Grade. 1.160, 65.4; 
Springfield Ranch, Lavington.
2. Jessie Rookcr. Holstein, 1,600, 
60.2; i'. J. Day. Kelowna.
3. Speckle, Guernsey Grade, 1,380, 
59.3; Duggan Bros., Winfield.
4. Cora, Jersey Gr.adc, 950, 59.0; 
Springfield Rauch, L.avington.
5. .'\nn, Ayrshire-Shorthorn, 1,020, 
55.0; Springfield Ranch, Lavington.
6. Johanna, Holstein Grade, 1,560, 
54.6; J. Spall. Kelowna.
7. Jane, Jersey Grade, 1,029, 54.5; 
R. G. Lockhart, Armstrong.
8. Pansy, Jersey Grade, 1,275, 53.16; 
R. G. Lockliart. .\rmstrong.
9. Ruby. Red Poll, 1.413, 53.6; C. E. 
Lewis, Kelowna.
10. Salome, Holstein Grade, 1,590, 
53.4; A. W . Lewington, Okanagan
 ̂ *̂1L Dora. Holstein Grade. 1,640, 53.0; 
Coldstream Ranch, Vernoi\.
12. Starlight, Holsteiii, 1,365, al.S; J.
Boys of fifteen and under earn big 
money selling MacLcan’s Maga­
zine. No experience necessary; 
wc show you how. Cash income 
every two weeks and chance for 
big prizes. Send for particulars 
of FREE start.
Boy Sales Dept., MACLEAN’S 
MAGAZINE,
143-153 University Ave,, Toronto
Spall, Kelowna.
13. Spottie, Jcrscy-Holstein, 1,050, 
51.4; Napier and Patterson, Armstrong.
14. June, Jersey Grade, 1,190, 51.4; 
Springfield Ranch, Lavington,
15. Mona, Holstein, 1,410, 51.3; L. 
G. Turnbull, Lumby.
16. Mabel. Jcrscy-Holstein, 1,350, 
51.2; A. W . Lewington, Okanagan 
Landing.
17. Pet. Holstein Gmdc, 1,239, 50.8; 
Harvey Salmon. Vernon.
18. May, Holstein Grade, 1,341, 50.0; 
Duggan Bros., Winfield.
H A R V E Y  TU R N B U LL ,
Supervisor.
At a meeting of the Rcvclstokc 
Board of Trade, held last week, it was 
decided to add that city to the list of 
tho.se on the Okanogan-Cariboo 'Trail 
and to contribute $100 to the funds of 
the O.C.T.A.
that the important thing was to get a 
big lead on the other fellows at the 
start. ‘Bangl’ went the pistol.  ̂ The 
crouching runners were away' like 
flash. The boys in light blue were a- 
way easily, with a loose, free stride. 
They paid no heed to the straining 
sprinters, already disappearing around 
the near-by corner, nor to the urging 
of their schoolmates, ‘not to give them 
too much lead; that they would never 
catch them!’ Without straining or 
worrying at their loose easy pace, they 
plodded on, jogged around the corner. 
The course for a mile lay over the hard 
city pavement. Then it turned down 
a side street> and presently led out in­
to an old country road. For a while it 
followed the road, then swung into 
big pasture field down a long hill, a- 
long an old swamp tote-road, across 
a marshy stream that had to be waded, 
up a half mile rise, through a wood, 
out on to another road for a short dis­
tance, down a lane, across a concession 
of second growth bush land, out to the 
road again. A t the end of the first mile 
the Light Blue ‘ runners had entirely 
lost sight of their competitors. They 
had followed the country road for half 
a mile when on topping a rise they sud­
denly came within sight of two of their 
rivals not 200 yards away. One of the 
pair was walking. A  few minutes later 
they passed them both. . . Which 
team won the race?
“Those of you boys who are leaving 
school this spring are starting in just 
such a cross-country race— in business, 
trade or profession. How are you go­
ing to tackle it? Are you going to sprint 
off after the first job paying the most 
money in the shortest possible time? 
Are you going to run the race “ in 
your own way?’ or are you going to 
profit by the wisdom of some good 
coach who ‘knows the long distance 
game,’ and are you going to fix your 
mind on the real prize, eight, ten, fift­
een years from now, the prize of some 
trade, or profession, or business of your 
own, that you have learnt slowly (as 
all worth while things must be learn­
ed) from the ground up? Think it over, 
boys
“ Life is not a sprint. It is a long 
distance, cross-country race; and the 
man who wins it is the pluggcr.”
A  new patrol competition is now un­
der way, and for the information of 
Scouts a list of the points is subjoined. 
It will be noted that greater emphasis 
is placed this time on uniform, attend­
ance and order and less upon passing 
of tests than heretofore.
P o in ts
Attendance at meeting (each
Scout) .......................... ....... . I 5
Uniform (complete) ..................  15
Each Tenderfoot test passed......  3
Each 2nd Class test passed........  4
’’ Each 1st Class test passed ........ 5
Proficiency badges—
Fireman, Pathfinder, Signaller
Camper and Rescuer .............. 15
Air others ........ .............. ......•.....
Patrol keeping best order in 
“ Corners” - and on parade at
each m eeting...........................  20
Points Deducted
Tardiness ......... ..................
Absence without leave ..........     10
No points will be given for anything 
less than complete uniform, namely— 
hat, scarf, shirt, shorts, belt, hose, 
shoulder knot, garter tabs_and_alLbad- 
ges that the Scout is entitled to wear,
according to rank and the badges qual­
ified for by the individual Scout.
In regard to absence from meeting 
without obtaining leave from Patrol 
Leader, A.S.M. or Scoutmaster, or not­
ifying within 24 hours of reason for 
non-attendance, Scouts are reminded 
that three successive absences will re­
sult in his name being struck off the 
Troop register. A  regulation to this 
effect was passed by a Court of Hon­
our held last May.
A. W ..G R AY ,
Scoutmaster.
WOLF CUB NOTES




“Do A Good Turn Daily”
Rutland, B.C., Aug. 2, 1925.
Orders for the week of Aug. 9th to 
16th.
The Troop will parade at the School 
field on Monday at 7.45 p.m. in full 
uniform.
Duty Patrol: Kangaroos.
Rovers: The regular meeting of the 
Rover Patrol will be held at the School 
field on Tuesday, Aug. 11th.
A  meeting of the Court of Honour 
was held at the home of the S.M. on 
Monday last. The most important 
matters dealt with were suggestions for 
next year’s camp, appointment of 
Troop Sccrct.ary and Troop Treasurer 
and change in time and day of the 
weekly meetings. Second F. Blcnkarn, 
of the Seal Patrol, was chosen Troop 
Secretary, in succession to P.L. E. 
Howes, while the office of Treasurer 
was delegated to Scout James Camp­
bell, of the Beavers, the A.S.M. Iniving 
acted in this capacity in the past.
The meeting night was changed to 
Mondays, instead of Fridays, until 
School commences once more. The 
hour of meeting was also changed from 
7.30 to 7.45 p.iii.
Owing to the generous support given 
to the W olf Cubs at their annual 
entertainment last month, in the Scout 
Hall, by which over $100 was cleared, 
we were enabled to hold a full week’s 
camp this year at Cedar Creek. Con­
trary to anticipation, there was no case 
of “ homesickness,” indeed many would 
gladly have spent another such week 
had funds perrhitted.
A  plentiful supply of pies, vegetables 
and fruit was sent by the parents and 
friends of the Cubs of the 1st and 2nd 
Kelowna Pack, Okanagan Mission, 
East Kelowna and Rutland, and all ex­
penses being pooled, the cost of camp 
for each Cub will only be from 50c to 
75c. This, of course, would have been 
quite out of the question but for the 
generosity Of the public, who helped 
us in every ̂ way possible, both as re­
gards food and transport, and to one 
and all of these we offer our most sin­
cere thanks. For the transport to and 
from camp we are especially grateful 
to Messrs. Gibson (Ford Garage), Bell, 
Miller, Perry, Major Reed for trucks, 
Bert Davis taking a big load each way 
on Mr. Gibson’s truck, and for cars, 
Messrs. Welch, O ’Neill, Hughes, Gal­
braith, Burnham, Poole, etc.; for hams, 
Messrs. Casorso Bros, and Waldron; 
for ice, Mr. Burtch; ice cream, Mr. 
Chapin; for pop corn, Mr. McKenzie.
On Monday, July 20th, twenty-nine 
Sixers and Seconds from Kelowna dis­
trict packs left the Scout Hall by truck 
and car at 10 a.m., with Cubmaster 
Rev. C. E. Davis (Camp C.O.) and Mr. 
Bartholomew (late C.M. of the Kel­
owna Cubs). Scout W . Gould in the 
C.M.’s motor launch “ Colleen” towed 
several canoes to the creek and also 
conveyed one or two of the Sixers who 
missed the bus.
On arrival in camp wc found Rev 
Commissioner Hencage and cook ‘Sam’’ 
in possession, dinner ready, and every­
thing in apple-pie order. Mr. Heneage 
very kindly remained with us, and a 
very real help he was to the O.C., act­
ing as Quarter-Master and giving in­
valuable instruction. Few Cubs, having 
once been shown by the Commissioner 
how to make the most of his blankets 
at night time, could complain of sleep­
less nights, or an icy feeling down his 
siiine at 3 a.m. Mr. Heneage is a past 
master at the work and the art of 
blanket folding, and though he works 
all day, he has a wonderful knack of 
always looking clean and cool. Enough 
about our good Cubby friend. Wc hope 
to sec him again with us. He is very 
kindly presenting a prize to Cubs and 
Sixers of the winning tent. In a letter 
to the C.M. of the camp, he congratu­
lates him on the success of the camp, 
for a success it certainly was.
Mr. Sam Lcscourcnat, our cook, was 
a gem—excellent meals, always ready 
“on the dot” and nicely served, but this 
was not alll A  real friend to every 
kiddie, ready to teach, but always rcad- 
y to correct, and, oh my! oh myl how 
the Cubs crowded around him at the
niiig, in charge of Mr. Barthol mew, 
and soon settled down to their new 
surroundings. The following camp 
routine was regularly carried out, bug­
le calls and whistle being very smartly 
responded to. The prayer silence was 
most impressive—indeed wc could 
licar nothing but the lapping of the 
water on the beach until “The Lord’s 
Prayer” went up from all the open 
tents. Only on one occasion was the 
silence disturbed, while the kiddies were 
all kneeling in their tents, “ Pat” insis­
ted on harking at an imaginary bear. 
However, he did not disturb their c 
quilibriumi Their prayer silence this 
year was really splendid—everyone in 
camp observed that <iuiet moment— can 
they ever forget it?
Camp Routine
7 a.m. Reveille. Rise, open tents, bed­
ding out,
7.15 a.m. Fall in. Prayers, physica 
exercises.
7.30 a.m. Salute, Salute the flag, wash 
or plunge.
8 a<m. “ Cookhouse,” fall in at tents 
ready for breakfast; “ pick’em up 
breakfast, after which prepare tent kit
9.30 a.m. “ Quarter.” Tent inspection
10 a.m. Instruction and instructiona! 
games.
10.30 a.m. Bank and canteen.
11 a.m. Fall in. Bathing parade.
12 noon. “ Cookhouse,” fall in at tents 
ready for dinner. “ Pick ’em up,” dinner.
1 till 2 p.m. Rest (J4 hour silence)
2 p.m. Instruction and test exams.
3 p.m. Organized games.
4 p.m. Bathing parade.
5 p.m, “ Cookhouse,” fall in at tents, 
“ Pick ’em up,” supper.
6 p.m. Bank and canteen. Free with­
in bounds.
6.30 to 7.30 p.m. Football competi­
tions and other games; after which 
“plunge.”
7.30 p.m. Retreat. Flag down; rol 
call.
8 p.m. Sing song; camp fire.
8.45 p.m. First Post. Prayers and 
prayer silence.
9 p.m. Last Post. Cocoa and biscuit 
served at tents,
— ^9rl -̂pim^—̂ iLights out.” No talking.
The following is the result of the 
Tent Inspection, held each morning at 
9.30 a.m.
Tent 7, Okanagan Mission Pack, 105 
marks. Sixers D. Murdoch and T. Dodd 
in charge.
Tent 3, 1st and 2nd Kelownas (Taw  
nys), 104 marks. Sixers H. Anderson 
and W . Cross in charge.
Tent 4, 1st and 2nd Kelownas 
(Greys), 102J-̂  marks.  ̂Sixers J. Tread- 
gold and R. Lupton in charge.
Tent 6, 1st and 2nd Kelownas
(Browns), 102 marks. Sixers D. Lucas 
and F. O ’Neil in charge.
Tent 2, * 1st and 2nd Kelownas
(Blacks), 99 marks. Sixers H. Williams 
and N; Aitkins in charge.
Tent 5, 1st and 2nd Kelownas
(Whites), marks. Sixers H. Pet-
man and J, Stuart in charge.
Tent 1, 1st and 2nd Kelownas (^eds) 
84H marks. Sixers K. Bond, L. Hill 
and D, Miller in charge.
On Sunday, 26th, after Camp Ser­
vice, the O.C. appointed three ladies 
to inspect the tents. Their marks (in­
cluded in above) were as follows: tent 
(7), 10; tent (2), 9; tents (3,4,6, and 8) 
8 each; tent (5), 7; tent (1), 6.
Cookhouse Orderlies. Tent 7: Okan­
agan Mission First. Tent 3: 1st and 
2nd Kelownas (Tawnys) Second.
Mess Orderlies: 1st, tent 6; 2nd, tent 
5.
Best O.C.’s Orderlies: C. McClure, 
R. Lupton and P, Loyd.
Swimming and games received their 
full attention, and in the evening a 
football competition, in which each tent 
played each tent, in all 28 matches. 
These matches provoked tremendous 
keenness. The following was the re­
sult in order.
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camp.
Won Drew Lost Goals
Tent 5 .. ...  4 3 0 8
Tent 4 .. ..... 4 2 1 9
Tent 7 .. ...  3 3 1 7
Tent 6 ......  3 3 1 5
Tent 2 .. ..... 2 2 3 ■ 5
Tent 8 .. ...  1 3 3 1
Tent 3 .. ..... 1 2 4 3
Tent 1 .. ..... 0 0 7 2
1st and 2nd Kelowna Packs 
A ll Cubs of the above Packs are ask­
ed to parade at the Scout Hall on Wed­
nesday. next, August 12th, at 8 p.rn. 
sharp. Those who have not paid their 
camp fee (50c) should bring it. Sixers 
and Seconds are particularly requested 
to attend this parade, after the Regatta.
GIRL GUIDE NOTES
Kelowna Regatta, August 12 & 13. 4c
On Sunday, 26th, a Cqmp Service 
was held in the wood close by, a beau­
tifully cool spot, and was conducted 
by the O.C. A  most helpful address 
on the subject of prayer was given by 
Revd, Commissioner Heneage. The 
hymns were heartily joined in by the 
Cubs and the large number of visitors 
present. Sixer J. Trcadgold read the 
“ Law of God.” Never in the history of 
Cedar Creek has such a large number 
of people attended a Camp Service at 
this spot. Somewhere over 250 were 
present. After service the visitors were 
supplied with tea and cake, and a bath­
ing parade of the Cubs was held, after 
which the usual evening football com­
petition took place.
On Monday (last day in camp) the 
afternoon was spent in boat and canoe 
races. Results:—
Senior Four boat race: 1st round, 4 
beat 2 and 1 beat 5; 3 beat 8 and 7 
beat 6.
In the semi-finals exciting finishes 
resulted, 4 beating 1 and 7 beating 3.
In the final 7 (Okanagan Mission) 
had to lower their colours to the 1st 
and 2nd Kelownas in tent 4.
Winners: Tent 4; second, tent 7.
The Junior Fours had to be cancelled 
as the wee men were rather too slow 
in getting to the starting point! Next 
year they will do great things.
Senior Canoe Race (singles). 1st 
round; M. Mcikle beat H. Aitkins; J. 
Todd beat J. Stuart; D. Miller beat R. 
Knox; R. Longlcy beat D. Wilmot.
Semi-final: Mcikle beat Todd; Miller 
beat Longlcy.
In both these races it was difficult 
to decide, as the wind caused the flags, 
though anchored, to shift. However, 
there was no doubt about the fiml 
when M. Mcikle beat D. Miller.
A  splendid camp fire sing song and 
stories, with a good feed provided bj' 
Cook Sam, wound up our last night in
Kelowna was selected as  ̂the mpst 
central point for the Guiders’ Training 
classes for the Interior. As the arrange­
ments were made by Headquarters for 
mid-summ't&r, local Guiders, who had 
forall the organization work to arrange, 
asked permission to hold these classes 
under canvas. Through the kindness 
of the Okanagan Loan & Investment 
Trust Co., the popular camp site on 
Dickson’s Flats was secured.
The conductor. Miss D. McGregor, 
of Toronto, is an able and thorough 
teacher, with a charming personality, 
Those in attendance felt it was a privi­
lege to be able to be present. Miss 
Amy Leigh, of Burnaby, was the O.C 
and assisted Miss McGregor in all the 
sessions. Mrs, ivens, of Okanagan Mis­
sion, proved to be a popular ;ind satis­
fying cook.
There were eighteen present and 
some days the classes were larger. All 
ocal Guiders were not able to remain 
in camp all the time. Again and again 
the local Guiders were reminded by the 
visitors that this Guide moven^nt 
must have a wonderful support in Ke­
lowna to be able to organize such a
C. G. L T.
camp.
Those particularly interested in this 
work take this opportunity of thanking 
those who in any way helped to make 
this event such a success. All dona 
tions were greatly appreciated and they 
lowered the cost of running expenses 
very materially. Okanagan Mission 
contributors were: Mrs. Ootmar, Mrs. 
Brown-Clayton, Mrs. Bell, Mrs. Barth­
olomew, Mrs, Walker, Mrs. Renfrew, 
Mrs. Stubb? and Mrs. Thorncloc. The 
Kclown."! people provided a daily stage 
to the c.amp, which collected and de­
livered mail, ice, groceries and milk. 
This assisted greatly to the comfort 
and convenience of all.
On Tuesday, July 28th, a happy group 
of Kelowna campers returned from the 
North Okanagan Canadian Girls in 
Training Camp, which was held near 
Okanagan Landing, July 21-28. The 
camp was under the auspices of the 
North Okanagan Religious Education 
Council and included delegates from 
Kelowna, Endcrby, Vernon, Revclstokc 
and Golden, a total of thirty campers. 
In addition to girls, this town furnish­
ed the Camp Mother, Mrs. MacLurg, 
and a Tribal Chief, Mrs. T. F. Me W il­
liams, The camp was under the direc­
tion of Miss Mary Allison, of Toronto, 
National Girls’ Work Secretary for the 
Canadian Girls in Training movement.
The girls were divided into tribes of 
eight or ten and from rising to “ tajis" 
every moment of the day was filled with 
something different— First Aid Talks 
by the nurse, Miss Phyllis Howard, of 
Endcrby; hikes, “ Bacon Bat,”  a “Back­
wards Party” and lively discussions in 
council on all sorts of problems, prac­
tical and personal, that confront Cana­
dian Girls in Training. It is worthy of 
note that four of the girls won their 
bronze medals under the able direction 
of Miss Vera Sharpe, of Endcrby,watcr 
sports officer. Every girl voted this 
the “best camp ever.’’
On Wednesday, July 29th, a very 
enjoyable beach party was held at the 
summer home of Mrs.' T. F. McWill­
iams to give all the C.G.I.T. girls of 
Kelowna the opportunity of meeting 
Miss Mary Allison cn route from the 
camp at Okanagan Landing.
A $700 gold brick was produced from 
a three weeks’ run at a one and a half 
ton quartz mill at Barkcrvilic recently. 
It is the largest so f^r produced from 
quartz in the Caribog district.
Small Beginnings
A farmer had just hired a new hand. 
The farmer asked him if he could milk, 
to which the labourer replied that he 
could not.
“Well,” said the farmer, “ come out to 
the bam and I will show you how to 
milk the old cow.”
“ Please, sir,” came the labourer’s
quick rcplv, “ being as I ’m only a new 
hand on the jjob, wouldn’t it be better 
to learn on a calf?”
i
, < 1 ■
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Save Money!
Make your own h ard  




It costs less tc makeo K  . 
soap than to buy It :
P U LL OllteCTIONS 
W IT H  E V E R Y  C A N
O S t
\j\sv
lit; drew attention to tlic fact tliat 
the action was taken by tlic Commis- 
Hioiiers as u result of the passiiiK in 
Dccenil)cr, 1924, of the Drainage, Dyk­
ing and Development Act Amendment
Act, which provided that, in addition to 
dieotiicr reme s for the recovery of tax­
es, the Commissioners might sell lands 
in respect of which taxes were in de­
fault. He also drew special attention 
to tlie fact that any purcliascr buying a 
lot would purchase only the interest
staging a flower show in the Communi-
vested in the particular owners at the 
time of sale, the interest of the Crown
being prior to all claims and unaffcctec 
by the tran.saction
Mr. Beale went through the formal­
ity of offering each itidividual lot and 
withdrawing it in order to comply with 
the rcciuirements of the act, but there 
were no bids. All the properties for 
sale are now subject to forfeiture by 
the Commissioners of the Rutland 
Drainage District.
«  «■ 4>
One of the best attended services held
for a long while was that at Mount
VIView Un'ited Church on Sunday even 
ing, when, in the absence of the pastor 
on vacation, Mr. E. O. MacGinnis had 
arranged to give a inusical programme 
Mr. W. Gay was in charge of the ser­
vice, which included a number of well- 
cnown hymns. These were heartily 
sung by tlie congrep[ation which fully 
appreciated the musical items by the 
visitors. The programme included voc- 
solos by Mr. E. O. MacGinnis,al
RUTLAND
Mrs. L. E. Towers, of Tacoma, 
Wash., arrived on Friday for a month’s 
stay at her fruit ranch.
The first tax sale in Rutland was 
held at two o’clock on Friday after 
noon, in the office of the Rutland 
Drainage District. The Collector, Mr. 
J. R. Beale, who was selling on behalf 
of the Commissioners, waited until half 
an hour beyond the advertise^d time iii 
order to give an opportunity'for those 
interested to be present. He'mention­
ed that there were forty-five parcels of 
land in default at the middle of June 
and“ the~owners of them had all had 
notice six weeks before the sale. Every 
eflfort had been made by him by cor­
respondence, telephone and personal 
interviews to avoid the necessity of iad- 
vertising and holding the sale. It only 
remained for him to perform the un­
pleasant duty of offering the different 
lots at their respective upset prices for 
sale.
“ Count Your Blessings’’ ; Mr. Macken­
zie Mawer, "Rock or Ages” (Rcmick)
and “ By the Waters of Babylon” (H o­
well) Mrs. J. Treiiwith, Miss Elsie Mc­
Donald, and a violin solo “ Largo” 
(Handel) by Miss Isobel Murray. Mrs. 
Mackenzie Mawer accompanied.
Mr. W . Gay thanked the visitors for 
their kindness in coming out to Rut­
land, on behalf of the congregation.
• * M
A new set of books in the travelling 
library of the B.C. Government has 
arrived at the home of Mrs. Tom Dav­
ies, and is available' for all who care 
to use them. The books are well selec­
ted to suit all tastes and can be taken 
out at any time.
'?lap on Thursday, August 20th. The 
show is to start at 2.3,0 p.m. and Mr. J. 
W. Jones, M.L.A., has consented to 
declare it open at 3 p.m. The entries 
are open to all residents of Rutland 
and surrounding district, including Ke­
lowna, and it is hoped that all lovers 
of flowers will do their best to make 
the show a success. A ll kinds of flow­
ers will be welcomed so as to make as 
good a display as possible. Competent 
judges have been appointed and the 
show, if it does nothing else, ought to 
be an education to lovers of flowers. 
There will be music, refreshments and 
ice cream in the afternoon, and in the 
evening a concert and dance will be 
given. The admission will be free in 
the afternoon, but a charge will be 
made in the evening.
W e have just heard of the marriage 
of Mr. Ernest Fitzpatrick, second son 
of Mrs. Fred. Fitzpatrick, and Miss 
Frances Stringer, second daughter of 
Mr. J. Stringer, which took place very 
cjuietly in Vancouver last month 
The young married couple are both 
popular -and hgve a large circle of 
friends in Rutland. They are residing 
in the district. * * «
T H IS  E N SE M B LE  CO M BINES 
B LA C K  F A IL L E  W IT H  SAP­
P H IR E  A N D  B LA C K  
C H IF F O N
Work on the new packing and stor 
age warehouse of the Associated Gro 
wers is progressing rapidly. The con­
tractors have finished excavating. The 
first cement wall is laid and the masons 
are now building the tile frost-proO’ 
basement walls. The masonry work 
will be completed within a few days 
and it is expected that all will be ready
for the superstructure in a week’s time 
A  gang of ten men is busy rushing the
work, and the contractors arc well a- 
hcad of their job. Two box makers
are busy making apple boxes in readi­
ness for the rush. It is anticipated that
the warehouse will be ready for opera­
tions by September 1st
Mrs. J. W . Anderson left on Thurs­
day last for the Coast.
A  very successful dance was held at 
the Community Hall on Thursday. 
Despite another dance in Kelowna in 
connection with the Irrigation Con­
vention, quite a number of city resid­
ents came out to take part in the revels. * * *
The Rutland Women’s Institute will 
hold their next meeting on Wednes­
day, the 12th, in the Community Hall 
at 7.30 p.m. Mrs. T. G. S. Chambers 
will give her report of the Federal Con­
vention of Woman’s Institutes and final 
arrangemcn(s''“will be mâ de for the 
flower show.
GLENMORE
Mr. Ira McClure and, family return­
ed home on Saturday from Bellingham, 
where they have been spending a few 
weeks for the benefit of Mrs. McClure’s 
lealth.
Mrs. A. Phillips, of Deep Creek, near 
Enderby, is spending a week in Rut- 
and as the guest of Mrs. Dudgeon.
Miss Margaret Dudgeon is spend- 
the month of August in Winnipeg vi­
siting her aunts, Mrs. Henderson and 
Mrs. Hooper.
The Rutland Women’s Institute are
The regular meeting of the Women’s 
Institute was held on Tuesday even­
ing last instead of the afternoon. The 
attendance was good, considering the 
excessive heat. Mrs. W. Geary pre­
sided in the absence of the President 
at the Coast.
The next meeting will be held on 
Wednesday, August 19th, in the Ke­
lowna Park, in the form of a picnic.
Chiffon is coming more and more in­
to the limelight.
The ensemble suit above effects an 
interesting combination of faille and 
chiffon. The former material makes 
the black coat, which is finished with 
puffs of black and sapphire at .the 
sleeves..
The straight little frock beneath is 
entirely of black and sapphire chiffon. 
It is almost sleeveless and has a square 
neckline. The hat is of black faille silk.
The Rev. S. Ryall, of Nanaimo, who 
came to Kelowna for the Tennis Tour­
nament, has been the guest of his bro­
ther, Mr. T. Ryall, and Mrs. Ryall. at 
‘Ryallhurst,” Glenmore.
Our Water Manager. Mr. W . R. 
^eed, has kindly given us for this issue 
interesting observations of his recent 
visit to Wenatchee and Yakima in the 
interests of irrigation. )
He says that, due to the heavy ex­
penditure that will have to be made
Many of our ranchers were interest-' _next year or t'wo for the
- • • renewing of wood pipe, he has been
giving considerable thought as to the 
best method of installing new pipes. 
With others, he had come to the con­
clusion that the life of wooden pipes 
could be extended if they were laid 
above ground. But with the improved 
method of manufacture (pressure creo-
ed enough to take in the Irrigation 
Convention last week.
Wealthies are being picked this week 
on some of the ranches.
Kelowna Regatta, August 12 & 13. 4c
sotiiig and steel coupling) the thought 
came that after all wc might be wrong 
in laying our pipes above ground. It 
was with the main idea of .studying 
the methods u.scd by the big jirojccls 
south of the line that Mr. Reed rc- 
<|uestcd nermission to accompany Mr. 
W. H. 11. McDoiigall on his reciyit 
trip to the south. There, he made ex 
haustive emiuirics as to their prc.sent 
method.s of installing wooden pipes, 
and without exception every man in­
terviewed still', favoured burying the 
wire-wound pipe. They always have 
laid the larger sizes of banded pipe.s 
above ground. They, like us, have had 
endless trouble with the old type of 
untreated pipe and would not consider 
using it again under any circumstances. 
They agree that undoubtedly wood 
pipe will last longer above gound than 
buried, but consider that the present 
type.of pressure creosoted pipe is away 
superior to the old type of plain pipe, 
and that the few years extra life of un­
buried pipe is more than offset by the 
danger of shrinkage, lire hazard and 
the high cost of maintenance (paiiit- 
ing).
Unfortunately, they have had no 
lengthy experience with pressure creo­
soted pipes. One 72-inch pressure creo­
soted pipe inspected that crossed over 
the Wenatchee River, which had been 
in use for nine years, was in a splendid 
state of preservation. It was a banded 
pipe, which could be tightened up from 
time to time, and was kept full of wa­
ter from March to November.
Another plain banded pipe inspected, 
aid above ground and which from its 
ippcarancc had received no attention 
in the way of painting since it was 
installed nine years ago, was leaking 
considerably, had numerous metal pat­
ches over the butt joints and a number 
of the staves were badly checked. 
Without a doubt the life of this pipe 
CQuld have been greatly extended by 
proper maintenance.
Readers can sec how difficult it is 
to decide just what is the best method 
of installing.
Most of the projects operate mam 
canals only, the water users coming to 
the main canals for their supply. Usu­
ally four or five users will club together, 
build, operate and maintain a joint 
lateral, which is invariably made of 
light G.I. pipe with G-E miner’s inch 
boxes at each farm. This system is 
working out very well indeed.
Most projects operate on a continu­
ous flow, so there is practically no re­
gulating from the start of the season 
to the finish. The allowance of water 
varies according to locality from 2^  
to 5 acre feet, the season starting ab­
out April 1st and, lasting till October 
15th. Generally, supplies are taken 
from riyers and are limited only by 
the capacity of the canal. Charges vary 
from $2 to $22 per acre.
\Vith few exceptions, the canal's are 
unlined, and in cases where they are 
lined the object of lining is primarily 
for protection from erosion and not for 
conservation.
In the matter of flumes, measuring 
devices, etc., Mr. Reed considers our 
system to be equally as good as any 
seen below the line and away more 
substantially built than the average. 
Our system appears diminutive along-
Let Tibur Banker C ollect It
party in another section, you can have 
your banker draw a draft on him at sight 
ot for a given time. This wiU be presented 
through his local banker as request for 
payment from you. When your draft is 
paid it is turned over to the payer. It is 
his receipt for an q̂ count paid.
This is only one of 
the numerous ways 
in which the Bank 
of Montreal can
I
be of service to its
customers.
"Tsuas
”A  Bank W here Sm all Accounts A n  Welcome**
BANK a=  MONTREAL
Established over lOO years 
*!htal Assets in excess of T̂oo.ooo.ooo
side the Sunnysidc Canal, for instance, levied in December prior to the sea- 
which has a mean flow of 1,300 c.f.s.,; son water is to be used. They become 
our mean flow being about IS c.f.s. j due on May 1st and delinquent June 
To give some idea of the immensity Del nquent taxes are placed on
of the Yakima Valley, during the sum-j the tax sale list the year they become 
mcr months the average flow of water, delinquent, the owner being given one 
for irrigation purposes is probably year to redeem and allowed water in 
5,000 a.s., 4,000 of which is stored wa- j the meantime.
ter. I We are sure all our water users will
Most of the big projects were built be interested in the above and are per- 
by the Federal Government, which has sonally thankful to Mr. Reed for this
turned over different units to Improved 
Districts on the following terms of re­
payment of capital cost: four annual 
payments of 2 per c^nt, two o f 4 per 
cent and fourteen of 6 per cent, with 
no interest charges. The capital charge 
per acre would average about $65.
Under the State law, water dues are
contribution. I f  more of our ranchers 
would give us interesting experiences 
on their trips or happenings of an in­
teresting nature, our column would not 
be so meagre as it is. “ Too busy” is 
r. very poor excuse, because the man 
or woman who is really busy can usu­
ally find time to do a little more.
COURIER SURSCRIPTION C O N T E S T  for SCHOOL PUPILS 1 J
V' '
C O N T E S T  R U L E S
i. The contest is open only to bona fide school pupils who 
were in attendance at a school in the Kelowna district during the 
term which closed in June.
, 2. The signature of a parent, guardian or teacher is required
on all returns sent in, so as to certify to school attendance.
3. Subscription forms, bound in books of ten, can be ob­
tained upon application IN  PERSO N  at The Courier Office by in­
tending contestants, w'ho w'ill be required to sign a receipt for each 
book. Those interested will please note that The Courier’s weekly 
half-holiday, owing to publication of the paper on Thursday after­
noon, is taken on Saturday, when the office closes at noon.
4. In order to secure prompt delivery of the paper to sub­
scribers, subscription forms must be turned into The Courier Office 
within one week of subscription payment.
5. To check and thus ensure accuracy of details, all sub­
scription forms and payments should be handed in to The Courier 
Office in person by contestants, but where this is inconvenient mail 
may be used, subject to risk of loss being borne by the sender and 
to adjustment of any errors.
6. The contest closes at 6 p.m., on Monday, August 31st, 
1925. The results will be announced in The Courier issue of Thurs­
day, September 10th, the interval being required to allow sufficient 
time for checking-up and adjustments. Payment of prizes will be 
made by cheques, which will be mailed to the winners.
7. A ll contestants will receive agent’s commission at the rate 
of fifty cents for each year of a new subscription and twenty-five 
cents for each year of a renewal subscription. Thus, a new sub­
scription for two years will yield the canvasser $1.00 in commission; 
while a renewal subscription for two years will earn fifty cents in 
commission.
8, Canvassers w ill collect the full amount of the subscription 
from subscribers and will deduct *nd retain the commission, paying 
the balance to The Courier when the subscription form is turned in.
9. Each year of new subscription will count as two points to 
the canvasser towards contest prizes; each year of renewal sub­
scription ‘as one point.
10. Besides the twenty-five general prizes, two prizes arc 
allotted for competition between the pupils of each school in the 
district, so that each contestant will be eligible (a ) to earn com­
mission on each subscription obtained; (b) to win one of the general 
.prizes; (c ) to win one of the local school prizes.
G E N E R A L P R IZ E S
For the largest number of points earned by canvassers.
First ........................................ .. $25.00
Second ....................... :............. .. 20.00
Third ...... ...... ............. ............. .. 15.00
Fourth .................................... .. 10,00
Fifth ......................................... 5.00
Sixth to Tenth, each .......... . 2.00
Eleventh to Twenty-Fifth, each .. 1.00
T W E N T Y -F IV E  PRIZES, T O T A L L IN G  $100.00
S C H O O L P R IZ E S
For the largest number of points earned by canvassers who
are pupils at any of the schools named.
First Second
Prize Prize
Kelowna High School ........... ... $10.00 $5.00
Kelowna Public School ........... ....... 10.00 5.00
Rutland Superior School ......... ......  10.00 5.00
East Kelowna School ............. ....... 5.00 ,3.00
South Okanagan School
(Okanagan Mission) .... ......  5.00 3.00
Westbank Townsite School .... ......  5.00 3.00
Winfield School .............. ......... ......  5.00 3.00
Ellison School ........................... ......  3.00 2.00
Glenmore School ..................... 3.00 2.00
Okanagan School (Benvoulin) ......  3.00 2.00
Mission Creek School ............ ......  3.00 2.00
Joe Rich Valley School ......... ......  2.00 1.00
Okanagan Centre School ......... ......  2.00 1.00
South Kelowna School ............. .... 2.00 1.00
T W E N T Y -E IG H T  PRIZES T O T A L L IN G  $106.00.
PRO VISO .—A  minimum of five subscriptions from any school is
required to qualify it for aivard of school prizes
A S explained in our issue of July 23rd, the standing of newspapers with advertising agencies is dependent upon paid-up circulation; unpaid 
subscriptions, complimentary and other free copies being disregarded 
in computing the figures. Hence, circulation has much greater intrinsic value 
than the cash it brings in, which, in the case of The Courier, is but one-fifth 
of the total production cost.
The circulation of The Courier is kept clean by a methodical system 
of rendering subscription accounts, under which no subscription is permitted 
to run more than three months in arrear, but it is difficult without personal 
canvass and solicitation to maintain growth of circulation under such a 
method, and for the sake of our advertisers we have decided to run a-short 
subscription campaign.
W e do not believe in the use of so-called “ premiums” to subscribers. 
I f  a reduction in the subscription price of The Courier was possible, we 
would rather take that step than make a temporary rebate in the form of 
some article that many subscribers might not want; but, as explained in 
our last issue, production costs do not permit of any reduction in the present 
subscription rate. We do believe in giving the best value possible in return 
for our subscribers’ money by covering the field of town and district news—  
a field that no outside dailies or'other papers can possibly cover at all 
adequately.
Bejieving, then, that a newspaper is .worth a certain fixed price, we 
make no bargain offers but we are ready to reward those who undertake to 
work for us in maintaining and increasing our circulation. Hence, we an­
nounce a subscription contest for cash prizes, open to school pupils only.
11. In the event of a tie, the total of the money for the prizes 
in consecutive order affected by such tic will be divided equally be­
tween the tied contestants.
12. The Editor of The Courier shall be sole arbiter of all 
disputes, and his decision will be final. T H E  K E L O W N A  C O U R I E R
AND
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(Late Rcigistrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
KELOWNA - B. C.
MRS. A . J .  PRITCIIARR
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
Silver Medalist (London, England) 
Teacher of Pianoforte and Theory. 
Studio: Corner of Richter St. and 
Harvey Ave. Phone 225-L3; P.0.294
BALLARD & McEWAN
Dressmaking —  Millinery
Importers of
Dresses, Hats, Novelties. 
Phone 251 P. O. Box 706
ISSUER or
MARRIAGE LIC ENC ES
JAS. D. P E T T IG R E W  
Manufacturing Jeweller
30-tfc
THE KELOWNA PLUMBING 
and SHEET M ETAL WORKS
W. G. SCOTT, Proprietor 
’Phones: Bus. 164 Res. 91
P.O. Box 22
VERNON GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarrying and Cut Stone Contract­
ors, Monuments, Tombstones and 
General Cemetery Work 
Designs and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns, Local Agent
F. W . G R O V E S
M. Can. Soc. C. U'.
Consulting, Civil and Hydraulic 
Engineer. B. C. Land Surveyor
Surveys ami Re|ioiTa on Irrigation WorUs 
A pplicatiims (or Water I.icensea
KELOWNA. B.C.
ADDOTT &  McDOUGALL
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetson & Mantle Block 
KELOWNA
J O S E P H  R O S S I  
CO NTR ACTO R  
Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D. Chapman Barn
’ Phone 298
ALDERT WHIFFIN
B U IL D IN G  CO NTR ACTO R  
House Repairs, Etc. Cabinet Maker 
Organ and Piano Work 
Phone S06-L4 P.O. Box 85
SING  L E E  
SHOES REPAIRED
All kindvS of
Ladies’, Children’s and Men’s Shoes 
Sold at reasonable prices. 
LAWRENCE AVENUE  
Next to Oil Shop. P.O. Box 56





* B IR CH  
A L D E R




N O W  O P E N
Try us for a Thorough Car Service.
FREE A IR  & CRANK  CASE  
SER VICE  
with your favourite oil.
High Pressure Alcmitc Greasing 
Service. Washing and polishing, t
W c carry in stock full lines of 
GREGORY TIRES AND TUBES 
(Made in B. C.) .
25 Rental Batteries for hire.
Union and Imperial 
G A S O L IN E ,. O ILS  A N D  
GREASES
THOMSON MOTORS, LTD.
Phone 22 (Day and Night) 




t e n n is  f in a l s  MARKED
BY KEEN PLAY
(Continued from page 1.)
Junior Singles, Boys 
First round: Foster beat Poolcy, 0-0, 
0-1; Phillips Jr. w.o., Smith .scratched; 
Wade beat Moodic, 6-2, 5-7, 7-5; I/*"* 
liiKS Sr. W.O., oiiponcnt scratclied; Seed
» M 1 /'.I /I Ob 1beat Wright, 6-1, 6-2; WHliains beat 
White, 6-0, 6-0; Salter w.o., opponent
Auto Top 
Building
Side Curtains, Slip Coy;ers, Furni­
ture Upholstered, Carpet Alterations 
Estimates Free.




W A L T H A M  W A T C H E S
16 size, 7 jewels, in nickel screw
case, ................ $12.00
16 size, 7 jewels, gold filled screw
case ...................... -.....  $16.50
16 size, 17 jewds, nickel screw
case ............... -—  .......$25.00
16 size, 17 jewels, in gold filled! screw 
case ...... ....... . ... $29.50
These watches cannot be bought for 
less in any part of Canada. 
Sold on weekly payments, if desired
JEWELLER, KELOWNA
NOTICE
1 yearling Hereford bull, unbranded, 
white on face, found on Diick Lake 
Range. Owner can have same by paying 
expenses. I f  not claimed within thirty 
days will be sold to defray expenses. 
48-4c ELD O R AD O  RANCH.
RUTLAND POUND DISTRICT
Pound Notice
Notice is hereby given, under Sec­
tion 20 of the Pound District Act, that
one roan gelding, branded on
right hip; one dark bay gelding, branded 
on left shoulder; one gray mare, 
branded i K  on left shoulder; were
impounded in the Pound kept by the 
undersigned on the S.E. of Section 
23, Township 26, on the 22nd day of 
July, 1925.
A. W. D ALG LEISH ,
50-2c Poundkeeper^
Honey! Honey! Honey!




Pure Extracted H O N E Y  
Delicious Flavor. Direct from the 
BEE HIVES through the extrac­
tor to YOU.
Samples sent on request.
Phone 293-L2





The Di 'ct Reservoir is private 
property ;. ahy_ one trespassing is 
liable to p ' edition. Personal per­
mits may b» < otained from the District 
Office on p m e n t  of One Dollar.
. R. BEALE ,
44-46-51-55—4c District Secretary.
Kelowna Regatta, August 12 & 13. 4c
scratched; Ryall w.o., opponent scrat-
Sccond round: Phillips Jr. beat Fos­
ter, 4-6, 6-4, 6-4; Phillips Sr. beat 
Wade, 7-5, 6-2; Seed beat Williaivs, 
6-3, 6-0; Ryall beat Salter, 6-1, 6-1.
Semi-final: Phillips Jr, beat P  uljips 
-Sr, 6-1, 5-7, 6-1; Ryall beat Seed, 6-2;
Final: Ryall beat Phillips Jr, 6-0, 
6- 1- Junior Singles, Girls
First round: Miss Hayman beat Miss 
Richardson, 6-1, 6-4; Miss A. Knox 
w.o,, Miss F. Lupton scratched; Miss 
J. Kcitii beat Miss Marpolc, 6-0, 6-1; 
Miss B. Stirling w.o.. Miss Cooper 
scratched; Miss S. Lupton w.o., Miss 
Crichton scratched; Miss R. Roweliffe 
beat Miss Taylor, 6-4, 6-0; Miss J 
Hockin w.o.. Miss M, Mcikle scratch 
ed; Miss C. Knox beat Miss J. Wood- 
mass, 6-4, 6-4. ^
Second round: Miss Hayman beat 
Miss A. Knox, 6-0, 6-0; Miss J. Keith 
beat Miss B, Stirling, 6-1, 6-3; Miss R. 
Roweliffe W.O., Miss S. Lupton scrat­
ched; Miss J. Hockin beat Miss C. 
Knox, 6-4, 6-4.
Semi-final: Miss Hayman beat Miss 
J. Keith, 6-4, 6-3; Miss Roweliffe beat 
Miss Hockin, 6-3, 6-2.
Final: Miss Hayman beat Miss Row­
eliffe, 6-2, 6-0.
Men’s Doubles, Open
First round: Ryall and Ryall w.o., 
opponents scratched; Hill and Ander­
son beat Phillips and Phillips, 6-0, 6-0; 
Laxon and Faulder, w.o., CSdiz and 
partner scratched; Seed and Nicholson 
beat McNichol and Archibald, 6-4, 5-7,
6- 4; Pelly and Roweliffe beat Iwashita 
and Matasusare, 6-2, 6-2; Scott-Eaton 
and Graham, w.o., opponents scratch­
ed; Hunt and Metcalfe beat Hilton and 
Irvine, 6-2, 7-5; Mallam and Stubbs, w. 
o., opponents scratched; McGill and 
McLean, w.o., Moodie and Fellowes 
scratched; Casselman and Ryall beat 
Aitkens and Mangin, 6-0, 6-0; Reveley 
and Kerr beat McLeod and Gardner,
7- 5, 6-1; H ill and DeHart beat Whit- 
ham and Parkinson, 6-3, 6-4; Soames 
and MacKenzie W.O., opponents scrat­
ched.
Second round: Ryall and Ryall w.o., 
opponents scratched; Hill and Ander­
son beat Laxon and Faulder, 6-4, 6-4; 
Seed and Nicholson beat Pelly and 
Roweliffe, 6-2, 6-1; Hunt and Metcalfe 
beat Scott-Eaton and Graham, 6-0, 6-1; 
McGill and McLean beat Mallam and 
Stubbs, 6-1, 6-3; Casselman and Ryall 
beat Reveley and Kerr, 6-0, 6-0; Hill 
and DeHart beat Soames and Mac- 
Kerizie, 6-3, 6-3; Dodwell and Worsley 
beat Ibbotson and Morrison, 6-2, 6-1.
Third round: Ryall and Ryall beat 
Hill and Anderson, 6-4, 7-5; Hunt and 
Metcalfe beat Seed and Nicholson, 6-4, 
6-4; McGill and McLean beat Cassel­
man and Ryall, 6-2, 6-3; Dodwell and 
Worsley beat Hill and DeHart, 6-4, 
6- 1.
Semi-final: Ryall and Ryall beat
Hunt and Metcalfe, 5-7, 6-3, 6-2; Mc­
Gill and McLean beat Dodwell and 
Worsley, 6-3, 6-2.
Final: McGill and McLean beat Ry- 
ail and Ryall, 5-7, 6-2, 6-4, 6-3.
Mixed Doubles, Open 
First round: Graham and Mrs. Gra­
ham beat Hilton and Mrs. Hilton, 5-7, 
6-1, 6-2; Dodwell and Miss Freeman 
beat Fellowes and partner, 6-1, 6-1; O. 
Ryall and Mrs. Gardner beat Stubbs 
and Mrs. Stubbs, 6-2, 6-4; Seed and 
Miss Hayman beat Phillips and Mrs. 
Richardson, 6-4, 10-8; McLean and 
Mrs. Bourque beat Metcalfe and Mrs. 
Taylor, 6-3, 6-4; Scott-Eaton and Miss 
Keith beat Gardner and Miss B. Stir- 
ing, 6-4, 9-7; Casselman and Miss 
Keith Jr. beat Ibbotson and Mrs. Coll­
ett, 6-3, 6-2; Hunt and Mrs. Proctor 
beat Soames and Miss Husband, 6-0, 
6-1; Morrison and Mrs. Morris beat 
Reveley and Mrs. Mangin, 6-4, 6-2; 
Mallam and Mrs. Lyell beat Nicholson 
and Mrs. Bryce, 6-3, 8-6; A. E. Hill 
and Mrs. Willis beat Faulder and Miss 
. Stirling, 6-4, 6-1, - 
Second round: R. H. Hill and Miss 
Neame beat Anderson and Mrs Sim­
eon, 4-6, 7-5, 6-4; Dodwell and Miss 
Freeman beat Graham and Mrs. Gra- 
lani, 6-2, 6-3; O. Ryall and Mrs. Gard­
ner beat Seed and Miss Hayman, 6-1, 
6-2; McLean and Mrs. Bourque beat 
Scott-Eaton and Miss Keith, 6-2, 6-0; 
Hunt and Mrs. Proctor beat Casselman 
and Miss Keith Jr., 6-3, 6-3; Mallam 
and Mrs. Lyell beat Morrison and Mrs.
" [orris, 6-1, 6-2; Worsley and Mrs.
. ailyour licat A. E. Hill and Mrs. W il­
lis, 6-4, 6-2; McGill and Mrs. Muir 
heat Jervis and Mrs. Chamliers, 6-1, 
6- 2 .
Third round: Dodwell and Miss
Freeman heat R. H. Hill and Miss 
Neanie, 6-2, 6-3; McLean and Mrs. 
Bourc|uc beat O. Ryall and Mrs. Gard­
ner, 7-9, 7-5, 6-1; Hunt and Mrs. 
Proctor beat Mallam and Mrs. Lyell, 
6-4, 6-1; McGill and Mrs. Muir beat 
Worslc}’ and Mrs. Tailyour, 6-0, 6-4.
Semi-final: McLean and Mrs. Bour- 
(|uc beat Dodwell and Miss Freeman, 
4-6, 7-5, 6)-4; McGill and Mrs. Muir 
beat Flunt and Mrs. Proctor, 6-4, 6-3.
Final: McGill and Mrs. Muir beat 
McLean and Mrs. Bourque, 6-8, 6-2,
8 -  6 .
Mixed Doubles, Handicap
First round: Chambers and Mrs. 
Chambers, -t-15.4, beat Mallam and 
Mrs. Mallam, — 15, 6-5, 6-4; Gardner 
and Miss Ncame, .scr., beat Metcalfe 
and Miss G. Stirling. -f-2/6th, 6-3, 3-6, 
6-3; Morrison and Mrs. Proctor, —30, 
beat Graham and Mrs. Bourque, — 15.4, 
6-5, 6-2; Casselman and Mrs. Willis, 
— 15.2, beat Dart and Mrs. Stubbs, 
-f-2/6ths, score not given; Williams and 
Miss Hockin, -f-15.4, heat Pelly and 
Miss Marpolc, 4-15.4, 6-2, 6-4; Aitkens 
and Miss B. Stirling, -F1S.4, beat An­
derson and Mrs. Anderson. -M5, 0-6, 
6-4. 6-4; Foster and Miss Hayman, 
4-4/6tbs. Iieat Robinson and Mrs. 
Muir. —4/6tbs, 6-1, 5-6. 6-3.
Second round: Jervis and Mrs. Jer­
vis. -M5, beat Seed and Miss Kno.x, 
4-15.2, 6-4, 4-6, 6-5; Ibbotson and Mrs.
Collett, 4-15.2, beat Nicholson and 
Mrs. Francis, scr., 6-4, 6-4; Cope and
Mis.s S. Taylor, -}-30, beat Moodic and 
iss liicbardsoii, 4-15.2, 6-2, 6-2; haul-M
der and Mis.s Dykes, 4-15.2, beat VVed- 
dell and Miss Fitzmauricc, -f4/6ths, 
5-6, 6-5, 6-1: Scott-Eaton and Mrs. 
Graliam, •»-—15, beat Soames and Miss 
Freeman, ---15, 6-5, 6-1; MacKenzie 
and Mrs. Tailyour, -|-L5, beat Roweliffe 
and Mr.s, Mangin, 4-l5, 4-6, 6-4, 6-1; 
Cbambcrs and Mrs. Chambers, w.o., 
opponent.s scratched; Morrison and 
Mr.s. Proctor beat (Gardner and Miss 
Nealuc, 6-2, 6-2; Casselman and Mrs, 
Willis bea.t Williams and Miss Hoc- 
kin, 2-6, 6-4, 6-2; Foster and Miss 
Hayman beat Aitkens and Miss B. 
.Stirling, 6-3, 6-3; Irvine and Miss Row­
eliffe, 4-15, beat R. H. Hill and Mrs. 
Simeon, — 30, 6-3, 6-5; Morris apd 
Mrs. Morris, 4-30, beat McLeod and 
Mrs. McLeod, 4-15,4, 6-4, 3-6, 6-5; 
Hilton and Mrs. Ililton, scr., beat Di\
4-4/6ths, 6-4,
W.O., op-
m i F U M E R T O N ,r -'Z.v=
KELOWNA. B. C.
XXiLUM «|
Bryce and Mrs. Bryce, i 
6-5̂ ; DeHart and Miss Keith
01^3 SALE
g r e a t e r  T1H A N  E V E R
ponents scratched; Worsley and Mrs. 
Taylor, — 30.3, beat A. E. Hill and 
Mrs. Gardner, — 15.2, 2-6, 6-1, 6-2; Re­
veley and Miss J. Keith, —-2/6ths, beat 
Stubbs and Mr.s. Lyell, —30, 6-4, 2-6, 
6-4.
Third round: Jervis and Mrs. Jervis
FRIDAY, ADD. 7 SATURDAY, ADD. 8 MDNDAV, ADD. ID
beat Ibbotson and Mrs. Collett, 6-2, 
6-5; Faulder and Miss Dykes beat 95g b a r g a in s  in  DRY GOODS 95c BARGAINS IN HOSIERY
Cope and Miss Taylor, 6-4, 4-6, 6-4; 
Scott-Eaton and Mrs. Graham beat
MacKtinzic and Mrs, Tailyour, 6-3, 4- 
6, 6-5; Morrison and Mrs. Proctor beat
Chambers and Mrs. Chambers, 6-4, 
6-5; Casselman and Mrs. Willis beat 
Foster and Miss Hayman, 6-5, 4-6 
6-5; Morris and .Mrs, Morris beat Ir­
vine and Miss Roweliffe, 6-5, 6-4; Hil­
ton and Mrs. Hilton beat DeHart and 
Miss Keith, 6-1, 6-5; Reveley and Miss 
J. Keith w.o,, opponents scratched.
Fourth round: Jervis and Mrs. jer 
vis beat Faulder and Miss Dykes, 6-3, 
4-6, 6-3; Scott-Eaton and Mrs. Grab 
am W.O., opponents scratched; Morris 
and Mrs. Morris beat Casselman and 
Mrs. Willis, 6-5, 4-6, 6-5; Hilton and 
Mrs. Hilton beat Reveley and Miss J. 
Keith, 6-5, 5-6, 6-5.
Semi-final: Scott-Eaton and Mrs.
Graham beat Jervis and Mrs. Jervis, 
6-2, 6-1; Morris and Mrs. Morris beat 
Hilton and Mrs. Hilton, 6-2, 6-1,
Final: Scott-Eaton and Mrs. Gra­




('Continued from page 1)
not eat another meal just then, neither 
could a plant absorb more than a cer­
tain quantity df moisture. Additional 
moisture applied when unnecessary was 
simply moisture wasted. It stood to 
reason that it was a foolish waste to ir­
rigate when irrigation was unnecessary. 
Therefore all should try to find out the 
right time to irrigate the crops they 
were growing and avail themselves of 
all the knowledge which had been ac­
quired on that question. It had been 
found out by experiment, for example, 
that the second irrigation of. wheat 
produced, in certain sections of coun­
try and under certain conditions, no re­
sults whatever^ a crop from land that 
had been only once irrigated being 
equally good aS another grown on the 
same soil and under the same condi­
tions where irrigation had been twice 
applied. The whole matter could be 
stated in a few words; “keep up the 
fertility of the soil and irrigate only 
\yhen necessary,” i.e. at the right time, 
the time when the plant under growth 
needed moisture. I f  these maxims were 
applied to pactical farming, it would 
be found that far less water was need­
ed than appeared to be necessary lo 
most people. Ditches should be better
Canadian Prints, 4 yards for 95c
Canadian Prints in splendid wearing and washing 
qualities, 30 inches wide, light and dark O f f  ̂
colors; 4 yards for ................................... .
English Ginghams, 4 yards for 95c
English Ginghams in a big assortment of pat- O K p
terns; 27 inches wide; 4 yards for ..........
Scotch Zephyrs, 2 yards for 95c 
Beautiful range of plaid patterns, absolutely fast wash­
ing; makes handsome summer dresses; 36 OPC/*. 
inches wide; E X T R A  S P E C IA L ; 2 yards W l /  
Striped Flannelette, 4 yards for 9^c 
Good designs of pink o f  blue stripe, all one
White Cotton, 5 yards for 95c
A  thoroughly bleached pure ^radc of white Cotton 
that will give entire satisfaction. 'Wonderful O PCp
Pillow Cotton, 2 yar4s for 95c
A  beautiful, fine finished cloth, will give ex- Q PC^
cellent wear; 2 yards for ...................... ..... v t f K f
Heavy Cotton Shirting, 3 yards for 95c
Of excellent wearing and washing .qualities; QPC^»
3 yards for .... .......... -...................... -.......... -
Romper Cloth, 3 yards for 95c
Hard wearing material in fast colors;
S PE C IA L  B A R G A IN ; 3 yards for .......
Pillow Cases, 3 for 95c
Plain Pillow Cases, full size, suitable for any Q P ^ ^
pillow; 3 for ....... ................. ....................
Turkish Towelling, 4 yards for 95c
A  good grade of Towelling in dark colors with QPCp
border; splendid value; 4 yards for ..........
SA V E  O N  C U R T A IN  M A T E R IA L  
C U R T A IN  SCRIM  with fancy borders;... Q PC ^
5 yards for ........... ............... .......... ...........
White and Ivory, with pretty borders;
4 yards f o r ......................... .....^  W V
Liberty Cretonnes, soft finish, floral designs,
wonderful bargain; 4 yards for ........... . .
36-in. York Draperies, wide range to choose 
from; 3 yards for ... ............ -........
95c
95c
Cliildrcn’s Sox in plain or fancy tops;
3 pairs for ..... *.............................................
Children’s fine mercerized Sox in fancy tops;
? pairs for ....................................................
Children’s full length Hose in black and brown, Q PC^ 
all reliable wearing qualities; 3 pairs for .... 
Women’s p'ui“(i tliTcad Cotton Hose, quality 
guaranteed; black, brown and white; 3 prs.
Women’s Silk Hose, 95c pair
For 95c you can buy ladies’ Silk Hose in black, brown,
navy, grey, beige, suede, raffia, tanbark 95c
95c
and chicle; per pair
Women’s Knitted Bloomers, 2 prs. for 95c
95c
95c
Colors peach, orchid, grey, white and navy';
2 pairs for ........... ............-................ ........ -
Women’s Knitted Vests, summer weight, in opera 
and straps; sizes 36 and 38;
Women’s Knitted Vests, summer weight, 
without sleeves; 3 pairs for .......... ..........
Women’s Union Suits, 1 suit for 95c
White ribbed Cotton Combinations in sleeveless style,
having shaped straps or opera top, choice of 95c
95c
tight or loose knee; 1 suit for
Brassieres, 2 pairs for 95c
Pink Brocaded Drill and other novelty fabrics are
included. in this exceptional Brassiere bar- 95c
95c
gain; 2 for ................................. :.............
IN F A N T S ’ RUBBER PAN TS , large size,
2 pairs for ..................-.................................
Children’s Gingham and Chambray Tub Dresses,
wonderful range of pretty colors and assor- 95c
ted checks; sizes from 2 to 14 at, each
Ladies’ Chamoisette Gloves, 2 pairs for 95c
In summer weight, 2 pairs for ... ...................... . 95c
Ladies’ Chamiosette Gloves in summer 95c
weight; 1 pair f o r .................. ..................
Space will not permit us to mention all our 95c Bar­
gains. Come in, you will not be disappointed.
95c BARGAINS for MEN
95c
Men’s Straw Hats, 95c
Smart styles in dress Straw Hats, in boater 
arid soft rim style; reg. $1.90; each ........I  Men’s Combinations, 95c
In the popular athletic style, no sleeve and 
knee length, in white and mesh, all sizes;
Men’s Underwear, 65c
The well known Balbriggan make in either 65c
Men’s Dress Shirts, 95c
Think or it, men! This is a real bargain iir Dress
Shirts. A ll new stock for this big event; 95c
reg. $1.75; all sizes; each ........................
Men’s Cashmere Hose, 2 pair for 95c
kept up too, so as to eliminate seepage 
heand ot r sources of waste. He would 
like to leave the impression in the 
minds of those present that what irri­
gation facilities existed both in BtC. 
and Alberta were not utilized to their 
fullest extent. (Applause.)
Mr. A. G. McCosh >
Mr. A. G. McCosh then proposed the 
toast of “ Our Guests,” observing that 
everyone must have been struck with 
the truth of the remarks of the last 
speaker. The residents of Kelowna 
were proud of their city, of the Okana­
gan district and of the province they 
lived in, and were glad to hear compli­
mentary references to them by people 
from other portions of the Dominion. 
Those yvho, like himself, had lived on 
the prairie were also much attached to 
that country. Residents of the Prairie 
Provinces were proud of the -'-'rtion 
of the Dominion -they belonged to, 
proud of its vastness, of the beautiful 
sunsets they enjoyed there and of the 
race of people growiiig up there. Tliose 
living there acquired a certain tranquil­
ity of manner and speech and a certain 
sternness and ruggedness of character. 
This was undoubtedly due to the clim­
atic conditions of the part of the coun­
try they lived in. But their minds like 
the soil they cultivated were rich. (.Ap­
plause.) He was very glad that Mr. 
Bark and other speakers had sounded a 
note of warning as to the necessity of 
keeping up the fertility of the soil. In 
B. C. people were too apt to treat this 
matter lightly and it was a good thing 
to have undoubted experts tell them 
that it was a serious matter. It had 
been a very great iifcasiirc to the peo­
ple of Kelowna and tiie whole Okan­
agan district to have had with them so 
many visitors from tlic prairies. He 
and all others who had met them hoji- 
ed that it would he by no means their 
last visit to this portion of B.C. and 
wished them long life and plenty of 
prosperity. (Cheers.)
The Mayor _Of Medicine Hat 
Mayor Huckvalc, of Medicine Hat. 
who responded to the toast, remarked 
that ho considered a great compliment 
had been paid him when he had been 
requested to do so. This he could only 
attrilnite to the fact that he liad come 
from the longest distance of any dele­
gate present. He could assure every­
body that the visitors from thĉ  prairies 
had enjoyed their stay in Kelowna im­
mensely; lie might even say, without 
fear 6f contradiction, that they had en­
joyed thcmsclycs here Iicttcr than at 
most of the places .^whcrc the Associa­
tion had held its conventions. B.C. 
Iiospitality was proverbial and tlicrc- 
forc visitors to the Pacific Province cx- 
jiccted to he well cntcrtaijicd. Iiiit in 
this city hospitality had rcachod the 
highest degree possible. It was fitting 
that this luncheon was given in .such 
beautiful surroundings, where the bene­
fits of irrigation were so apparent on 
every hand. The outside surroundings.
Shirts or Drawers; each
Men’s Pants, $2.95
Made in Canada by Canadian workmen, from Canad­
ian wool. A ll colors and sizes; Cashmere 95c
Hose; 2 pairs for
Palm Beach Pants, in 








FOR  LA D IE S , C H IL D R E N  A N D  BOYS
$3.95
and 75 c
A  large selection of fine 
imported Pants in sum­
mer and fall weights;
$3.95each ......
Men’s Khaki Pants, 
$1.95
This is our own brand 
and will stand the test. 
Five pockets and cuffs; 
worth $2.50. T tIR E E
Days Only $1.95
Children’s best quality rubber sole, brown 
white Sandals; sizes 4 to 10; Price ...
Sizes 11 to 2 ....................-.............................;.....
Children’s and Misses’ elk or tan Sandals with best 
quality leather and rubber heels, sizes 6 (CO  
to 2; only .........  ..........
each
Men’s Work Sox, 
3 pairs for 95c
Made by Penman’s; a 
medium weight Sox, 
will stand hard wear; 
3 pairs
for .................
Boys’ extra heavy crepe sole running Shoes (C"! O Q
in tan; sizes 1 to 5; per pai'r .................
Bovs’ extra heavy sole, tan Orchard Shoes, Q C
sizes 1 to 5; per pair ....:..........................
L A D IE S ! Be on hand early for these wonder­
ful Shoe Bargains.
Ladies’ white Oxfords and Pumps in laced front or 
strap, decorated with patent leather; regular values 
to $3.75; _
while they last, only, per pair ........... ........—-
Girls’ and ladies’ elk and tan fancy Sandals, ( P I  Q K
with strap, only 16 pairs; each pair ......
Ladies’ stylish Pumps and Oxfords, best quality
leathers; regular to $7.50; $2.75
T H R E E  D AYS  O N LY , per pair ....
Wonderful values in 
good Work Shirts, in 
khaki drill, also blue
chambray; all 95c
eachsizes;
MEN I Space will not 
permit us to mention all 
our 95c DAYS BAR. 
GAINS. Come in, you 
will not be disappointed, 
MEN! Fumerton will' 
save you many dollars 
on your shoe require­
ments.
New shipment of Men’s 
Good Quality solid lea­
ther Oxfords and High 
Shoes, bought specially 
for this event; Three 
days only; $ 3 ^ 9 5
per pair
MEN! W c have bought 
50 pairs genuine crepe 
sole brown canvas Shoes 
for this sale and will sell 
them for the small sum
$1.50per pair
BOYS' WEAR BARGAINS
Boys’ Shirt Waists, 95c Boys’ Summer Jerseys, 2 for 95c
[n extra strong wearing materials, regular Knitted from good quality yarns, in navy or A P p
to $1.75, all sizes in Shirt Waists; ,.....  khaki, all sizes; 2 for .-.................................
Boys’ Pants, 95c Children’s Coveralls, 95c
Boys’ Khaki Shorts in heavy drill, regular In good wearing matcri.'ils, in blue or khaki Q P ^
nrJfL fnfv/'xf Lrirriprc rill QIZCS! OnCil .........
I   i  .atc ial. , i  l   i
to $1.35, any size; each ...........................  with fancy borders, all sizes; each ..........
OTHER BARGAINS FOR BOYS NOT MENTIONED HERE
spelt hospitality and the good people of 
tile city had seen to it that there was 
inside hospitality as well. (Laughter.) 
He liad attended a dance the previous 
evening and had been much struck, as 
other visitors had also been, though 
his own dancing days were over, with 
the licauty of the ladies and their won­
derful dancing. In fact, he, with all 
the other guests of the city, had been 
delightfully entertained and on behalf 
of his fellow delegates from the prair­
ies he was only too pleased to thank 
the people of Kelowna for their hospit- 
ality.
Major P. J. Jennings
After Mayor Sutlicrlatid had asked 
the visiting delegated to let him know 
vlrch of them wislicd to be driven a- 
ronnd the district the next afternoon. 
Major P. J. Jennings, of Calgary, rose 
to his' fc'ct and proposed a toast to “ The 
Charming Girls” who had served the 
It had been a wonderfully
that they owed a debt of gratitude to flniilding at Calgary and had been ask-
_ __ ___________ ____ ___ ___luncheon.
the beautiful lake and lovely little park, ’ well got up repast and all must feel
the charming girls, so he asked everybo­
dy to drink tlieir health. (Cheers.) 1 his 
was followed by all singing “ For They 
Arc Jolly Good I''cIIovvs.”
Mr. W . H. Fairfield 
Mr. W. H. Fairfield, of Lethbridge, 
then in very pleasantly clio.icn words 
proposed the of “The City of Kel­
owna,’ ’ stating that .with him, a.s vvitii 
in.in.v otiiers, it had been a case of love 
at first sight, when they had come to 
the Orchard City. What had struck 
him and others most was tliat it was a 
city of beautiful homes, and that visit­
ors from the prairies could learn a 
good deal aliout home making from its 
residents. He then told an amusing 
story how Mr. E. M. Carruthers had 
explained first tliat the tomatoes, then 
the various fruits and vegetables in 
turn, were the product of the wonder­
ful climate of tlic Okanagan, and how, 
vvlion on another occasion he had 
siiown Mr. Carruthers the Canada Life
c(l liy Iiim how people managed to get 
till to tlic top story, he had replied that 
“ tile cliiiiate” cnalilod them to do so. 
as he had been waiting for many 
months to get hack at the (Akanagan 
man for rnhhing it in so much aliont 
the climatic superiority of his district. 
He had much pleasure in asking all 
visitors present to drini: ‘ the health 
of the City of Kelowna.
Mayor Sutherland briefly responded 
to Mr. h'airficld’s toast, saying that all 
residents of the city would only bo toO 
glad to have to repeat on a future oc­
casion the hospitality .shown, and Mrs. 
J. S. MacKenzie also replied to the 
toast of "The Charming Girls,” stating 
tliat the ladies of the Hospital Aid had 
enjoyed serving the luncheon quite as 
much as the men present had enjoyed 
it themselves. At Mayor Sutherland’s 
rcqiicst the assemblage sang "O  Can­
ada,’' tlic rendering of which brought a 
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First iuBcrtion: ^5 cento per line;! 
each adclitionaI||inflCftion. 10 cents 
, per line. 'Miwimuin charge per| 
•week, '30 cen t^
In cfltiinating the cost of an adver-j 
tisement. subject to the minimum I 
cliarge as stated above, each inUial, 
abbreviation or group of figures notj 
exceeding five counts as one word,| 
and five words count as one line.
Announcements
i iftcen cents per line,, each inser­
tion; minimum charge^ 30 cents. 
Count five words to line. Each 
initial and group of not more 
than five figures counts as 
word.
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Ur. Mathison, dentist. Willits’ lilock, 
teleplione 89, tfc
4> «  •
Transfer, V. H. Lane, phone d77 or 
59. 48 tfc
FOR S A LE — Miscellaneous
FOR SALE — One Evinrude 




p'OR SALE—■Immediately, horse, ride 
or drive, safe; team, matched, weight[ 
twenty-six hundred; cow; .separator; 
cart and driving harness, A. Gellatly. 
XJellatly, B. C.
Y E  B E A U T Y  SH O PPE  
Tryphena B. Browne
Latlies’ Hairdressing 
Martclling — Cutting — Shampoos 
Facials and Scalp Treatments 
For appointments Phone 198.
18-tfcm * m
Keep your eye on Chapin's window 
for Saturday candy specials. 1.5-tfc
FOR s a l e —Matched team young 
. Clyde mares, wagon and harness; re­
gistered Holstein bull 14 months ,old; 
registered yearling Holstein heifer; two| 
dairy cows, milking; four dairy bredi 
heifers, G." G. Bertram, Westbank,
Sl-lp
Plan to meet , 
your friends at 




The cannery of the Okanagan Pack-1 I .ieiit.-Govei nor W. C. Nichol has 
lens, Ltd., began a run on tomatoes yes-1 wired that he will return here next
terday, Thi.s factory is employing about Wcdne.sday and take in the two days 
fifty hands at the present time and has of tlic Reg|ilt,a, also tliat he will act as
Mrs. J. 1. Campbell loft on Tuesday 
for Melfort, Sask.
put up a large pack of beans. Its new one of the judges. All arrangements for 
and commodious residence for the cm- the IG-gatta are now complete. Hie 
ployecs wlio liave their homes at some | yariou.s trophies will he on display m
r. Lawson, I.td., ondistance from the cannery was comple-1 Ibe v/indow of 
Mrs. (,'. J. 'rucker, of Maiiles," Ind., I ted yesterday. . Saturday.
s a guest at Ibe i ’alace. | McKenzie and Much damage lias been done in the
Mr. W. McDonald, of Kamloop.s, is Allan left on Sunday by car for the tomato fields recently by a species of 
sneiuling a vacation here. Coast and were aeconi|)anied in another worm, which is supposed by some gio-
Mr. A, H. Holmes, of Detroit, Mich., j 
is a guest at the Lakeview.
Mr. T. J, Watson, of Veteran, Alta., | 
is staying at the Lakeview.
car hv Mr. and Mrs. W . 1. jngfellow I wers to lie a second brood of cutworm, 
and child and Mr. and Mr.s. R. 1. Gor- hut by others is consn ered to belong 
don. Tlie party will visit Seat'le and to anotber species, it bores a bole m 
other Coast cities and be in Vancouvei I senii-ri)>e tomatoes and renders tbein 
during the week of the Yaiiccnvcr Fair I unlit for the market. Sonic helds li.ive 
and also during "Buyers’ Week.” not been alt.'icked by tins pest, hut in
I others a great loss has been stistained 
Miss E. Greene, daughter of the Ven.lhy its ravages. 1 he general opinion is 
Archdeacon and Mrs, Greene, who for that this serious menace to the tomato
Mrs. C, H, Geen left on Monday for I the past five years'was employed in the will not last long, and it is the be-
Reston, Man., where she will visit re- local hraneh of the Canadian Bank of hef ê f <|uite :i few peijple that some
latives. Commerce, has been transferred to the fi<unage reiiorted to have been done by
head office of that bank at Victoria and pl>‘’asants was the work of this insect
Inspect .................. . - - - . . .............  .........
Penticton, paid an ollicial visit here on I ;((;(;o]j'ip;ijdcd by
Friday. | Greene, wiio will spend a holiday there.
'I’lie Dominion cannery coinnieiiced 
operations yesterday afternoon. |active
Mrs. A. C, Poole and Miss Mary 
Poole are caniping,at tlie Joe Rich! 
Canyon,
receiving the attention of the Doniin- 
ioii and Provincial entomologists.
O B IT U A R Y
Mr. James Hislop 
The death occurred on Sunday, July
FOR SALE — About 3 acres lakofront | printed ,by 4.30 the same day, 
property, $150. Or would exchange 
for anything except land. What have 
you? No. 566, Courier. _______  51-2p
FOR SALE— Dining room suite, fum- w x  ic. j. ww nczzvx
ed oak; Sonora gramophone, ^nmed c p f j y j r p ,  D-ijJv schedule' f caves 
oak; also other household, f u r n i t u r e . o  
Mrs. R othwcll, Ethel St.
Otter,'V fastest launch
During the past week the shipping de­
partment of the Kelowna Growers’ _Ex- 
change forwarded two cars of mixed 
, A  gang of men commenced grading I fruit and vegetables daily to prairie 
T R Y  W IL K IN S O F i’S STU D IO  on the C.N.R. track close to the city on Pomts. Hie fruit consrsted of f r l y  ,v„,icton of Mr Tames His-
Pcmlpzi St. for your amateur finishing. Tuesday. h'PP'̂ ŝ- Bradshaw and fo Who^Films left bv 9 a.m, dcvcloncd and h>” ‘l some Iranscendent crab apples, |op. w no fauglit sciiooi at tveiowna uui
' ■ 38-tfc | Mr. J. B. Buckham, of Winnipeg, I and the vegetables included tomatoes, j '^g 1907 and 19()8. He liad resided at
who was at the Palace, travelled north cucumbers, potatoes, cabbage and some I PvUticton since 1911.
, ,  , , ^  I oil 9-itiirfPiv snnash Mr. Hislop was sixty-five years of
Jrmgg Carnival,; October iSth. j • ‘ • I j age and was a native of Tlioriihill,
51-tfc I Miss Mollie Grainger, R.N., is the Mr. and Mrs. H. G. M, Gardner, Seotlaiul. He was educated at Glasgow 
guest of Miss Evelyn Packham till af- Mrs, J. V, Lyell, M r.'R . H. Hill and University and afterwards spent four 
IG SLO W N yVPE N TI^  BO AT j ter the Regatta. ' | Mr, R. G, Hunt, a guest of Mr. E. years in South Africa as English mas-
. FOR SALE  
■ on lake 
U . Lcckic
l i t u r e . I y  nx r- tt n’ l i .. AXiiu 'Poef.... Dart, acconipanietl by Mr. P. G. Dod-1 ter in Cape College School. Cieiicral
50-2o  ̂ r ^  well, of Summerland, left yesterday for Smuts, late Premier of South Africa,
-----SI Kettle Valley Railway train at Sum- for the Provincial Department of Agn- a„„i,al and General De Wet. celebrated Boer
lu n c h  I » ’ crland. Special rates for picnic part-1 culture, is at the Palace. ■ | tennis tournament being held at that | leader, being among his pupils. Later
; 16 h.p.; pr/ce, $650. Apply,Mes to any poinC also evening cxcur- ^  Tempest
:-Ewing, Okanagan Landm^fj S. Roe, Dakcvicw HotclJ
.arc erect- PO” >t, which will last till next Saturday he came to Canada, first to Quelicc and
ing their present premises.
lot adjoin-
flolid tires. Robinson, Woods Lake, . I initiation and general business.
51-lpl • *
FOUR Y E A R  O LD  work mare with W O O D M E N  OF T H E  W O R LD .I Mr. S. Larsen, Provincial Assessor, 
harness, $100.00; very gentle; can be Regular meeting, of Kelowna Camp on Penticton, who was staying at the 
liad on trial. Money safe. Ford trailer, Thursday, August 6th, .at 8 p.ni. for La^cOiew, returned south yesterday.
.,_i:,i 17.̂ l-.i,icnti tA/nnrl« T.nlco. 1 i itintin  n  t/pin'ml .al-lnl
Mr. J. W.^Elinc ami Mr. M, ^O. Al-1 gpgctQj. for this i>roviiicc for the Dom- | conducted. . .. . . _  _ hear<.........
;iny local rcsi 
)aid an offiicia
nleasc meet arilMi aY*io*30 a m r a n e e s  ^‘’C'lcn is visuing neri . . retired from
Mr. and Mrs. W . J. Smith, 1 ,^  h r̂rinnincr nf this
.'iflcrnoon. Miss Freeman and Mr. R. in 1890 to British Columbia, engaging 
H Fortune, of Sali îon Arm, are also in educational work, 
taking in that event. | Mr. Hislop is survived by his-wife,
who is a sister of Mrs. E. Weddell, of 
The news of the sudden death in Vic-1 Kelowna, and by a son and daughter, 
toria, on July 28th, of Mr. A. W . Lee, The funeral was held at Penticton 
who for some thirty-five years was in-1 on Tuesday, July 28th, service bcing|
by the Rev. J. Ferguson
TO R  SALE — Okanagan Mission, small . * mi •
modern house near school and a^ovc L o d p  on Smiday next 9th m 
store. Apply, No. S63, Courier. 50-2p|stant, to Anghcan Church. Members
L.O.L., 1870., Church Parade of thc h'^‘‘ " ‘‘H''’ inion Express Company, was heard | Millar, of Sf. Andrew’s Church
vc*Lodce oil Sundav next. 9th yesterd.ay after spcmlmg two days h e r e . g r e a t  regret by inai
A R E  P A R E N T S  P E O P LE ? ’Tix- r? „ T'__ dents, as he frequently paid an official j
Miss Frances Tren h visit here. Mr. Lee, who retired fro
1 ROOM  shack in A rl condition. IScryice at 11 a.m. Visiting brethren in I \^Shaunavon, sLk., fora  nionth or so! service .at the beginning of this | Th is 'P rob l_^  Confront BettyBron-j
Cheap. Phone 222, Kelowna. Sl-lp good standing invited to join in parade.
Sl-lcl
year, was buried at Vancouver, last 
The Occidental Fruit Company is I Thursday. He leaves a , widow, Mrs.
son As Heroine O f Picture Play
FOR SALE —Work teams, driving I • * ♦ I shiVprngT o7raiV”avcr’agcWwo'xars of I Margaret Lee, but no family. I "Are Parents People?’’ has to do
horses, wagon and harness; also one j q  £> p  meets at the home of mixed fruit and vegetables daily to | with a young girl s efforts to bring a-
i" .!. S w .  ®Vl.2d M - „ L „ c a s ,  Tuesday, August Hth, a. ptairio pofuts.  ̂ LolTsidekbl^'TucrM:^^^^ wh’ r<°uSrel“ ;’
. ---- :------- ----------------- T"1  ̂ J Mr. and Mrs. J. Robinson and child, of W. Paige, J. Ward and P. Rankm re-j matters that they obtain a divorce.
320 ACRES— 165 cultivated and in TT,-,c-DT-r> a t t A-nTTrc at-t. Swift Current, who were staying at the turned on Monday from a trio to Speck Betty Bronson figures as the distrac-,
crop; good buildings; half crop goes T H E  H O S P IT A L  LAD IE S  A ID  Moday by car for North Lake, where they soon caught their ted daughter in this picture, which will
■with place. W ill take small property will hold a Tag Day on August 13th, points. limit of rainbow trout; Messrs. P. W .jb e  shown at the Empress Theatre on
as part of first payment. J. W . Wiltse, the second day of the. Regatta. Please . . Runcie, C. Patten and J. Tilley had Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 12th
Lacombe, Alberta. 51-3p be ready to do your bit to help/the No copy of the Markets Commission- ggo j i^ck over the week-end at the and 13th. A  young doctor tells the
Hospital. 50-2cjer’s weekly report has come to handj ggigQ dam; and Mr. Wm. Goudie and! girl that parents are people after all
'  ̂ party also made a good catch on Mis- and suggests that she give them a "mu
sion Creek. Fishing at the Belgo dam, j tual worry,’’ which she. promptly does
TO R  SALE — Edison dictaphone, Estey 
organ, gramophones, guitar, micro­
scope, engravings and etchings, Ensig- 
nctte Kodak, iceless refrigerator, tools, 
-watches, etc. A ll very reasonable. Ke­
lowna Book & Record ' Exchange (2 
doors East of Royal Bank). 51-lp
up an additional pack of beans. A  run 
on tomatoes will probably commence j 
Mrs. Hay, President of Rebekah As- there, next Saturday, 
sembly, will pay her special visit to
this week, hence no summary of it ap 
pears in this issue.
rr.1 /-» -J 1 I however, is about over, the water be-jin the form of a supposed infatuationThe Occidental cannery is putting] I  ̂ f..___ing very low. I for a movie actor. She is expelled from
, her finishing school when pictures of
A  very serious stabbing affray oc-̂  j her supposed hero and a “mash” note 
curred at about 9 p.m. on Friday near | are found in her room. The mother.
FOR SALE-English  style baby car- KeIow,;a Lodge o,. Wednesday even- Mn A._ G. Smith_^bas resigned Ws ? h e \ «d  S l . r d ' ” ?'
rifge“  ar^T-S fordernc^^^^^^ A1 T e X r s  V e  re- posMon on the Kelowna Valley Railway, not far fronr the head husband to tell hta .all about it. Heriage in nrst Class oracr, uLvviy paiii lub, .^w iiici tia ___ i____________________ ;—  o aim. of Canvon Creek, when a Japanese nromises to come over at once, vervted mrd'“c7v7reralso T7rk7V^doGklc-|qul.sted^^^^^  ̂ School, having accepted a sim-1 of Can3̂ n (>eek, . '^^eji a Ĵ apan̂ ^̂  to come over at once very
. coverea, x-̂ ^̂  ....  ttoa ctto 51-lc ilar post at Point Grey. j named Yamamoto is alleged to have j much pleased that she has called him.barrelled shotgun, 12 bore, witn cin- 
vas case. , Gahan, Cadder Ave. 51-2p
SPLE N D ID  building lot for sale, close 
to the lake. J. F. Fumertpn. 47-tfc I
K E L O W N A  R E G A T T A
LAU N C H  for sale. Apply to Box 404 
or phone 138. 43-tfc |TE N D E R S for refreshments and nov-
Your accounts are always up to date. 
Price very reasonable.. P. Burns & Co.
' 45-tfc
FOR S A L E — 2J4 h.p, light draught 
launch, cheap. Apply to McTavish 
& Whillis. 46-tfc|
^  xc|iiai pu&i di X uiiit- jt* I slashed another 'labourer of the samel fpr they are both really in love, al-1
Mr. H. Ibbotson, of Arijistrong, who ballasting gang with a knife, cutting the though separated. Further differences 
I wais staying at the Lakeview,, left yes- unfortunate man deeply through the ensue but finally things are adjusted,
_____  terday for Kamloops to take in the small of the back, after which he es- the divorced couple are reunited and
Wednesday & Thursday, Aug. 12 & 13 tennis tournament there. caped into the woods. The injured man ̂  daughter has her reward by con-
- ■ e. I , . r J AC was taken next day to the Penticton summation of her own romance with [
isitor to the c i^  was fined $5 Hospital and it is stated that the young doctor.
ists in the City .Police Court this | jjg cannot recover. Meanwhile his as-1 The story is simple but, because of I
its intensely human qualities, is also 
extremely powerful. It introduces hu-
nx Tj r- T Af TTnJtprt I-. Several contributed articles have been I niour without making it too obvious.
to «s  this Week the caligraphy of it reveals pathos without begging for 
ct i l  cta-ifi'ntr’ at the Palace which has caused much trouble in de- sympathy, and it develops romance 
veetPrLW nr Vanc^^ ’ U'pfiering the spHliiig of proper names, uithout making it seem unnatural,
left yesterday for Vanco . D seems to be a habit of some people to Those who remember Betty Bronson
The Roweliffe cannery is still run- write in a more slovenly maner for the in the part of Peter Pan will appreciate ̂  ̂  ̂ B.. ... ..A ..A X. La « A Afl A. .A  ̂ «̂ A* tf-v  ̂V  ̂̂  1x1...   X?‘_X._ *x1- t-T_X .1. *-X J I
A  v
FOR SALE —80-ton silo; 6 h:p. gaso­
line engine and cutting box; milk 
cows and heifers. Wynne Price, R.R.l
44-tfc
ST. ANN’S AGHDEMY
K AM LO O PS , B. C.
W A N T E D —Miscellaneous
BOARDERS and roomers. St. Paul 
St., one block north of Telephone
Office. 51-lp I
W A N T E D —Apples, onions and mixed 
fruits in car lots or less. Write or 
wire us. Langstaff Coal Co., Moose 
Jaw, Sask. 51-81
B O A R D IN G  & D A Y  SCHOOL 
FOR G IR LS
Conducted by the Sisters of 
St, Ann
Primary and Grammar Grades 
preparatory to Government Ex­
aminations. First, Second and 
Third Year High School. 
Music Department affiliated'with 
the Royal Academy of Music, 
London, England.
Arts Course, embracing drawing, 
oil and china painting.
WE BUY, sell or exchange household 
goods of every description. Call and 
sec us. JONES & TEM PEST. 18-tfc
TO  R E N T
For further particulars apply to 
S ISTER  SU PER IO R  
P.O. Box 535, Kamloops, B.C.
50-2c
ning on beans, a full pack being can- press than in the course of their private the artistry with which she interprets 
lied. This cannery will probably com- correspondence, and then the printer is the part of the (daughter in “ Are Par- 
r^nnintr tnmatnp!  ̂ tfimorrow. I blamed for the mistakes that ensue!] cuts People?mence canning to atoes to orrow. , • . i iThose who write badly or carelessly
Miss Jones, daughter of Mr. J. W . for often good writing is made illegible 
Jones, M.L.A., and Mrs. Jones, has by slovenliness in tformation of occas- 
been offered the position of assistant ional letters—should print in plafn ca-
principal of the Summerlaiid High pitals names of persons or places in ________  _________________________
School. I to wheih there may be any lia-I should be classified and supplied
bility to error. | with water according to its needs, it
being evident that a gravelly soil re
IR R IG A T IO N
C O N V E N T IO N  CO NCLUD ES |
(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. C. S. McGillvray and Mr. E, G. 
Kerr, of Ottawa, and Mr. H. Switzer,” f nnrvi,',i,'An F-irtrirv Tnsnec I t 9' delegates at t.ie more water than clay. It was Iof Toronto, Dominion Ji'actory tusp^- Convention, held here I • • • — • • . I
« ^ . . . .  1 —    ̂    X-Ia ^ xa mm A, La ■ 1 I .V ̂’ f , O - .. .........—  pointed out by sevtffal speakers alsotors, left yesterday for the Worth u  ] v̂xek, was not so taige as expected, - -
kanagan. her.ee the demand f c
, . I .wc. ..as ver}' little unity of opin-
ccommofl ition I gg ĵgĝ  methods of disposing
Cant and Airs. J, R. Mitchell and f a- ] sc cere strain upon the of waste water and preventing seepage 
milv Mr and Mrs. T. C. Leckie and ^'7 a” d that therefore each irrigation dis-
f'lmiiv and Air D McNichol, of Pen-h'^ neccssarv to any great cx-Lj.jgj should tackle this problem in its
^:;;'!c^"shors ',0 the’ dty ---V. bcins evident ,ha, in many
«;ntnrr1av 9̂  tnosc Citizens WHO oiiereu lu mstances good farmers were paying
liy receiving visitors into their homes, of water by those who farm-
Rt. Rev. A. J. Doull, Bishop of Nevertheless, the man^ement of the ĝ j badly and that such matters could 
Kootenav, who was the guest of Mrs. Lakeview and Palace Hotels appreci - ^g ^gg  ̂ settled by a board having local 
C E. Baldwin at Okanagan Mission ate the spirit of co-operation displayed knowledge.
over the week-end, left on Monday for by those who were willing to help, and ^ r. B. H. Finlayson, Chief Forester 
Vancouver. they desire to retiirn heartfelt thanks L^f Department of the Interior, O t-
for fbo goodwill shown. tawa, was the next speaker and ex-
Alr. J. B. Spurrier has arranged ^ . . I pressed the regrets of the Hon. Charles
fishing party at Pena^ Lake, w’hich Following receipt of a request front Alinister of the Interior, at not
will be composed of Coast and rocal I the Regatta Committee that the local I being able to be present at the conven- 
anglers and will start for that sheet of j stores deeprate their promises and light I îon. He alluded to the sad demise oT 
water about Aug. 18th. their windows on both evenings of the K jr . R. c. Campbell, the former head
I f Rcgiitta next wee^, Air. G. A. AlcKay, L^f the Forestry Branch, who, after be- 
Mr. and Mrs. D, Watts and lani* I President of the Retail Merchants As-I invalid for several years through
ilv, of Vernon, passed through the city] sociation, endeavoured to get together] meetinc with an accident had recentiv 
oil Friday on their way by car to Van- L  meeting of the Executive in order to Lggggj g,̂ ygy Campbell had been
couver, where they will stay with deal with the matter, hut he found it g brm friend of those who tried to put 
friends for several weeks, ] impossible to do so on account of many F^g^gj. jj^g gj.ĵ j gj.jj semi-arid lands
I oicmbcrs being out of town. He there- Western Canada and had taken an 
Mr. J. B. Fitzmaunce. cartoonist of fore wishes, through the medium of 
the Vancouver Daily Province, who The Courier, to ask all business men to
had been holidaying at Okanagan^AIis-| co-operate with the Regatta Committee x-kx'ir
in giving a festive appearance to the j A P O L O G Y
citv on Wednesday and Thursday next.
Kelowna, B.C.. Aug. 6, 1925. 
.'\ letter received by Air. Grotc S tir-j' I hereby apologize for any remarks
FURNISH ED  housekeeping rooms, 
with verandah. Apply, No. 516, Cou­
rier. 51-lc
TO R E N T— Furnished house, fully 
modern, seven rooms, cement cellar, 
screened verandahs. Write P.O. Box 
AAL . 51-tfc
FOR R E N T —Two unfurnished rooms 
313 Doyle Ave. 36-tfc
CAN G IVE  comfortable board aUd 
room for two men; close in. Phone 
405. 51-lp
H E L P  W A N T E D
W AN TE D —Sept. 1st, girl for gener­
al housework, Mrs’ W . G. Benson, 
Beiivoulin. 51-lp
COOK W A N T E D  for small hoarding- 
Iioiise, to work on shares. No. 565, 
Courier. 51-lp
W AN TED  lA lM E D IA T E L Y — Capa­
ble young woman as ladv help; small 
family in country. Apply, No. 564, 
Courier Office. 51-lp
w a n t e d —W oman for light house­
work from 8 to 6 daily. Apply P. O. 
Box 47, Kelowna. 51-lc
S ITU A T IO N S . W A N T E D
EN G LISH M AN  desires position, any 
capacity. Experienced with horses, 
drive car or truck. Reply. Davis, Good 
Eats Cafe. 51-lp
F o r S a le
With
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
A  f F U L L Y
M O D E R N  H O U S E
on D E H A R T  A V E N U E
containing
Living Room, Dining Room, 
Kitchen, 3 Bed Rooms, Alodern 
Bath Room'and Concrete Base­
ment, /
Garage and Outbuildings. 
C H E A P  and on E ASY  TERM S
(Continued on Page 8)
I sion for a couple of weeks, left on Tues­
day for Banff. Airs. Fitzmaurice and 
children will continue their stay here 
for some weeks.
M cTa vish  &  W h im s
INSURANCE
LO S T  AN D  FO U ND
.As is customary, in order to publish 
the full list of prize-winners at the An­
nual Regatta, which will be held here 
on Wednesday and Thursday next, Au­
gust 12th and 13th, publication of next 
week’s issue of The Courier will he de­
layed until Friday morning, August 
14th.
LO ST— Plain gold ring. Saturday mor­
ning, between Bank of Montreal and 
Royal Bank. Finder please return to 
Burnc 8: Weddell. 51-lp
S TR A YE D
LOST-—On Alonday morning, on Ethel 
St. between Borden and Harvey, or 
on Harvey between Ethel and Pendozi, 
roll of blankets, etc., covered with 
ground sheet. Finder please notify R. 
S. Aloe, Kelowna. 51-lp
Mr. J. W . Jones, AI.L.A., returned 
home yesterday from Summerland, 
where he opened the annual flower 
show. He states that it was by far the 
best show of its kind yet held in the 
Okanagan, the entries being very mnn- 
crofis and the display of flowers of all 
kinds magnificent.
ling. ,ALP. from Hoin P. J. .A. Cardin, uJiich may have been made by me to 
Alinister of AJarine and Fishcri.:s, in the detriment of Miss Joan Perry Gore, 
answer to an enquiry by the member I wish to say publicly that I know 
for Yale on behalf of all the sporting nothing whatever to her detriment, 
associations of this part of tiie Inter-1 51-lc C. A D A  B ARLEE .
ior, places the responsibility for the 
delay in dealing with the niattcr of a
closed season for game fish on the Pro-I N O T IC E
vincial Game Conservation Board, that 
body having neglected to subnr.t its I I will be iii town till August 12th 
recommendations. This is exactly If you have a'ny roof troubles let me 
what everyone connected with the] settle them. Just finished the Casorso
From East Kelowna, bay gelding 
(M S brand, indistinct), star on forc-
licad. slight Roman nose, mane clipped. 
Last heard of in Glcnmorc. Airs. R. C.
FO U ND — Bag of clothes on Vernon 
Road. Owner can obtain same by 
paying advertising. Al. Byrns. 51-lp
Carruthers, East Kelowna. 51-lc Kelowna Regatta, August 12 & 13. 4c
Assistant Superintendent of Provin­
cial Police W . Owen and Inspector W . 
L. Fcrnic, of Kamloops, paid an of­
ficial visit to the city on Friday, Su­
perintendent Owen travelling on to 
Penticton the same day. While here 
they inspected the new quarters of the 
local Provincial Police.
movement for reasonably sensible re- Block. Ask them about the work, 
giilations for fishing has suspected for RcspcctfulK.
many months, and as the Provincial J- W . HOW E,
(jamc Conservation Board, as at prc-| 51-lc Roofer
sent constituted, meets very seldom 
and has no special knowledge of mat­
ters pertaining to fish, it is incompre­
hensible to all anglers why the Ottawa 
authorities should ever have consulted 
it. The game associations throughout 
this part of B. C., however, will be glad 
to know exactly whom to blame for 
the continuance of the present regula­
tions which permit of an open season 
during spawning time.
W E S T  K E N T W Y N S  
SC H O O L FOR G IRLS  
N O R T H  V A N C O U V E R
For particulars apply to—
Miss Jackson.
47-49-5I-I-4C
A  Final August Clean-up
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In quoting the low prices listed below we 
have but one aim— to clear .stocks in prepara­
tion for fall. In every case the footwear is 
from our regular stock and of the same good 
quality that fwe always present.
Women’s White Canvas Oxfords with low 
and*"Cuhan heels, leather sole's and heels; a- 
mong these are a few grey and brown Q C  
canvas Oxfords ; I 'o  Clear ..........
White Canvas Strap Slippers, sonie have 
Cuban heels, other low heels; (j?’| Q C
On .Sale ..... .....................................
White Buck Sandals, some have the flat heel 
while others have a low heel; good O K
quality; ........................................
Children’s White Strap Canvas Slippers and 
Oxfords; A A
To Clear, per pair ........................
% m tM  [ f t
P H O N E  361 K E L O W N A , B. C.
H ik in g  W o rk s  up an Appetite  
So F ill Y our Lunch  B o x
And don’t forget 
Sandwiches.
Chicken
They make one go on with 
renewed energy to enjoy 
the great out-doors.
Chicl^en Sandwiches
Slice cold boiled chicken and 
moisten with mayonnaise or 
cream salad dressing. Place 
between slices of Good Bread 
which have been thinly buttered.




B R E A D  IS Y O U R  ID E A L  SUM M ER  FO O D
FOR SA LE
L A K E V IE W  H O T E L , Kelowna, 
B. C., comprising land, buildings, 
furniture and equipment, having 60 
bedrooms, large dining-room, ro­
tunda, sample rooms, laundry, bar, 
etc. As a going concern, at present 
under lease (said lease subject to 
sale).
For particulars, apply
C. H. JACKSON, C.A.,
D. K. GORDON
Executors, E. J. Newson Estate. 
50-3c
FOR S A LE
English Springer puppies. Got by 
(Imported) “Samson of Learn,” win­
ner of 12 Field Trials, from (Imported) 
“ Rosa,”  litter sister of Field Trial 
Champion “Flush of Avendalc,” who 
was never defeated in any Field Trial, 
direct from the Duke of Hamilte: ’ ■ 
kennels. A  combination of the two 
best working strains in the world.
Excellent for land or water.
For further partitiilars apply to—
C. Y. K IN L O C H ,
50-2c Vernon, R. C.
The Cranbrook Board of Trade is 
trying to get the B.C. Government to 
allow another vote on the question of 
l)ccr-by-fhe-gluss to be taken in that 
city.
J .  F . R O B O T S
H O N E Y  CANS
Phone 278-R4
22-ifc
B R O W N ’S
H O N E Y  
M cK E N Z IE  C O M PA N Y , LTD .
E A S T  K E L O W N A  PO U N D  
D IS T R IC T
Notice of Sale
Notice is hereby given, under Section 
20 of the I^oimd District Act, that on 
Alonday, the lOih day of August, 1925, 
at 2 p.m., I will sell by Public Auction, 
in front of the Pound, East Kclown.i, 
the following impounded .animal; one
brown horse, branded on left
shoulder, three white feet, star on face,
R. C. C AR R U TH E R S 
51-lc Poiimlkccper.




t h e  KELOW NA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARDI8T
THURSDAY, AUGUST 6th, 1925
You Buy Flavor. . - .t—
S > w  d o l i c l o t m ®
S A L A D A ' Hosa
I t  l a  r e a l l y  u n i q t u o  a m o n g  t e a s .  
P u r e  a n d  r i c H  y i e l d i n g .  T h r ^  
h u n d r e d  c u p s  t o  t h e  p o u n d .
SERVICE
IN
h o n e y
Finest Quality, New Season’s 
Honey, in your own container,
at, per quart (3 lbs.) 50c





or phone me and I will call for con­
tainers and return them filled.
PU T  U P  IN  P A IL S  for your coh- 
vcnicncc.
10 Iba. for $1.70
G. F. PE AR CEY
Linden Apiaries
P H O N E  438
51-2c
Y O U R  O P P O R T U N IT Y
To  Better Yourself.
There is a good living for you 
right where you live. Full or spare 
time. No capital required. No ex­
perience necessary. We teach you 
how to become a National Repre­
sentative, selling our splendid line of 
top-to-toe clothing for men and wo­
men, from factory direct to consum­
er through local representatives. The 
National “ Store at your door" sell­
ing outfit is a complete clothing 
store in a neat, small sample case. 
Experienced sa.lesmen see _ unlimited
possibilities in our proposition. Fallt i ’ ___  ___ 1 —line soon ready, bigger and better 
than evet. Assure yourself an ex­
clusive territory by writing immed­
iately naming the district you want. 
Rural communities and city terri­
tories equally profitable. “ It is a 
sign of distinction to be a National 
representative.” Apply Sales Mana­
ger, National Mail Order House 
Limited, Dept. 200, Box 2017, Mon­
treal. ___
^  YE AR S  AG O  J
«  ----- *
♦  (From the files of “The Kelowna J  
' Clarion") J
We regret that the issue of Aug. 3, 
1905. is missing from our 
those of Aug. '31 and Sept. 28 of the
same year. _________
t  FO R  R A D IO  A M A TE U R S  J  
*
* * * * * *
KGO Programme For The Week O f 
August 9 to August 15
'Cello Solos— (a) Romance (David-1 
o ff); fb) "Autumn Leaf” (Rebikoff): 
(c ) “Serenade Espagnole' (Clozounolf) 
— Willem Dehe. „
Baritone Sotos— (a) Lilacs (Racti- 
inaniiioff): (b ) “ The Nightingate and 
tlie Rose” ( Rimsky-Korsakoff): (c )
“ Song of India” ,(Rimsky-KorsakoffL 
—Albert Cillelte.
l ‘A RT 111
ICngtish Programme 
Piano Duets— (a) Prelude ( Bert ho d 
Tours); (b ) Romance (Berthold 
Tonrsi.-Cecil Hollis Stone and Hel­
en Merchant.
So|nano Solos— (a) ‘ Now Sleeps the 
Crimson Petal” (Roger QuiIUt ); (b) 
“ Phyllis Has Such Charining (.races 
( H. Lane W ilson); (c) ^ c
Only With Thine l’.yes (Old' I'.ng- 
lish).—Mine. Katerina Malova.
•Cello Solos— (a) Grave (Henri Ecc- 
les. K.70-1742)-, (b) .Adagio ( Ledes , 
(e ) Courante (Kcctes); (d ) Vivace
(l^ccles).— Willem pp't-’-.—, vilr'ino
Baritone Solos-;-(a)
Song" (Coleridge lay lo r); (b ) H  e 
Lost Chord" (Arthur Sullivan), (e) 
“ Sweet and Low” (Joseph Bainby).
Albert Gillette. „ ,
9.50 p.m.—“ Radio Breezi’s. by K. 
C B famous newspaper columnist. 
Thursday, August 13 
8.00 p.m. ^
Under the direction of Wilda Wilson 
Church, the KGO Players will present 
“ Keinpy," a comedy m three acts, by 
1. C. Nugent and Elhott Nugent. H it
A-.!-.. ««rt1f the lOll




11.00 a.m.—Service of the First Bap­
tist Church, Oakland, Cal.; Rev. John 
Snape, D.D., pasor. .
Organ Prelude.— Nocturne (Chopin). 
Martha Dukes Parker.
(Dpening Praise and Invocation, 
r'l.,.-:..__f ’ lir.:,. and Conirreiratio
Arion Trio will render t  following 
musical prograniine (hiring the pertor- 
,nance: “ Hansel undGretel" (Humper- 
diiick); Serenade; Le Roi d Ys (L.i- 
lo): “ Mock Morris" (Percy Grainger) 
"Calm as the Night" (Gotze).
Saturday, August 15
8.10 p.m.
Concert from Kohler & Chase stu­
dio San Francisco. The following ar­
tist's will appear; Theodore Strong,.on 
the Welte Philharmonic orgmi; tiraci: 
Strong, contralto; Whitcomb Ladies 
Trio, Muriel Virginia Bates, Dorothy 
Clute; Mary Mulvaney; Harriettc Mur- 
ton. coloratura soprano; Alice Cuthric 
Poyiier, violinist; Fernando Ybara, 
tenor.
p e r  D A Y  
A I H O T E L  C A N A D A  
• 514 Richards Street.
V A N C O U V E R
When you come to Vancouver 
stop at the Hotel Canada. It 
is located in the centre of the 
shopping district close to 
wharves and C.P.R. Station. 
For the tourist, the family 
man or ladies unattended, there 
is no hotel more desirable. 
(Î lcan, airy rooms. Every bed 
fitted with box spring mat­
tresses. First class refresh­
ment parlor for ladies and gen­
tlemen. Free bus and touring 
cars to and from hotel.
W A T E R  N O TIC E
Storage
T A K E  N O TIC E  that Westbank 
Irrigation District, whose address is 
Westbank. B. C.. will apply for a lic­
ence for the storage of 250 acre feet of 
water out of a tributary of Powers 
Creek, also known as Paynter Lake, 
which (lows easterly and drains into 
Powers Oeek, about two and one-half 
miles south of Horseshoe Lake.
The storage-dam will be located at 
east end of lake. The capacity of the 
reservoir to be created is about 250 
.acre feet, and it will flood about 40 
acres of land additional to present area. 
The water will be diverted from the 
stream at a iioint about the south 
boundary of D.L. 4119, and will be us­
ed for irrigation purpose upon the land 
described as Westbank Irrigation Dis- 
trict. .
The licence applied for is to supple­
ment .1 right -to take and use water as 
per Diversion Licences held by the 
Westbank Irrigation District.
This notice was posted on the ground 
on the 30th d:iy of July, 1925.
A  copy of this notice and an applica­
tion pursuant thereto and to the “ W a­
ter Act, 1914,’ ’ will be filed in the of­
fice of the Water Recorder at Vernon, 
B. C.
Objections to the application in.ay be 
filed witii the said Water Recorder or 
with the Comptroller of Water Rights, 
Parliament Buildings, ‘ Victoria. B. C., 
within thirty days after the first ap 
pearance of this notice in a local news­
paper.
'I'he d.ite of the first publication of 
this notice is August 6th, 1925.
W E.STBANK IR R IG A T IO N  
D ISTR IC T,
Applicant.
Sl-c By G. McI n t o s h , secretary.
Gloria— Choir  g g i n. 
Responsive Reading.
Hymn.
Scripture. ,  ̂ n
Anthem—“ Praise to the Great Cre­
ator” (Shackley).
Prayer.
Response— “ Prayer Perfect" (Stin
Announcements and Offertory.
Contralto and Tenor Duet—“ O for 
the wings of a Dove" (Caro Roma).— 
Ruth Hall Crandall and Philip Ash 
craR. "




(Sullivan).  ̂ • C
3.30 p.m.—S ILE N T. KGO Little 
Symphony Orchestra on vacation.
7.45 p.m.—Service of the First Bap 
tist Church, Oakland, Cal.
Organ Prelude — Pastorale (L ife- 
bure W ely).—Martha Dukes Parker.
Song Service.
Scripure. ,
Anthem—“Thou Crownest the Year 
(Maker).
Prayer. , . .
Response—“ Prayer Perfect*’ (Stin­
son). ' •
Bass Solo—“The Penitent” (Van de 
Water).— Charles Lloyd.
Announcements and Offertory.
‘Cello Solo—Song Without Words 
(Von Goens).— Dorothy Dukes Dimm.







Orchestral Music— Selections from 
the “ Merry Widow” Waltz (Lehar). 
— Arion Trio.
“Taking the Scare Out of Quaran­
tine.”— California State Board of 
Health.
“ Physical Culture for the Family.” 
—Hugh Barrett Dobbs, Managing Di­
rector, California Health Institute. San 
I'raiicisco.
Orc.hes.tral Music—“A t Patting” 
( Rogers).— Arion Trio.
Agricultural programme, under aus­
pices of the National Farm Radio 
Council: “ Harnessing t̂ he Wind.”— Na­
tional Association of Farm Equipment 
Manufacturers. “ Rural Health."—Am­
erican Medical Association.
’Cello Solo—“ Fond Recollections” 
(Popper).— Margaret Avery.^
‘Symposium on the New Education,” 
bj* Williams Institute, Berkeley. Spea­
ker, visiting professor from the Uni­
versity of California Summer School.
Piano Solo—Waltz in C sharp Min­
or (Chopin).—^Joyce Holloway Barthel-
SOll.
From a Composer’s Workshop: 
I’ iano.”— Arthur S. Garbett.
Violin Solo— Romance (Svendsen). 
Josephine Holnb.
"Inside Dope on Curing Automobile 
Ills.’ ’— Louis P. Signer, “The Trouble 
Sliooter.”
Orchestral Music*—“ Spring’s Awak- 
ciiing" (Bach).—Arion Trio.
i r r i g a t i o n  o f  o r c h a r d
(A  paper read at thc  ̂ Irngation 
Convention by R. C. Palmer, 
B. S. A., Assistant Superintendent, 
Dominion Experimental Station, 
Summerland.)
the setting of fruit. If the soil sccniS 
to be drying out during tlic blooniitig 
period, 1 would apply water at once 
111 preference to waiting until the 
bloom is over.
How Much Water 'To Use 
When the grower has his water run­
ning, the next question which is likely 
to occur to him is. “ How much water 
shall I apply?" Here again no hard 
and fast rule can be laid down. 1 he 
nature and condition of the soil de­
termines, in lai'fj?e measure, the length 
of time it is desirable to run the water 
and the amount of water which should 
be applied.' On light gravelly soils a 
oiig continued How of water results 
in great loss through seepage, while 
in the heavier soils, water can be run 
!or a cunsiilerable time to good ad­
vantage, W e have found that where the
...vll L. lOM fnt*
A. A. PU R C E LL
A British Communist member of 
parliament who recently visited Mos­
cow. It is said that there he was pre­
sented with a white charger with vvhich 
to ride at the head of the British re­
volutionary army. H e  does not deny 
the incident, but says that he cannot be 
held responsible for what Soviet ot
ficials say or do. .
At the opening of the Empire Lah 
our conference in London, on July 3ist 
he described the British Empire as a 
sUivc phiutution. tiiKi clcclcirct 
that the Britisli capitalist class was 
stifling ill fat and failure to function 
His picture makes him look to be some 
what that way himself.
apparent that it is (l«ite possible to 
apply too much water to our orchards. 
Such a practice results in unnecessary 
loss through seepage. On the other 
hand, where insufficient water is ap 
plied the moisture content of the soil 
soon drops below the optimum amount, 
and the trees are likely to suffer. In 
order to maintain ideal moisture con­
ditions. it would be necessary to make 
a uniform application of not more than
three inches of water over our soil 
every time the moisture content of the
1 have been asked by your secretary 
to give an address on some practical
subject of interest to the fruit growers
The .lUemiance at the Provincial 
Mii.seUin. \ ctoria. this year has eclips­
ed all previous records. It is now via 
ited l>y hundreds of people daily.
Tuesday, August 11l  
8.U0 p.m.
Programme given through the cour­
tesy of the Baldwin Piano Company. 
San I'raucisco.
PA R T  1
.American Programme 
Violin Solos— (a) “ An Old Love 
Song" (Chas. Huerter); (1>) “ Cradle 
Song” (Mary Knight W ood).— Mary 
Pasmore.
Baritone Solos with Violin Ohligato 
— (a) “ I ’m Wearin’ Awa’ " (Arthur 
h'oote): (h ) “ h'iddle and 1” (A. Good- 
eve); (c) “ Happy' Days" (.V. Streltz- 
ki).—-Allicrt Gillette.
'Penor Solos with Violin Oblig.ato—  
ta) "The Garden Old” (Henry K. Had­
ley); “ Deep in My Heart Is a Song" 
(M. L. Bancroft); (c) “ Love and tlie 
Ro.se" (II . Waldo Warner).— Gwyn- 
fi Jones.
Duets for Tenor and Baritone— (a) 
"VVlien Twilight Weaves” ((lena Br.an- 
seombe): (!>) “ The Day is hair" (L ily  




Piano Solos— (a) Melodic (Rach- 
maninofl); (b) “ Cradle Song" (Ilyn- 
sky).—Cecil Hollis Stone.
Soprano Solos— (a) “ Ecstacy of 
Spring’ (Rachmaninoff); (h ) Ballade 
(Lichin): (c) “ Sltiinhcr Song” (Grod- 
ky).—^Mme. Katerina Malova.
of the Okanagan Valley. With this in 
mind, I have selected ^  n y  topic Ir­
rigation of the Apple Orchard, and l 
propose to address my remarks pri- 
marily to fruit growers. I f  anyone has 
come here expecting a technical paper,
I am afraid he will be disappointed, 
for I intend to purposely avoid the 
use of technical language. It is one 
of my ambitions to understand the 
meaning of all the long w_ords _in the 
dictionarv, and at the same time to 
be able to express my own thoughts 
in such simple language that they can 
be understood by anyone. During the 
past few years I have visited^ a _ large 
number of orchards in the ̂  irrigated 
sections of British. Columbia, and I 
have been impressed with the fact that 
there is room for a great deal of im­
provement in irrigation practice. Three 
years ago, your old friend Mr. Helmer 
travelled up and down this valley giv­
ing irrigation demonstrations. If you 
had all followed his advice I do not 
think it would be at all necessary for 
me to speak to you today. According­
ly, I have come here, not to present 
any new or startling discoveries, but 
rather to direct your attention to a few 
well recognized truths.
Moisture Holding Capacity
Before the orchardist can apply wa­
ter intelligently he must know some­
thing of the moisture holding capacity 
of his soil. W e have evidence that 
trees draw by far the greater part of 
their moisture supply from the upper 
three feet of soil. Accordingly I shall, 
with your permission, limit myself to 
a discussion of the moisture holding 
capacity of this upper three feet of 
soil. The term “ inch” of water, as 
used in this paper, refers to the quan­
tity of water vidiich will cover the soil 
to the depth of one inch— in other 
words, the exact equivalent of an inch 
of rainfall.
Let us investigate the moisture holcl- 
ing capacity of this three feet of soil 
which furnishes our trees with their 
water supply. Soil is made up <d in­
numerable particles of solid material 
separated by very small “ pore” spaces. 
I f  we were to take a column of average 
orchard soil. 36 inches in depth, and 
compress it so that all the pore spaces 
were closed up, we should find that 
there was about 19 inches of solid ma­
terial and 17 inches of pore space in 
our three feet of soil. In a clay soil 
there would likely be a little more, and 
in a sandy soil a little less, pore space. 
This pore space may be filled with air 
or water. If it is filled to its total 
moisture holding capacity or filled en­
tirely with water, we say that the soil 
is saturated. In actual practice such 
a condition seldom occurs in the field. 
Even should a soil be .saturated with 
water it seldom stays that way for 
any length of time, as some of the 
water is pulled down by the force of 
gravity. We say that it drains or seeps 
away, h'.ach soil particle, however, at­
tracts water to it by what is called 
capillary attraction. A certain amount 
of water is held in the soil Iiy tins 
capillary force and is not lost through 
seepage. The amount of water which 
a soil can hold against the pull of 
gravity is sometimes called its field 
moisture cajiacity. The field moisture 
capacity of three feet of good soil is 
about 11 inches of water. Only a iiart 
of this water is available for plant 
use. for some of it is held so tightly 
by the soil particles .that plants can­
not make use of it. In three feet of 
average orchard soil there would like­
ly be about three inches of this una­
vailable water. In other words, there 
would be about eight inches of water 
of which the trees can make use. It 
lias been found, however, that most 
fruit trees thrive best when the .soil 
has 40 to (lO per cent of its total pore 
space filled with water. 'I'liis means 
that the best growing conditions are 
provided when there is 7 to 10 inches 
of water in three T-et of good soil.
Possdble T o  Apply Too Much Water
From the foregoing statements it is
upper throe feet dropped below seven 
inches or so. Where laboratory equip­
ment for making soil moisture deter­
minations is available it may be poss­
ible to approach this ideal. The 
mercial orchardist. however, seldom 
has this equipment at his disposal and 
must do the best he can by making 
frequent field examinations of his soil 
moisture conditions. ^
How To Mark Out Furrows
With this knowledge of the moisture 
requirements of our drees and With 
some idea of the relation which exists 
between solid material, air and water 
in the soil, we can now turn to the 
practical problems of thi: irrigator arid 
endeavour to apply this information in 
the orchard.
Starting with the spring of the, year, 
the first question which presents itself 
to the apple grower in an irrigated dis­
trict is how to mark out his furro\vs. 
For the benefit of our prairie friends 
it might be well to remark that prai:- 
tically all Okanagan orchards are irri­
gated by the furrow (method.  ̂ The 
grower must decide how long his fur- 
rows shall be, how far apart they 
should be made and whether they shall 
be deep or shallow. The most desir­
able length of run depends on the na­
ture of the soil. On porous soil of 
sandy or gravelly nature, the length 
of run should be comparatively' short, 
whereas with soils of more impervious 
nature, such as the clays and silts, 
longer furrows may be used to good 
advantage. We have found that even 
under the best of conditions there is 
likely to be a good deal of loss through 
seepage where furrows much over 100 
yards in length are used.
With regard to the distance apart of 
furrows, the one safe rule to follow is 
that furrows should be close enough 
together so that after a normal irriga­
tion all the soil between the furrows, 
at a depth of a foot or so below the 
surface, is moistened. We have found 
by repeated tests in our own orchartis 
that, after a 36 hour irrigation, it is 
only in exceptional cases that the_mois- 
turc has spread more than 18 inches 
sideways from the centre of the fur­
row. This suggests that the furrows 
should not be much more than three 
feet apart. In this connection it might 
be well to point out that, water travels 
much faster , in a downward direction 
than it does sideways. This is because 
two forces, gravity and capillarity, arc 
pulling it downward, whereas only ca­
pillarity is pulling it sideways. Where 
furrows are placed a long way apart, 
and water is run a long time in the 
hope of moistening all the soil between 
them, there is certain to be a great 
deal of loss through seepage below 
reach of tree roots.
With reference to the shape of the 
furrow, we have found thtit compara­
tively deep, narrow furrows are well 
adapted to orchard conditions. Where 
cover crops are used it is especially 
important to have the furrows deep 
enough so that they are not blocked 
by the cover crops falling into them. 
VVe have tried a number of fb'viccs for 
marking out furrows and have found 
a small 6-inch plough to give as good 
satisfaction as any under a wide range 
of conditions.
Tima Of First Irrigation
With his furrows made the next 
(|uestion which the grower is likely to 
ask himself is. “ How late can 1 safely 
delay my first irrigation?” I'rom my' 
observ'ations, I would be inclined to say 
that a good many growers delay a 
little too long. By actual measure­
ment we have found that fruit trees 
usually make most of their growth 
before the middle of June. The tree 
requires a great deal of moisture in 
.May and even in the latter part of 
.April. I'ailure to supply the necessary 
moisture at this time may interfere 
with the normal growth of the tree 
and seriously influence the set of fruit. 
Some growers have suggested that the 
application of irrigation water during 
the blooming season might bo likely 
to interfere with the setting of fruit. 
During the past few years, we have 
carried on an experiment to find out 
whether there is any truth in this 
suggestion. We have irrigated trees 
during all stages of bloom, but so far 
wo have not observed that the appli­
cation of water during the blooming 
season has interfered in any way with
soil is ill good condition for absorbing 
moisture, and where a sufficient mun- 
ber of furrows are used, three or four 
inches of water can be applied in from 
36 to 48 hours.
The frequency with which water 
should be applied and the total amount 
which it is necessary to use in the sea­
son depend partly on the nature and 
condition of the soil, and 'oartly on 
the cultural ineUiods in use in the or­
chard. I have oliscrved that orchards 
located on light gravelly soils require 
to be irrigated at least once every 
two weeks during the summer months. 
On deep soils which arc retentive of 
nioisture a good irrigation once a 
nmnth is frequently found to be suf­
ficient. Where clean cultivation^ is 
practiced much less water is required 
than where cover crops are grown. We 
have three apple orchards at the Sta­
tion which were all planted at the 
same time and to the same varieties. 
These three orchards have received the 
same treatment throughout ex';ept that 
one has been under clean cultivation, 
another under alfalfa sod-mulch and 
the third cover cropped with Hairy 
Vetch. From the start we have nica- 
siircd the irrigation water applied to 
these orchards. W e have endeavoured 
to apply only sufficient water to keep 
the trees in good growing conditiom 
The average amount of water which 
has been required by these orchatds 
each year during the past five years is 
7 inches for the clean cultivated or­
chard, 32.3 inches for the alfalfa or­
chard and 24.4 inches for the orchard 
in Hairy Vetch;
Timq O f Last Irrigation
The question as to when the last 
irrigation should be given is one which 
is difficult to answer. Frequently this 
question is answered for the grower 
owing to the fact that the supply of 
irrigation water runs out. W e have 
observed that in the lighter soils which 
prevail in a good many sections in the 
southern end of the Okanagan Valley, 
it is advisable to continue to apply 
water until about the first pf Septem­
ber. Where water is available for a 
fall irrigation in the latter part o: 
October it seems good policy to apply 
water at that time, particularly in lo­
cations where the soil is likely to dry 
out before winter sets in.
In conclusion. I would like to extent 
a cordial invitation to all of you to 
(visit the Summerland Experimenta 
Station./ I would feel much more at 
home giving an irrigation demonstra 
tion out in the orchard than I have 
done here this afternoon.
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A t last week’s Irrigation (Convention 
it was stated that the resolution asking 
for a committee of enquiry, passed a 
the 1924 convention, had been turnec 
down by the government. I have not 
a copy of this resolution at hand but 
it was asking that the government ap 
point a committee of which some mem 
hers be bona fide irrigation farmers 
chosen by the farmers, the committee 
to enquire into the irrigation situation 
in B. C. Resolutions of the same mean 
ing have been sent in by several far 
mers’ organizations. This resolutioi 
seems to have been turned down anc 
I understand the B, C. Government has 
withdrawn their grant to the Irrigation 
Association.
It certainly looks as though the gov 
ernment who have entrenched them 
selves behind a Water Board with al 
most supreme powers, and who a 
times hand oiit most arbitrary judg 
meiits against which they realize there 
is practically no appeal for the ordir 
ary man, resent and intend to squas 
any say or enquiry into the govern 
ment administration of the irrigation 
question. That there is ample need for 
enquiry is evinced by the fact that, 
without going into specific cases, there 
is very little of the land at present un 
dcr irrigation, either under irrigation 
systems or private records, that would 
have changed hands had the purchas 
ers realized the changes or interpreta 
tions of the Water Act and present 
irrigation conditions.
I was asked by several people to 
bring this resolution before the Con 
veiition again, but after'tiiking up .a lit 
tic of the Convention’s time I rcalizec 
there was little to be gained, that the 
delegates from the other provinces 
knew nothing and cared little for th 
situation in B. C. and the chairman 
seemed anxious to finish the session. 
But I think everyone should realize 
that the government in withdrawing 
their support from an organization that 
dares to question its administration are 
playing politics in the worst possible 
way and making irrigation a party is­
sue or, in other words, playing ducks 
and drakes with the farmer’s living. 
But what can you expect from an acl- 
ministration who have so far lost tb̂ ’k 
sense of the absurd as to charge Kcl- 
ĉ wna for her tea water taken from the 
Okanagan Lake?
It certainly is extraordinary bow the 
farmers whose bread and butter de­
pends on satisfactory relationship of 
water to land stand the high-liandcd 
action of the government. But it seems 
that farmers should be included in the 
old English saying with “ the woman, 
the dog and the walnut tree, the niorc 
you beat them, the better they be. * *̂1 
B. C. will still be wondering why Aus- 
tralia gjets the cream of British settlers.
Yours truly. _
H. B. D. LYSONS.
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E D W IN  C A R E W E  presents
N A Z I M O V A
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“ MY SON”
With
JACK P IC K FO R D
'and a noted cast. ,
News of the Day and Comedy 
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
W E D N E S D A Y  A N D  TH U R S D A Y , AU G U ST 12th and 13th
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present
m
“ ARE PARENTS PEOPLE? ”
with
Adolphe Menjou, Betty Bronson and Florence Vidor.
A  Delicious Comedy
“ H A R D  BO ILED  T E N D E R F O O T ” - Topics of the Day 
“N O A H ’S A T H L E T IC  CLUB”
Evening 7.30 and 9, 20c and 3Sc
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CH URCH  NOTICES
ST. M IC H A E L  & A L L  ANGELS. 
Aug. 9th: 9th Sunday after Trinity. 8 
a m. Floly Communion; 9.45 a.m.,
Sunday School; 11, Matins and stTnimi; 
11.45 a.m.. Holy Communion; 7..I0 p.m., 
Evensong and sermon.
The Brethren of the Orange Lodge 
will parade to service at 11 a.m.
• * •
ST. A N D R E W ’S, Okanagan Mission 
—Aug. 9th. Evensong at 3,
R U T LA N D  (Anglican).-—Aiig, 9tb, 
Service with address to cliildren at 3.
EAST KELO W N A.- 
Sunday next.
-No service on
U N IT E D  CHURCH.— 11 a.m.. The 
Lord’s Prayer Scries—“Thy W ill Be
^7!30 p.m.—“The Secret of Strength.”
10.00 a.m., Sunday School,
B A P T IS T  CHURCH. Sunday Aug. 
9tli. Sunday School, 10.30 a.m., fol­
lowed by a short service.
Evening Service at 7.30.
Wednesday evening, at 8, Prayer 
Meeting.
Work!— ’Tis To  Jest
The other day a benevolent old gent­
leman was stopped by a tramp, who 
asked for money to get a night’s lodg­
ing.
“ Well, look here, niy man,” the old 
;^entleiiian said, “VVba't would you say 
if I offered you work?”
"Bless ycr life, sir,” came the reply, 
"1 wouldn't mind a bit. I can take 
a joke same as most people."
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Chief officer of a prison.
Mournful sounds.













A  light boat.






The point on which something re­
volves. .
Male sheep (singular).
To  leave out 
Ensnare.
A  master stroke.
T o  pay back.
Hesitation.
The European mole rat.








































A  raised platform.
To build.
A  Vace or tribe.
To go in.
Used for propelling boat. 
Boy’s name (ab.)
To gain knowledge.
A large stock farm.
Meadow.
Closing part of day.














A  parent (ab.)
I
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W ith  the
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R E PO R T  ON CROP AN D
W E A T H E R  C O N D IT IO N S
Free Recipe Book, write The 
Borden Co., Ltd., Vancouver.




OF HIGH Q U ALITY
GO TO THE COURIER
Vernon, B. C., August 1, 1925.
Vancouver and Gulf Islands
The weather has been hot and drj' 
during the past week. Rain is badly 
needed.
Three carloads of Olivet cherries 
were rolled to prairie points last week. 
The balance of the crop is being ship­
ped to the jam plants.
Loganberries are gradually getting 
less and thisWeek will practically see 
the end of the season, except where 
plantations are located on exception­
ally favourable locations or where ir­
rigation is being used.
Blackberries, principally of the H i­
malaya variety, arc now making their 
appearance on the market.
Local Yellow Transparent and Duch­
ess apples arc on the market. Other 
later varieties arc sizing fairly satis­
factorily.
Most of the first crop greenhouse to­
matoes are over. In a number of 
greenhouses new plantings have been 
made for a second or fall crop.
Lower Mainland, July 29
From the 21st to the 24th, after a 
thunderstorm, the weather was cloudy 
and cool but since the 25th there has 
been a continuance of the warm wea­
ther. The effect of the long dry spell 
is very noticeable on all crops through­
out the Fraser Valley and more par­
ticularly on the lighter soils..
The raspberry season is over, al­
though a few places arc still keeping 
their pickers busy on cannery and jam 
stock.
h-arly apples and plums are appear­
ing on..the markets in small quantities 
from local points and arc being quickly 
handled.
Vernon, July 31
The heat and drought still continue 
and the country is very much in need
o f a good rainfall. Irrigation water 
service has been maintained very we 
to date, but continuation o f our pre 
sent weather will soon have its effect 
on supply sources.
Orchards arc looking well, consider 
ing weather conditions, and fruit is siz 
ing well. Apples have developed now 
' to a size which makes them more easily 
seen on the light crop trees, and it is 
possible that the revision of crop es 
timates for this district will be upward 
Ground crops have beai checked in 
their growth iconsider'ably over the 
past two weeks by the hot, dry wea­
ther.
Duchess apples arc moving out 
Transcendent crab apples \vill follow 
at an early date. Blackberries ant 
dewberries now moving will finish the 
small fruit season. ^
Vegetables are moving out in fair 
volume and are of good quality. The 
movement of semi-ripe tomatoes is in­
creasing daily. There is some poor 
quality stuff 'Agoing into the crates 
from Oriental growers. It would be 
good business for the shipping houses 
to maintain a uniform pack by pack­
ing all tomatoes to show the good 
quality of tomatoes which—can be 
grown h^re.
The grasshopper campaign for this 
season is how a^an end. There are 
still lots of hoppers but their season 
of heavy damage is now past.
Kelowna, July 30
Crops in- general are looking well, 
but a good rain would be welcomed by 
the farmers.
Present indications are that the apple 
crop will exceed some of the earlier 
estimates.
Cannery tomatoes are coming in in 
small quantities.
Small shipments of early onions and 
pickling onions are being made. A few 
peach plums are coming in.
Wealthy apples are expected in ab­
out two weeks.
Summerland, July 29 
Weather conditions still keep hot 
and dry.
Water supply for irrigation in -the 
various sections holding but fairly well.
Fruit and vegetable shipments are 
increasing in volume.
Transparent apples are about over. 
Red Astrachan, Duchess, Early Har 
vest and Red June are moving.
Peach plums and a few Triumph pea­
ches are going through the packing 
houses.
Tomatoes, cucumbers!, egg plants 
are moving out in increasing quantity 
Apple thinning is oyer, and the fruit 
is sizing up well.
The second crop of alfalfa has been 
harvested in good condition.
Kootenay And Arrow Lakes, July 27 
The weather has warmed up again 
after a few days of cooler weather. 
Rain is much needed even by crops 
under irrigation. Ground crops with­
out irrigation are needing rain very 
badly, and are drying out.
Sweet cherries will all be snipped by 
the end of this week. A few sours will 
be moving a week later. Raspberries 
are still going out. This crop will last 
about two weeks longer. The quality 
of the raspberries has been very good 
this year and quite a large portion has 
moved to the jam plants.
Apples are making good growth and 
a few Yellow Transparents are on the 
markets. The season is about ten days 
earlier than last year.
Field tomatoes arc making good 
growth, and a few local grown have 
reached the locaLmarkcts. Llbcal mar­
kets arc being supplied with all kinds of 
Kootenay grown vegetables, and in 
most cases the prices to the producers 
have been quite satisfactory for the 
good quality.
Creston, July 27
The later part of last \Ycek the wea­
ther was cooler, with a couple of 
showers of rain, which were greatly 
needed.
Raspberry receipts have fallen off 
very much and will soon be over.
Cucumbers are increasing in vo­
lume and will be in excess of last year’s 
production.
Tomatoes arc increaiiing in size and 
will soon be ripening in quantity.
The second crop of alfalfa will be 
ready to cut this week and looks very 
promising.
Apples arc sizing well and for this 
time of year are well developed. Some 
early varieties have made their appear­
ance on the local market.
T H E  PR E SE N T  STATU S AN D  A P ­
P A R E N T  P O S S IB IL IT IE S  OF 
TH E  B E E T  SUGAR IN D U S­
T R Y  IN  W E STE R N  
C AN AD A
(A  paper read at the Irrigation 
Convention by A. _E. Palmer, 
B.S.A., Assistant. Superintendent, 
Dominion Experimental Station, 
Lethbridge, Alberta.)
At our Convention at Calgary last 
year I reported the ^progress that had .
been made toward the establishment, grown m preference to sugar beets
able unit
In Alberta the irrigated lands are in 
large blocks, making it easy to secure 
sufficient land for growing the tonnage 
of beets required by the factory. There 
the p’̂ oblcm js only one of development 
of the industrj*. In British Columbia 
it appears that the securing of suffic­
ient acreage tributary to a factory may 
be a (imiting faetpr.
Ih e  profits nu cic with beets will ob­
viously affect the acreage devoted to 
the crop. I f  other crops return 
greater ultimate profit they, will be
of the beet sugar industry in Southern 
Alberta. A t that time we were hope
Mr. G. Hay, Secretary of the Canad­
ian Wool Growers’ Co-operative As­
sociation, whose official residence is at 
Kamloops, states that the wool situa­
tion in B.C. is very bright at the pre­
sent time, last yea^s clip being 140,000 
lbs. as against 60,000 lb.s. in 19̂ 3. There 
is, he states, a keen desire on the part 
of many farmers to go into the sheep 
business, but there are for all intents 
and purposes no sheep to be bought.
ful that the Utah-Idaho Sugar Com­
pany would decide to erect a plant 
somewhere in the southern part of the 
province. I am pleased to report to­
day that a factory costing $1,500,000.00 
is now in course of erection at Ray­
mond, 20 miles south of Lethbridge, 
and will be ready to handle the 7,0OO 
acres of sugar beets that the farmers 
of the Raymond. Magrath, Lethbridge, 
and Taber districts have this year.
The condition of the beets on the 
whole is remarkably good, considering 
the fact that many of the farniers are 
growing the crop for the. first time and 
that much of the labour used has been 
inexperienced. Estimates of an average 
yield of from 8 to 11 tons of ̂ beets per 
acre are being made by those in close 
touch with the situation.
The present prospects are that the 
farmers this year will receive about 
$350,000.00 for the crop after paying 
or hand labour. Nearly $500,000 will 
je paid for hand labour in the fields 
and in the factory, and at current pric 
es the sugar produced this year should 
sell for about $1,300,000.
The problem that gave the most ap 
prehension, the securing of labour to 
care for the beets, has so far presented 
ittle difficulty; in fact more labour has 
been available than has been needed 
: or thinning and hoeing, and it would 
have been possible to have obtained 
thinners for a much larger acreage.
Most of the imported labour is Eur­
opean, many of them married men who 
are looking for a place to settle per­
manently so that they may bring their 
families over from the old land.
The financing of the beet growers 
until harvest has been met by the com­
bined efforts of the banks and the Pro­
vincial Government of Alberta. The 
banks have recognized that a good 
stand of beets is real security for a loan 
and have advanced money to many of 
the farmers to pay for the labour of 
thinning and hoeing, while the Prov­
incial Legislature amended the Rural 
Credits Act to provide for the forma­
tion of special credit societies of beet 
growers. The Sugar Company have 
also assisted by subscribing part of 
the stock of each , credit society.
No small factor in the success that 
has attended the venture so far has 
been the organized efforts of the beet 
growers themselves and the close co­
operation that has existed between the 
growers and the sugar company. 
Shortly after the announcement was 
made that a factory would b" erected, 
a meeting of prospective growers was 
held at which an organization known 
as the .Alberta Cooperative Beet Grow­
ers was effected. The Directors of this 
Association, working in connection 
with the sugar company, railway, and 
government officials, were instrunfental 
in securing labour to take care of the 
crop, and through the Association far­
mers have made collective purchases 
of cultivating machinery at reduced 
prices.
The efforts of the sugar company to 
assist the farmers in growing their crop 
ale very commendable. Since early 
spring they have had a corps of five 
field men going from farm to farm in­
structing the farmers on the prepara­
tion of their land and the care of the 
crop. Much of the credit for tiie pre­
sent satisfactory condition of the beets 
is due to the excellent service render­
ed by these men.
Possibilities of Expansion of the 
Industry
The future expansion of sugar beet 
growing depends on the land available 
for the crop, the possibility of securing 
labour, and the profits made in the un­
dertaking.
Not only must a district have soil 
and climate suited for beets, but there 
must be a sufficient acreage within a 
profitable shipping radius to supply 
beets for a large mill. A t the present 
rates the C.P.R. have made on beets, 
sixty miles is about the limit of ship­
ment by rail. The distance that a farm­
er can profitably haul to the railroad 
is 3J<2 to 4 miles. A factory such as 
that located at Raymond can use the 
beets from 11,000 acres. The smallest 
factory operating successfully in the
From data secured by surveys over an 
extensive area of the western Uniter 
States, and from the experience of beet 
growers in Alberta, the cost of produc­
ing an acre of beets, exclusive of lane 
and water rental and taxes, is about 
$53.00.
The company operating the sugar 
factory at R?iymond have contracted 
this year to pay a minimum of $5.75 
per tO'!! for the beets delivered at the 
nearest loading station. The actual 
price above $5.75 is determined by a 
sliding scale based on the sugar con 
tent of the beets and the price received 
by the manufacturers for the sugar sold 
during the year. For beets with a sug­
ar content of 18 per cent an increase 
of $1.00 per hundred pounds in. the 
price of sugar gives an increase o f $1,38 
per ton for beets, and an increase of 1 
per, cent in the sugar content of the 
beets gives an increase of 65c per ton 
if the sugar sells at $7.00 per hundred 
pounds.
An average yield of sugar beets is 
about 10 tons per acre. At the mini­
mum price of $5.75 per ton, the gross 
returns on such a crop would be $57.50, 
or $4.50 above the cost of producing 
aside from land charges, or on an aver­
age crop at minimum price the grower 
would break about even. The beets in 
Alberta, however, have a high sugar 
content, and the analysis made of beets 
grown at the Dominion Experimental 
Station at Sunimerland show a similar 
high percentage of sugar, so 'that in 
Western Canada we could expect a 
price for our beets well above the mini­
mum. At $8.00 per ton the gross re­
turns on 10 tons w6uld be $80.00, and 
the net about $27.00. I f  $7.00 is allow­
ed for land rental and taxes, the actual 
profit would be $20.00 per acre.
On the prairies where land and water 
are relatively cheap, a crop that en­
sures a return every, year that will 
meet expenses with the probability of 
a profit of $20.00 per acre is quite at­
tractive, and it seems safe to predict a 
decided expansion of the industry in 
Southern Alberta. The management of 
the Canadian Sugar Factories Limited, 
the owners of the Raymond factory, 
expect to secure a full capacity acreage 
for their plant in. 1926, and are prepared 
to erect additional factories in any loc­
alities where ̂  sufficient beets will be 
produced. There are several localities 
in the irrigated districts where factor­
ies could be located, and it would not 
be surprising to see four or five sugar 
factories located in Southern Alberta 
in the next decade.
As to the possibility of the develop­
ment of the industry in British Colum- 
biba, I am not well enough acquainted 
with your conditions to form an opin­
ion. It would seem, however, to resol­
ve itself into a question of sufficient 
acreage in a locality and the profits 
that could be secured from the crop as 
compared to other crpps.
WILSON LANDING
AND WESTSIDE
On Wednesday last Miss Goodacre 
and Mr. G. C. Browse attended the Ir­
rigation Convention in Kelowna, which 
they found to be a subject of interest 
to many delegates from all parts. The 
: ormer returned via s.s. “Sicamous” on | 
riday morning last.
On Sunday last Miss D. E, Reid en­
tertained a party of friends at her 
pleasantly situated home on the West-
side, amongst them b^ing Mr. Harold] 
Lamson, o f Agassiz.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Leney, of Nahuii, 
were visitors to Kelowna both days of 
the Tennis Tournament, being accom­
panied by their son Eric and a four- 
legged friend who occupied the run­
ning-board of their car with an air of 
much dignity. Query: How did he
circumnavigate the astounding, curves 
and mad inclines of the south end of] 
the road?
WESTBANK
Misses M. Clarke and K. Drought 
returned on Tuesday from a visit to 
Mr. and Mrs. Jones-Evans at East 
Kelowna. *m m m
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Foster, of Ed­
monton, are on a visit to Mr. and Mrs. 
W. B. Gore.
* * •
B.C. LEAD S IN
FISH  PR O D U C TIO N
Province Produces Nearly Half The 
Total Value O f Canadian Fisheries
west has a capacity of 3,000 acres. This 
is considered by the sugar manufactur­
ers .as being about the smallest profit-
A new record in the salmon pack of 
British Columbia is set by the figures 
for 1924, contained in the annual re­
port of the Commissioner of Fisheries 
just issued. The pack last season to­
talled 1,745,313 cases, 400,000 cases lar­
ger than any pack in the last five years 
and exceeding the prcvioits record of 
1918 by 129,156 cases. This increase is 
due almost entirely to the pack of 
pinks and chums, constituting 77 per 
cent of the whole. There was a slight 
increase in the pack of sockeyes.
The value of the fishery production 
of the Province for 1923 amounted to 
$20,795,914 otit of the Dominion’s total 
of $42,.565,545 or almost forty-nine per 
cent. The output was two and one half 
times as much as that of Nova Scotia, 
the second in rank. The value of the 
halibut fisheries in 1923 was .$2,353,552 
more than ,in 1922, and as the catch of 
1924 was 2,979,200 pounds larger than 
that of 1923, the figures of value, when 
prepared, will show a great increase. 
The pack of dry-saltcd herring in 1924 
also exceeded that of the previous vear 
by over ten thousand tons.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Patrick and 
son propose to leave for Scotland this 
wek.
* • »
Misses Jean and Charlotte Brown re­
turned home on Tuesday from a visit 
to Mrs. Stewart at Kelowna.
♦ * ♦
Messrs. J. Anderson and Guy Reed 
have bought Mr. F. A. Dobbin’s share 
in the sawmill.
Some old neighbours of Mr. Ira L. 
Hewlett, Mr. and Mrs. W. Anderson, 
have arrived from Ontario to spend a 
few weeks with him.
• * *
Mr. Ralph Jones is home from Kere- 
meos to spend a few weeks with his 
parents, Mr, and Mrs. J. M. Jones,
m * 0
Miss Margaret Whitworth, of Van­
couver, is on a visit to Mr. and Mrs. 
Washington Brown.
Misses Rose, Jacqueline and Doris 
Payntcr left on Monday to camp for 
a week up Canyon Creek.
* «  •
Miss Kathleen Drought is on a visit 
to her .aunt, Mr.s. John Drought, at 
Trepanier.
T H R t E  D A  Y
spec ia ls
FR ID A Y, SATURDAY and MONDAY
Cnp.s only, i>cr do/....... ...... 89c
( Hass 'runiblcrs. per doz. 99c
.S-in. White seini-i)c>r- d*'| A A  
cclain IMatcs, doz,
$1.75(lalv.'inizcd Wash Boilers, e;idi ..
Mr, and Mrs. Gordon Rolston, ol 
Vernon, motored down on Sunday last 
to spend the day with Mr. and Mr.s. 
G. C. Browse. They were accompan­
ied by their small son Gordon minor 
and Master John Hunter. On their re­
turn trip to Vernon they took with 
them Master Dqnald McDonald, who 
has been spending a holiday at Cotvalc 
Ranch and enjoying to the full the wat­
er sports and other items of interest to 
be met with in the country at this sea­
son of the year. “ Donnie,” who is tall 
for his age, has felt even taller since_ re­
ceiving the news that he has passed into 





Mrs. M. V. Allen, of Vernon, who 
had been visiting Miss D. E. Reid, rc-j 
turned home on Friday morning last.
* * ♦.
On the Sunday previous a party con-1 
sisting of a number of the residents 
here and visitors made a trip by launch 
to visit Mrs. Thomas Campbell, who 
showed them her quite extensive rab- 
bitry. This is a new departure for the 
Westside. It certainly pays to play an­
other game of some kind along with the 
fruit business; in other words, not to 
put all one’s eggs in one basket as one 
realizes in such a season as the present 
when one’s most remunerative crops, 
i.e. soft fruits, are almost hil. Besides, 
it shows enterprise— a most valuable | 
asset to this or any other country.
Pacific Milk is getting some 
outside mention by reason of 
its producers. The Fraser 
Valley co-operative is, getting 
talked about and Pacific Milk 
comes in to illustrate what 
farmers bonded together can 
successfully do. And, of 
course, the thing that helps 
matters along is the fact that 
Pacific Milk is such a splen­
did product.
Fraser Valley Milk Producers 
Association
PACKERS OF PACIFIC MILK
Head Office: Vancouver, B .C .
KILLS
m i c K A f f3L B l G B D P4d C  I
8priBklenndntBKaaa41a elotlietcloMta to
KILL MOTHS
Use Baby’s O w n  
Soap. It’s “ Best 
for Baby — Best 
for Y ou ”.
New  SM P
Enameled Sink
P r i c e
Complete
$1 3-00
Beat mlu« ever ofTered. Made of Armco 
Iron, coated with purett Syr White 
Enamel. Centre drain; with or without 
tap holea. Price include* all flttinsa.
Also the SMP Enameled 
Dram Board
Price $^»50
White enameled Armco Iron, atrong, rigid, 
— r̂y bandy; alio unique value. Fit anugly 
•ink. A  real plumblu acnaation. Prloe 




incl * oil __
hardware atorea, or write direct to
'""SHEQCr M£i» l P moucis Co.*l5
eWMTnlAL TOROtrro WINNIPCO 
.goMONTOM vANcouvan cauiAftv
SUBJECTION OF W EEDS
In a .statement on “ Effective Meth­
ods of (Controlling Weeds,” Mr, E. S. 
Hopkins, Dominion Field Hushand- 
man, brings out three salient and im­
portant points.
The first is .that the most effective 
method of controlling weeds is thor-
derground rootstalks is to prevent 
their sending up top or above-ground 
growth, and the third, the longer’ the 
delay in eradicating the weed.s the 
greater the amount of work that will 
eventually be necessitated.
One other point made by Mr; Hop­
kins in giving definite advice as to the 
subjection of couch gras.s, mustard and 
other weeds, that cannot be too much 
emphasized is that it is important tO'ough and frequent cultivation of the . , , . ,
land. The second is that the basic prin- times clean seed grain, do
ciplc in killing weeds which have un- ver and grass seed
U s
i
TH E  KELOW NA COURIER AND OKANAGAN ORCHARPIST




NABOB TEA ANO COFFEE
N A B O B  T E A
“T H E  G O LD E N  
B R E W ”
A  pci^fcct blend of India 
and Ceylon Teji— “ Tea 
as it sliould be.”
In One Pound Packets
85c
In Three Potmd Tins
$2.55
N A B O B  C O F F E E
R IC H LY  ROASTED, STE E L  C U T  COFFEE.
Vaetiitni [)ucked in a new style tin, which is opened with
a key.
In One Pound Tins
75 c
R do® 2 1
IMPORTED.BLCWOCD & PACKED BV
l(£LLY DOUGLAS « CO. LTo VANCOUVER
NEW WE3TT1IN3T;ii U  . C---RUPERT i; <•
yfy'r,. S‘r. I
R IN G  T H E  P H O N E  A N D  A S K  FOR 214
ie C o ., Ltd .
Occidental Fruit Co., Ltd.
K E L O W N A , B. C.
Free City Delivery
: SPORT ITEMS :
■fr. ................. *
C R IC K E T
Matcli With Salmon Arm Results In 
Draw
SH O U LD , A N D  DOES A P P E A L  TO  T H E  B U Y E R
W e depend on large volume rather than large profits for 
small interest return on capital invested.
Buy from the house that saves you money.
Fly Chaser, pints .—..—..................................-............ - 35c
Quarts ............. ........... -............—.......... -
-gallon --------------- ---------------------— — $1.00
Disinfectants, pints ................—...............................
?^-gallon ..................-....................................  $1.15
Gallon.—........................ ........................ $1.75
Compare our prices-—why pay more?
Popltry Supplies Oats Mill Feeds Quaker Flour
and Cereals.
Phone 67
j'layiiiR a rcluni matcli in Salmon 
Arm tlii.s week, Kelowna “ rep ’ erielc- 
cters were nnalile to repeat tlieir 
vioiis iierformanee, and were o>ny nolc 
tt) eume .away with a draw. Although 
hattiiiK lir.st and eompilnif> tlie roHpect- 
:d)le total of 135 before tlie side was 
out. tile howliiiK of Salmon Arm wtis 
riglit on the wicket and clianees could 
not he taken, with the result th.at it 
took a considcr.'dile time to make the 
runs. On the other hand, the Salmon 
Arm hatsmen were hard to ROt rid of, 
and only 6 \vicket.s had fallen when 
time was called, tlic home eleyeii s to­
tal amountiiiR to 87.
Tlie match was full of mtere.st. and 
althoURh tlierc were several familiar 
faces missiiiR from the Kelowna team, 
tile showinR made,was very Rood on a 
wicket which was apparently to tlie 
adv.antaRC of the Salmon Ann bowlers.
Crichton was the outstaiidiuR Initsman 
of the day, and it was not until K cirIi - 
ey, a 'slow underhand bowler, came 
on towards the end of the inninRs that 
le succiunlicd. KeiRhley, by the way, 
obtained two wickets in tlie one over 
le bowled for a loss of 4 runs, the 
cliaiiRe of pace seeiuiiiR to bother the
latsmeii. , . .
Apart from Crichton, none of the 
Kelowna team made any larRC score, 
every man contrilmtiiiR a few runs to 
the total, and with the deadly bowlniR 
of Green runs were difhcult to ob­
tain without taking unnecessary chan-
CCS* ■ •
When the home eleven went in, it 
appeared as if they would easily over­
come the 135 runs required, as the hrst 
wicket fell with 14 on the scoreboard, 
and this had been increased to 38 be­
fore Grifliths took oyer the bowbiiR. 
securing two wickets in one over with­
out the loss of a riiii. Green and Harri- 
gan, however, ran the score up to 85 
with only 4 wickets down, until Harri- 
gan .and' White were retired without 
any further score. Green and Clarke 
)cniR at the wicket when time was 
called, leaving the match a well con­
tested draw.
LACROSSE
Kelowna Meets Defeat A t Armstrong
Kelowna’s chances of securing a hold 
on the Okanagan Valley title for jin- 
other year were badly injured by their 
defeat at Armstrong last Thursday, and 
in order to enter a tie and_ the subse­
quent play-off tjiey must win today at 
Salmon^Arm-and also against Arms­
trong here on Aug. 13. _
Nine to two was the score by w'hich 
Armstrong placed themselves at the 
head o f the league standing, and Ahe 
locals showed a complete reversal of 
form from their previous visit to the 
northern centre. The neat combination 
efforts which brought victory before 
were missing, while the Armstrong 
home, strong as usual, bored in to score
goals. o n •
At half time the score was J to U in 
favour of the winners and it was not 
until the final quarter that Kelowna 
was able to score. Considerable rough 
plav crept into the game, and there 
were numerous penalties imposed by 
referee “ Cyclone” Taylor of hockey 
fame, who officiated. ,
Next Week’s Game May Be Final 
Next week’s fixture here will be the 
final game of the season, unless Kel­
owna is able to defeat Salmon Arm 
today and Armstrong on Thursday, in 
which event there would be a tie to 
play off. and this would most likely be 
decided by a sudden death game on a 
neutral ground such as Vernon.
Armstrong will be down in force for 
the Regatta week contest, as by win­
ning, they w'ould annex the Roweliffe 
Cup and the Valley championship.
A  meeting is being held in Vancou­
ver today to consider the lacrosse sit­
uation throughout the Province, and 
to endeavour to have play-offs for the 
various divisions staged immediately. 
The Valley League at their annual 
meeting decided agairjst affiliation with 
the Coast body, Inlt with the newly 
formed B. C. Lacrosse Association 
functioning satisfactorily, it is possible 
that the Okanagan will enter the pro­
vincial play-offs in Senior “B” division. 
This is entirely a matter of guarantee 
for expenses, and the dates selected for 
the games.
________  T H E  T R A P S
m iu r »  u u t  V* M *1./ ------------- -- --- -
for a pcrccntaBc of 89.3 ami wiimiiig the 
special prize offered.
Tliere were at least five squads 
shouting in each event and altogether 
about 40 guns took part in U pro- 
graiiniic which was well staged and 
full of interest. .
Owing to tlic niiniber of pri/.c-.shar- 
iiig winners only tbc leading scores 
and tbc team .shoot are given hero, 
■repm Shoot 25 bird
Luinhy: G. J. Quesnel. 22; J. L, 
Quesnel, 23; Newberry, 22; O. Ques- 
iicl. 22; J. A. Quesnel, 22. Total, 111.
Vernon: Green, 24; A. G. Tliompsoii, 
22; Brossi, 23; ClilTc, 21; Dohie, 19. 
Total. 109.
Kelowna: Casorso, 21; Maxsoii, 2,1; 
Sutherland, 19; J. W . Thompson, 18; 
Haldane, 17. Total, 98.
Summcrland: Penticton: Stuart, 22; 
T* Nelson, 18; Ramsay. 17; A, E. Nel­
son, 18; W . Nelson. 18. Total, 9,1.
Scratch Team: Stokes. Armstrong, 
21; Nile, Kelowna, 20; A, J. Quesnel, 
Lumby, 19; Lyell, Kelowna, 14; Geii- 
icr, Lumby, 1,1. Total* 37. ^
10 bird: A. E. Nelson, Sumnierland; 
Dobic, Vernon; A. J, Clarance, Kcl 
owna; R. Haldane, Kelowna 10.
15 bird: E. Cliffc, Vernon; Maxson, 
Kelowna— 15.
20 bird: Maxson, Kelowna; Cbtte, 
Vernon: G. J. Quesnel, Lumby; J. E 
Quesnel, Lumby— 19.
15 bird (Quaker): M. Stuart, Sum- 
mcrland; G. J. Quesnel, Ivumby—-15.
20 bird: Cliffc, Vernon; Dobie Ver­
non; J. E, Quesnel, Lumby: Green, 
Vernon; J. W . Thompson, Kelowna— 19
15 bird, gun down; O. Quesnel,
Lumby— 14. ^  i t
10 pair doubles: G. J. Quesnel, Lum­
by; A. G, Thompson, Vernon— 17.
FO O TB A LL .
Games To  Be Played With Penticton
Is football dead in Kelowna? Judg­
ing by the revival of interest at Mon­
day’s meeting of the local club,' it is 
not and, with the pospcct of games in 
the immediate, future, no .doubt the 
players will don the shorts, airtl jersey 
once more.
Following a visit from Howard 
Pierce, of Penticton, who, has been in­
strumental in starting soccer in that 
city, and his interview with local offi­
cials, a meeting was called for Mon­
day at i which it was decided to play 
home-and-home games with Penticton. 
Dates, have not yet been definitely set, 
but, an announcement will be made as 
soon as it is posible to do so.
In the meantime a practice will be 
held on Sunday morning to which air 
footballers and prospective pigsk^h 
kickers are invited in order to select 
a team to fill the Penticton dates. 
Playej's are requested to bring all their 
equipment with them to this practice, 
as it will be a practice for team selec­
tion purposes, and'a stiff workout will 
be held. ' __
IR R Ic O N ^ ^ T I O N  CONCLUDES
(Cgntinued from Page 5)
immense interest in the affairs of the 
W . C. I. A. .
It was not necessary, Mr. Finlayson 
remarked, to show the intimate rela­
tionship between the \Vork of the For­
estry Branch and that carried on by 
those who were interested in irrigation 
projects, as for the past sixteen years 
the Department he represented had 
helped-in every way it could to further 
the interests of ifrigationists. The poli­
cy of the Department of the Interior 
was so to preserve the forests as to 
be able to supply a continuous crop 
of timber and hold the. necessary water 
in the hills for the use of those who 
needed it.
After Mr. Finlayson’s address the 
discussion on resolutions was contin­
ued, many of the arguments of the 
previous day being repeated. Finally, 
the following resolutions were put to 
the meeting and carried with very
iltle opposition: ,
Proposed by Mayor W. Huckvale, of 
Medicine Hal. and seconded by Mr. 
Grotc Stirling. M.P.:
“ That tlii.s Association in convention 
assembled desires to express 
grets at the absence of Mr. Win. 
Pearce, C.IL, and of Mr. A- Daw­
son, C.E., of Calgary, whose exper­
ience and good judgment have been 
so .valuable in the past. While recog­
nizing the good reasons these_gentle­
men have for. being away ,this_ year, 
tins Association hopes that it will not 
happen again.’ ’
Proposed by Mr. P, M. Sanders, ot 
Lethbridge, and seconded liy Mr. J. 
W. Me Lane, of Medicine Hat:
"That this convention wishes to ex­
press its appreciation of the assistance 
given by the Dominion Govcniment to 
the settlers on tbc new irrigation pro­
jects in locating field distributaries and 
in giving leebnical instruction on the 
application of water to the land, and 
would strongly recommend that this 
work be continued next season in order 
to assist those still requiring help and
advice,” , r, . " r
Proposed by Mr. K. S. Stockton, of 
Strathmore, and seconded by Mr. J. 
Lochore. of Penticton:
“ Whereas the forests of Canada con­
stitute one of the most essential nut- 
urai resources producing a crop used 
in every industry and by every person 
in the colmtry;
“And whereas the forest cover is 
essential to the flow of streams which 
are required for irrigation, power devel­
opment and navigation;
“ Be it resolved, that the—Wcstt'rn 
Canada Irrigation Association give 
their liearty and unqualified support to 
the Forest Service and all organiza­
tions tending to conscOvc the forest 
and regulate its use, and that wc in­
form the Dominion and provincial gov­
ernments that we desire them  ̂ to in­
crease the funds for lire protection and 
forest conscirvation in order to pre­
vent uneconomic losses as far as poss­
ible.”
Declaration In Favour 0£ Govern­
ment Aid
Moved by Mr. F. E. R. Wollaston, 
Vernon, seconded by Mr, P. JT. Locke, 
Vernon: . .
“Whereas the question of increasing 
irrigation taxes and tolls now being 
levied against the lands of the water 
users in certain of the districts in Brit­
ish Columbia has become a matter of 
vital importance;
“And whereas it is becoming appar­
ent that users under prevailing con­
ditions cannot meet these charges out 
'of revenue, and that there is an im­
minent danger of many settlers hav­
ing to forfeit their lands unless some 
relief or readjustment can be made;
“And whereas it is conceded that the 
prosperity of such irrigation districts 
is to the general advantage of the 
Province of British Columbia at large 
and not only to the particular districts 
affected, so that the costs of irrigation 
works in part may fairiy be made a 
charge on the general revenue, of the 
province; ‘ , ’
“ And whereas one of the objects of 
the A.ssociation, as set out in the Con­
stitution is ‘to provide means of 
bringing the needs of the people aud 
the country as regards irrigation l̂ e- 
fore the Dominion and Provincial Gov­
ernments’ as the case may warrant;
“Therefore be it resolved,, that this 
Association m meeting assembled, re­
cognizing the seriousness of the situa­
tion, instructs the executive to con­
sider the report of the Association of 
British Columbia Irrigation Districts 
now under preparation and if, after 
such due consideration, they deem the 
problem of sufficient importance, they 
shall endorse this report to the fullest 
possible extent and lend all the aid 
they can to the said Association of 
British Columbia Irrigation Districts."
Convention Voices -Its Thanks 
Moved by Mr. J. S. Tempest, se­
conded by Mayor Huckvale: 
“ Resolved, that this nineteenth an­
nual convention of the Western Canada
Irrigation Association place on record 
its appreciation of the cordial hos­
pitality with wliich the delegates and 
guests 16 this convention have 
been received by the city atid pcoirlc 
of Kelowna and district;
“ Also, that wc cxprcs.s the heartiest 
thanks of the convention to the inoni- 
bers of the local Board of Control who 
have worked so faitlifully for the .suc­
cess of the couvculioii, to the many 
citizens who have placed their auto- 
iiiubiles and their services at our dis­
posal and to the social clubs who have 
so unreservedly dispensed Uospitahty; 
“ Also to the press for the. publicity
and assistance they have given the 
Association in their efforts during the 
past year;
“ Also to tlie different gentlemen who 
have given iiddrcsses at tlie convention 
and to all those who Have helped in any 
way to make the coiiveiitioii a success, 
with particular reference to the ladips 
of Kelowna.”
Election Of Officers 
lulcction of officers for the ensuing 
year resulted in choice of the foUo,w- 
ing*:
Hon. President, Tlie Minister of *iic 
Interior, Ottawa; Hon. Vice-Presi­
dents, The Minister of Agriculture for 
Alberta, The Minister of Agriculture 
for British Columbia; The Minister of 
Agriculture for Saskatchewan, 'I'lie 
Minister of Railways, Telephones am 
Irrigation for Alberta, The Minister of 
Highways for Saskatchewan. The Min­
ister of Lands for British Columbia; 
Vice-Presidents, The Mayor of Medi­
cine Hat. L. C. Charlesworth, Edmon­
ton. G. S. Herringer, Maple Greek, V, 
Meek, Ottawa, W. Huckvale, Medi­
cine Hat, Grotc Stirling, M.P., Kelow­
na. W. H. Fairfield, Lethbridge. A..S. 
Dawson, Calgary. Executive: J. W. 
McLanc, Medicine Hat, chairman: J. 
W. Evans, Raymondk Alta., E» VI. 
Haim, Monarch, Alta., S. G. Porter, 
Calgary, J. S. Tempest, Lethbridge, 
M. L. Frong, Lethbridge, H. S. Car­
penter, Regina, E. M. '.Carrutlieio, Ko' 
lowna, Hamilton Lang, Vernon, J, I.o- 
chore, Penticton,.
By the na.rrow majority bf one vote, 
Medicine Hat was chosen over Leth­
bridge as the location of the 1926 conr 
vention, and the proceedings then came 
to a conclusion.
Most of the delegates spent part of 
the afternoon visiting the orchard coun­
try in the vicinity of Kelowna and in­
specting. the various irrigation systems 
in practical' operation, a number of 
them leaving subsequently for their
S P E C IA L
As exclusive agents for the 
Rev. W . Grahfun-Brown, wc 
offer for sale his fully modern 
residence on Glcnwood Aven­
ue, with one acre of land, at the'
very low Bgure $ 4 , 5 0 0 . 0 0
Terms: $500 cash and the balance 
in monthly payments of $50.00, in­
cluding principal and interest.'
If yog arc looking for a good 
house, now is the time to act. The 
price is low and the terms easy.
L  W . Wilkinson & C o .
B E R N AR D  AVE.
homes liy the afternoon steamer, while 
the remainder took their departure in 
the morning. The visitors were loud in 
expressing appreciation of the gener­
ous hospitality lavi.shed upon them in 
Kelowna aiul avowed that tlicy earned 
away with them most pleasant memor­
ies of tile city, the district and its in­
habitants.
n  B ■  ■  ■
FISHING NEWS
Fishing is reported good at Shus- 
wap Falls, best results on small 
Canuck Spinner.
BRLQ O  D AM —Good, but water 
getting low. Mr. Cr'^Sarsotis^aiyd 
Mr. 'H. McDonald caught six 
dandies on Gibbs-Stevvart No. 4 
with copper line near Cedar Creek 
recently.
... $1.25
. .  $ 1.10
SPECIALS
Complete Trolling Outfit ...
Fly Rod —-..... ...............
KODAK SPEC IALS
1 postcard size Kodak (IJI K  A A  
reg. $25.00, fbr ....
1 2Y2. X 4J4 size Kodak A  A A  
,reg. $22.00, for ........ t D X U .U V
One Film Pack, A A
■2J4 X ZYi ....   d J U .U U
1 21̂  X 4Y  Kodak, A O
reg. $15.00, for ........
24-hour Service— 
D E V E LO P IN G  & P R IN T IN G
SPURRIER'S
that will ensure good ® 
pickles is what we offer. B
Crosse & Blackwell’s Eng- ^  
lish Malt; dj-fl O K  ® 
per gallon ’
Canadian Pure
Malt, per gal. X  v  B
Canadian White ®
Grain, per gallon J/X PL ®
Canadian Cider,
per gallon ............ ^
And a full line of ®
GOOD PICKLING •
m
at right prices. ®
. ■ ' ■ ■ - m





Familif Grooors Phone 30
T H E  GROCERY ON T H E  
CO RNER
a  o  o a n a
T
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Rutland Gun Club Shoot
MID-SUMMER
SPECIALS
2 9 %  K F  A l l  
HAMMOCKS
Now i-s the time to call in 
.ami pick out one of these 
swinging" easy cliairs for 
yonr verandah or sleeping 
porch. '
Exceptional vLilnes from- 
$4.50 to $12.50 in stock.
Sec out" complete range of 
tlie new C.C.M.
M ASSEY  B ICYCLES  
from $40.00 to $60.00
“ Terms so ca.sy, it doesn’t pay 
to walk.”
\
“ Where the other Tennis 
Players deaV’
T E D  B U S E
Bicycles—and—Sport Goods
A Q U A T IC S
Getting Ready For The Regatta
The announcement that Lieut.-Gov 
ornor Walter Nichol has presentee 
two solid silver cups to the Aquatic 
Association has been received with ap 
predation, and one trophy will be a 
challenge cup for tlio ladies’ four-oarei 
championsliii) of the Okanagan. For 
this event next week a creev from 
\'ancouvcr is coming up to compete 
against the local crew composed o ' 
E. Packliam. B. Burnc, M. Burne am 
N. Jones. All these ladies have Icarnec 
tlicir rowing locally, and during the 
past two years Coach Jenkins lias made 
considerable headway in gathering 
ladies crow whicli will stand a gooc 
chance of first winning the Nichol cup 
Tile second cup will be awarded for 
the most points secured by any one 
competitor in the various diving cv 
cuts, and tbc preliminary programme, 
wliich is now being circulated, also in 
eludes cups for rowing, swimming 
(living, launch races and sailing.
The mixed war canoe crew is also 
out practising to tackle the challenging 
Penticton crew, while the S.O.E. anc 
tlicir opi>onc'nts in the men's war canoe 
race arc also working out in the even 
ings.
Tlic senior four-oared crew, with R. 
Scath, B. Loyd. G. Mciklc and L, 
Knowles, is also training faithfully, 
and. as in the case of Bic ladies crew 
tbc majority learned their rowing on 
the Okanagan. Knowles, who is the 
newcomer of the crew, rowed with 
I'niversity College, Reading, hut th 
remaining members arc products o ’
Five members of the family Quesnel 
came down from Lumby to take part 
in the shoot sta'gcd by the Rutland Gun 
Club this week, and although there was 
better shooting by individuals, there 
was no shot breaking the pigeons more 
consistently than their party. This can 
be.judged from t4ic result of the feature 
event of the day. a 25 bird team shoot, 
which was won by Lumby with four 
Quosnels on the sciuad. by a narrow 
margin of 2 birds over Vernon. Four 
members of the Lumby team broke 22. 
the fifth making one extra, giving them 
a total of 111. while Vernon had high 
score in Green with 24 and Brossi, 23, 
but did not have as evenly balanced an 
aggregation as the winners.
The shooting throughout the day 
was exceptionally good, there being 
possililcs in three events, wliilc the di­
vision of prizes, which was done accor­
ding to the Rose system. 4,3,2,1 (ex­
cept the team shoot) took considerable 
reckoning owing to the large luimlicr 
wlio shared.
Sinnmcrland, Penticton. Armstrong. 
Vernon, Luniliy and Kelowna were all 
represented by entries, and the prize 
division gave the visitors tlicir share. 
Dobic, Green and A. G. Thompson, of 
Vernon. Ramsay of Pciiticion, the 
Quosnels from Liimby. Stjokes of 
Armstrong, and tlie Nelsons from 
Siimmerland were among the Ipromin- 
ent visiting shots. 1
G. J. Quesnel made the inosn consis-
tlie Kelowna district so far as 1 rowing 
is concerned. Gordon Mciklc lis well 
known for his activities in tracll events 
and basketball, and last year was his 
first season with the sculls, when nc 
rowed in the junior foui whicp won 
honours at the Regatta.
I
Hurray, for the Regatta !
' 1
Everybody get ready! R E G A T T A  TOGS! Dress up your store fronts. Let a flag fly some 
place around home. Leave verandah and store windows lighted. Meet your neighbours 
with a smile and say “Hello!”
W e e k  End Specials
IN  T H E  M E N ’S D E P A R T M E N T
Entire stock of Boaters and Sennet Straws, K A
regular up to $4.50, for .................................... ^ X « v w
Men’s W h ite Canvas Outing Shoes with rubber soles; 
some with heels, and leather insoles'; regular Q K
$2.50: all sixes; for ............................ ............
Special iii Art Silk and Lisle Sox, all c(3lors and 
sixes: regular 65c and 75c; Week end Special, pair
E X T R A  SPE C IA L
In Hartt’s black or brown calf Boots, the best 
shoe made: regular $12.00; SP I:.C IAL .......... $9.80
Wotnen’s White Canvas Sliocs. Oxfords and Straps, med­
ium and low heels; sixes 2j/̂  to /; prices up 
to $4.50; Special ................................................i
Sum m er Suits
Tw o only, cream Flannel Suits, latest styles, straight 
lielted coat, inverted pleat in back, finished in front with
large pearl Imtton ; regular jirice $30.00: $15.00
V o ile  Dresses
Ten only. Dresses, in dainty floral dc.sign. also plain col­
ors. all good styles. T o  dear at H A L F  PRICE.
SPU N  SILK
A vc'ry good quality, suitable for summer dresses and 
lingerie; conies in 30-inch width. Colors: peach, .sand, 
flame, jade, tangerine, lavender, pink, rose, (P  ^  O K  
white and black. Price, per yard ..................
THOMAS LAWSON, LTD.
P H O N E  215 K E LO W N A , B; C.
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